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Executive summary

Introduction

This report presents a synthesis of nine project-level final evaluations, 

carried out after an 18-month, costed extension to the Building Resilience 

and Adaptation to Climate Extremes and Disasters (BRACED) programme.

Building Resilience to Climate Extremes and Disasters

The purpose of BRACED-X was to consolidate and expand work already 

completed in nine projects. It was expected that BRACED-X Implementing 

Partners (IPs) would build on BRACED results to ensure progress towards 

sustainability of outcomes. As well as allowing for the scaling-up and rolling-

out of successful interventions, it also meant that, for some activities requiring 

a longer maturation period, for example planning and institutional change, there 

was more opportunity for projects to progress along the change pathways. This 

would add to BRACED programme evidence and learning about how and why 

change happens in resilience-building programmes. BRACED-X projects were 

expected to demonstrate progress towards achieving transformative change, 

moving beyond supporting incremental changes in people’s resilience towards 

a more radical shift in human systems, ‘to fundamentally and sustainably improve 

the resilience of vulnerable citizens to climate impacts’.

Using evidence provided by IPs, looking across a range of contexts in building 

and strengthening resilience, the report examines the following central synthesis 

evaluation question:

What difference did BRACED-X make, how, why, for whom  

and in what circumstances?

The projects implemented packages of activities working directly with 

individuals, households and communities, as well as with local-level institutions 

and local and national governments, and in collaboration with the private sector. 

These packages of activities, in combination, aimed to contribute to the overall 

outcome of improved resilience to climate-related extremes and disasters.

Through a 3-year,
£110 million UK

Government-funded
programme,

BRACED supports

across 13 countries 
in East Africa, the

Sahel and Asia

... to become more resilient to climate extremes and disasters

!

to help up to
5 million

people...120
organisations

in 15 
consortia
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Project activities included advocacy and policy influencing; institutional support 

and strengthening; training (e.g. in the use of improved seeds, in climate-smart 

technology, health and nutrition); support for natural resource management; 

establishing and supporting early warning systems; water management and 

water, sanitation and hygiene activities; improving access to climate information; 

and supporting access to financial services.

We supported IPs to use a realist approach while collecting their final evaluation 

data and in their analysis to help us answer the synthesis question. In realist 

evaluation, context is understood as the most important influence on whether 

an intervention succeeds in activating a change process (often referred to as 

a ‘mechanism’) that will cause an outcome. Causation in realist evaluation 

therefore rests on understanding the influence of context on ‘mechanisms’ 

and outcomes, as well as the mechanisms themselves.

Building resilience through the BRACED-X projects

Within BRACED-X, resilience is understood as the ability to anticipate, 

avoid, plan for, cope with, recover from and adapt to (climate-related) 

shocks and stresses. Outcomes of resilience-building processes are therefore 

seen by the BRACED programme as a set of interlinked ‘capacities’ to absorb, 

anticipate and adapt to shocks and stresses. Absorptive capacity refers to the 

ability to face and manage adverse conditions, using available skills and resources. 

Anticipatory capacity means anticipating and reducing the impact of climate 

variability and extremes through preparedness and planning. Adaptive capacity 

is being able to adapt to multiple, long-term and future climate change risks, 

and also to learn and adjust after a disaster. Building these capacities lays 

foundations for transformation and transformative change – fundamental 

changes to systems, institutions and the ‘rules of the game’. BRACED-X 

projects report evidence of a range of outcomes for individuals and 

households, as well as building understanding of how and why projects 

contributed to this change in different contexts.

Individual and household resilience capacities have been built, with access 

to financial services and market development playing a key role

A key resilience outcome was increased incomes, which is directly related to 

agricultural or livestock livelihoods activities. There is medium–weak evidence 

of increased incomes in the BRACED-X Final Evaluation (XFE). Projects enabled 

participants to increase and diversify their sources of income largely through 

boosting agricultural and livestock productivity and improving access to financial 

products and services. This contributed to basic absorptive and adaptive 

capacities. Interventions implemented in combination helped achieve this, 

with strong evidence of a BRACED-X project contribution through: access 

to finance; market development and strengthening; and business training. 

What people do with these incomes matters; there is some evidence that they 

are being used to meet immediate needs and to further invest in livelihood 

activities, improving absorptive and, potentially, adaptive capacity.
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The projects continued to influence contexts to create conditions for 

change, providing services to meet basic needs and clean water provision, 

freeing up time to invest in productive activities. ‘Time-saving’ acts as 

a mechanism for further change and therefore is part of the whole process 

of building and strengthening resilience.

The change pathways highlight the importance of demonstration effects, 

and these manifest in different ways. First, at the level of the individual 

(in households and communities), these relate to trust and credibility, peer 

learning and awareness. Second, project XFEs present evidence that practical 

demonstration fills gaps in knowledge between players at different institutional 

levels or levels of the system.

Multiple projects working to develop market linkages helped create 

more resilient local markets that are accessible to small-scale producers 

(e.g. camel milk in Kenya; support to important value chain links such as 

collection centres), although the evidence is still somewhat thin. Smallholder 

farmers saw increased and diversified income as a result, bolstering their 

absorptive and adaptive capacities.

The main mechanism was linking and establishing better relationships between 

existing relevant private sector actors. In some cases, this involved creating new 

spaces or institutional arrangements. BRACED-X project support to community-

level savings and loans groups continued to help diversify income-generating 

activities, developing absorptive and adaptive capacities. Access to appropriate 

financial services was a key building block on the pathway to resilience 

in a range of contexts. This relies strongly on trust in formal and informal 

financial institutions.

BRACED-X projects have broadened and deepened their work at higher 

institutional levels

Projects were able to capitalise on the efforts made, relationships developed 

and knowledge gained from the previous BRACED phase for work at higher 

policy and institutional levels under BRACED-X. Projects focusing on fostering 

links and relationships between key national-level stakeholders and institutions 

forge a more sustainable and enabling environment for resilience policy-

making. Linking across institutions from local to national levels can bring local 

knowledge into high-level decision-making, and in some cases changed national 

policy-maker mindsets about issues like pastoralism and cross-border mobility.

Further evidence of raised awareness and shifting attitudes tells us more 

about what it takes to influence key decision-makers and motivate them to make 

resilience-building changes to policy and implementation processes. This helps to 

generate ownership in these. One way projects achieved this was through using 

their knowledge of local socio-economic and policy contexts developed during 

BRACED to reach out and mobilise a wider range of stakeholders and at higher 

institutional levels. Interventions that were informed by local contexts and that 
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spoke directly to stakeholders’ needs were perceived by stakeholders as valid, 

created new partnerships and enabled changes to existing structures. This helped 

lay solid foundations for further change and sustainability.

Building capacities of women can improve their status, but we are not yet 

seeing transformational change

Building women’s absorptive and adaptive capacities through a range of 

income-generating activities was effective in promoting positive changes in 

women’s status within households and communities in some instances. Where 

projects increased women’s income, women also gained control over some 

elements of household decision-making, signalling small shifts to gendered 

norms at household level. While the projects increased women’s participation in 

community institutions, evidence of women’s resilience concerns being included 

in ‘community’ decision-making is mixed. Echoing the findings of the previous 

evaluation, success in gender and inclusion requires strategic approaches to shift 

power so that we see more transformative change in gendered power structures.

Projects target marginalised people, but it is unclear who might have been 

excluded and why

Projects continued to implement successfully activities that reduced risk 

and increased coping and were inclusive insofar as they targeted the most 

vulnerable people, including women. However, it is difficult to say who has 

been excluded, how and why, as the data does not provide sufficient depth.

Developing and strengthening institutions for climate information has great 

potential to build resilience, but this takes time

Better provision and access to information owing to BRACED-X can be seen 

across a range of contexts, based on development and strengthening of regional 

and local networks, both formal and informal. While clear achievements have 

been made in establishing structures for disseminating climate information, the 

impacts of this on resilience will emerge only over time. Developing structures, 

awareness and knowledge represents fundamental and necessary progress towards 

building anticipatory capacities. There is mixed evidence on the uptake of and 

response to climate information. Users need to trust forecasts and use them 

consistently over time for them to inform and influence decision-making in ways 

that lead to greater resilience. Access to information needs to be sustained 

beyond the life of the project both to engender trust and to ensure resilience in 

the longer term. National and local ownership of climate information systems and 

processes, and capacity of both local and national actors, will mean services are 

likely to continue without direct project support.
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How and why change happens

Collaborative processes lead to an enabling policy-making environment

Policy work under BRACED-X was, on the whole, founded on projects 

investing in understanding political economy and power. The collaborative 

processes involved in reaching outcomes created a more enabling policy-

making environment, with greater awareness of the need for ‘resilience thinking’. 

BRACED-X projects continued to work collaboratively with communities to 

ensure their needs and priorities were identified bottom-up. However, in the 

context of climate resilience, communities’ decisions need to be informed by 

future climate scenarios (not just ‘needs’). Final evaluations lack evidence of this 

happening in the projects. The XFE provides (strong) evidence to further support 

the importance of ‘getting the right people on board’ (stakeholders) to enhance 

the credibility of projects, so that communities (individuals and households) 

participate. This links strongly to contexts of trust, and the need for projects 

to build and capitalise on this.

Responding to need mobilises stakeholders, but it is not always clear whether 

‘needs’ match what is required to build resilience

Policy work shows strong evidence for filling gaps and responding to 

‘pressing need’, demonstrating that there is already a policy space for 

BRACED-X processes and outcomes. Timely mobilisation of key decision-

makers promoted buy-in at different institutional levels. This bodes well 

for political will/commitment, which is further strengthened by engaging 

key actors (national and local government stakeholders) in project design 

and implementation. But this raises questions about needs versus climate 

considerations. Is a ‘need’ actually what is required in terms of adapting to 

climate risk, extremes and disasters, bringing about transformational change 

and resilience in the long term? Interventions at the community level largely 

work to shore up and improve strategies reliant on natural resources and 

therefore subject to the vagaries of the climate. There is some evidence of 

fundamental differences to the way people are earning incomes, through 

diversified livelihood activities in sectors with much improved market 

connections thanks to value chain support from some projects (e.g. essential 

oil in Nepal; camel milk in Kenya). But it is not evident how sustainable 

outcomes would be in the face of longer-term, changing climate-related 

risks and opportunities.
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Institutional change points to shifts significant enough to make 

a difference at scale

BRACED-X achieved outcomes at scale in Ethiopia through strategic 

engagement with government stakeholders and institutions, resulting in 

a national policy framework. Important progress has been made towards 

successfully scaling up climate financing initiatives. BRACED-X project coverage 

offers evidence of change at a scale significant enough to make a difference 

to whole communities and many thousands of people, especially in the case 

of institutional change, although in some cases the evidence base remains thin. 

Most evidence of innovation is in the higher institutional and policy-related 

work carried out under BRACED-X. Across the projects, there is some evidence 

of inclusion in decision-making processes, and engagement with strategic 

planning processes, pointing to potentially transformative change in terms 

of leadership and empowerment, but not enough to say definitively that 

it IS transformative. The building blocks seem to be in place.

What difference has BRACED-X made?

BRACED-X projects successfully contributed to resilience outcomes by building 

on work from the previous phase of BRACED and learning from experience – 

for example recognising how important it is to cater to/address basic needs, 

such as water and food, and especially time-saving. This is an important factor 

in inclusion, in enabling participation in project activities and in continuing 

to support activities to achieve this.

More opportunity to appropriately link and sequence activities

A strong contribution of BRACED-X to learning about implementing 

resilience-building projects is that we find ‘timeframes’ are more about 

having the space and time to sequence effectively. There is evidence that 

access to financial services needs to go hand-in-hand with interventions 

directly supporting productive activities. Projects need to change the context 

within which they are operating – creating an ‘enabling environment’ for 

change to happen – for example through building trust or addressing food 

security concerns. We also see this in the outcomes that act as mechanisms 

for further change. For example, a number of projects dealt with basic needs 

before moving on to a more commercially-oriented focus. This is also an 

example of sequencing activities effectively. Resilience is about creating 

the key elements in the change pathways, as well as the links between 

them: the outputs, intermediate outcomes and processes that take 

us closer towards resilience outcomes and impact.
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Working with ‘champions’ and policy moments to get resilience on the agenda

Working to bring about policy change sees an emphasis on the importance 

of champions (both local and national), for gaining access and a ‘space at 

the table’. This is not peculiar to resilience-building programmes. Nevertheless, 

it is important to highlight here. Projects need to identify and work with the 

right change agents: those with the mandate and resources to deliver change. 

Influencing and advocacy play a strong role in creating action, especially at higher 

institutional levels, working to align climate concerns with existing policy needs 

and demands to generate/internalise the need for change among the key actors.

Tapping into windows of opportunity or policy ‘moments’ increased 

the likelihood of timely policy changes in favour of local community resilience. 

A synthesis of the experience of the five policy IPs shows the importance of 

making connections between the local and higher institutional levels in order 

to demonstrate the value of local knowledge for decision-making processes. 

BRACED-X offered the opportunity to invest more time in building relationships 

with key regional and national actors, as an important springboard for 

further change.

Concluding comments and reflections

Evidence from the previous evaluation suggested that change needed to 

be adaptive, responding to and dealing with multiple, long-term and future 

climate change risks, for it to be transformative in terms of fundamental 

changes to systems and institutions and the way things are done. The synthesis 

of evidence from the XFEs of the BRACED extension shows adaptive capacities 

being built, for example diversifying livelihoods and income sources. Are projects 

doing enough to bring about (or laying the foundations for) transformative 

change, which is necessary for change to be sustainable and resilient in the 

long term?

Bringing about transformational change relies on resilience-building actions 

instigated by the projects being embedded and internalised within local and 

national processes. Impressive progress was made during BRACED-X to secure 

the foundations for this. These foundations lie with changes in mindset, political 

will and commitment to taking the actions necessary to build and support 

adaptation and resilience. It also needs sustained capabilities and resources 

to see things through.

Challenges remain. We see in the various barriers and contextual factors 

that projects were unable to circumvent prominent systemic bottlenecks to 

resilient change. Examples include social norms that continue to exclude women 

from important decision-making and priority-setting processes and continued 

mistrust in formal institutions by marginalised people (and vice versa) that prevent 

systemic change in marginalised people’s access and inclusion, which ultimately 

hinder resilience.





PART 1.
BACKGROUND  
TO THE  
EVALUATION
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1.1 The BRACED programme 
and the BRACED extension
The Building Resilience and Adaptation to Climate Extremes and Disasters 

(BRACED) programme was originally a 3-year, £110 million programme funded 

by the UK Department for International Development (DFID). BRACED aimed to 

build the resilience of 5 million vulnerable people against climate extremes 

and disasters. This was through:

• Scaling up proven technologies and practices;

• Research and evaluation to build knowledge and evidence on how 

best to strengthen resilience in different contexts;

• Enhancing local and national capacity to respond to climate-related 

shocks and stresses.

From its launch in January 2015, BRACED supported over 140 organisations 

in 15 consortia to implement 15 projects across 13 countries in East Africa, 

the Sahel and Asia. These consortia included local government and civil 

society organisations, research organisations and the private sector.

1.
INTRODUCTION

Image:cIFAction
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At the end of October 2018, DFID decided to extend the BRACED programme 

for a further 15 months, from 1 January 2018 to 31 March 2019. This period 

(and the implementation wrap-up period that followed between 1 April 2019 

and 30 June 2019) is referred to as BRACED-X. BRACED-X was a continuation of 

the BRACED programme. The purpose of BRACED-X was to consolidate and 

expand work already completed. The funds were organised into two windows: 

implementation (£10 million) and policy (£4 million). While the former aimed to 

deliver results on the ground (Components A and B of the BRACED programme),1 

the latter aimed to accelerate policy-influencing activities at national and local 

levels (Component D).2

Within the BRACED implementation period, medium- and long-term changes 

were achieved, and it was expected that Implementing Partners (IPs) would 

build on these results to ensure progress towards sustainability of outcomes. 

BRACED-X was expected to directly benefit millions more people, especially 

women and children, by building on and extending BRACED activities of nine 

of the original fifteen IPs.

1.2 Purpose of this report 
and intended users
This report presents findings of a synthesis of project extension final evaluations 

(XFEs) carried out by the nine BRACED-X IPs. It examines the following central 

evaluation synthesis question:

What difference did BRACED-X make, how, why, for whom 

and in what circumstances?

This question is answered through a qualitative, process-oriented and 

explanatory synthesis that brings together evidence from across the set of 

projects, building on the BRACED mid-term review (MTR) and Final Evaluation 

(FE), in order to draw overall conclusions and lessons about how, where, when 

and why BRACED interventions worked, what we can learn and how we can 

replicate good practice.

1	 BrAcEdcomponentA:Grantstoconsortia,alliancesorpartnershipsof
non-governmentalorganisations(nGos),localgovernment,privatesector
andresearchorganisationstoscaleupactionsonthegroundtobuildthe
resilienceofpeopletocopewithclimateextremesintheSahel.BrAcEd
componentB:Grantstoconsortia,alliancesorpartnershipsofnGos,local
government,privatesectorandresearchorganisationstoscaleupactionson
thegroundtobuildtheresilienceofpeopletocopewithclimateextremes
indFIdfocalcountriesatriskofclimateextremes.

2	 BrAcEdcomponentd:Supporttobuildthecapabilityandcapacityof
developingcountriesandregionalorganisationstoprepareandplanfor
theexpectedincreasesinthefrequencyandseverityofclimateextremes.
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To answer the synthesis question above, we discuss progress towards outcomes 

from BRACED projects at the XFE stage, after four years and three months 

of implementation (three years under BRACED plus fifteen months under 

BRACED-X). The purpose of this evaluation activity is not to assess the progress 

and performance of individual projects. Rather, we synthesise evidence and key 

lessons on implementing a resilience-building programme and consider what 

difference BRACED-X has made, looking across a range of contexts in building 

and strengthening resilience.

This programme-level synthesis is the main evaluation activity for BRACED-X 

led by the BRACED Knowledge Manager (KM).3 By focusing on evidence on 

how, where, when and why BRACED projects worked, it complements other 

work under the Resilience Measurement Theme, including annual reporting 

by the IPs and BRACED monitoring and routine results reporting under the 

monitoring and evaluation (M&E) framework, including the BRACED Annual 

Report Synthesis.4

The intended users of this report are:

• DFID: By providing an assessment of the difference BRACED-X has 

made, founded on evidence on how and why BRACED intervention 

packages are working, capturing innovation and strengthening the 

BRACED theory of change (ToC), it is hoped that this report can assist 

further with decisions about how to plan and implement strategic 

resilience-strengthening interventions.

• The BRACED IPs: The report provides a qualitative synthesis of 

evidence from projects on how, when and where the nine BRACED-X 

project interventions worked, highlighting achievements and lessons 

and deepening the findings of the evaluation activities in the first phase 

of BRACED. This could be used to inform future programmes.

• KM and Fund Manager (FM) teams: The report provides further evidence 

of what has worked in building and strengthening resilience, how and why. 

The evidence presented can inform further research and future iterations 

of resilience work and complements the monitoring and results reporting 

(MRR) synthesis findings.

• Others designing, implementing, funding and evaluating resilience-

building projects and programmes: The evaluation methodology draws 

on realist evaluation principles and methods, building on the evidence 

generated at MTR and BRACED FE. Realist evaluation is a relatively new 

and untested approach in evaluating complex development projects, which 

has been further applied to the policy work the IPs carried out during 

BRACED-X. Our experience with the methodology may offer some useful 

insights and learning for others designing, implementing or evaluating 

complex and complicated programmes.

3	 BrAcEd(2015a).

4	 SilvaVillanueva,P.et al.(2016);SilvaVillanueva,P.andV.Sword-daniels(2017).
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1.3 The BRACED-X Final Evaluation
The BRACED-X FE synthesis design is set out in a separate ‘design addendum’ 

document, which also contains a detailed theory of change for the programme 

extension. This has evolved and been developed from the original BRACED 

programme evaluation design (in lieu of a Terms of Reference (ToR)).

The synthesis draws on evidence from project-level XFEs carried out by IPs 

between November 2018 and March 2019. The BRACED-X projects carried out 

their XFEs before the end of March 2019 in order to be able to collect data before 

projects officially closed on 31 March 2019 (and project staff moved on). The 

KM deadline for the XFE reports was 31 May 2019, in order for the Evaluation 

Synthesis and Support (ESS) team to be able to analyse and synthesise results 

along a timeline to allow for the necessary rounds of internal and external quality 

assurance review and report production to meet the KM final DFID deadline 

of 14 September 2019.

In line with the objectives of previous BRACED evaluations, the XFE focused 

on learning. The aim of the evaluation was not to evaluate the effectiveness 

and value for money of the projects and in this respect it does not perform 

an accountability function. We assess how and why project interventions were 

leading to outcomes and building resilience in different contexts, and, where 

possible, for whom and in what circumstances. To achieve this, BRACED-X 

IPs needed to conduct an XFE that was:

• Process-oriented and explanatory in nature;

• Focused on ‘mechanisms’ – defined in BRACED M&E Guidance Note 7 

as ‘the causal forces or powers that explain why a change happens’.5

During the XFE, as in the BRACED FE and MTR, IPs reflected on evidence 

on project successes and failures, and any enablers and constraints, in order to 

explore, test and revise assumptions about pathways to change. So that IPs did 

not repeat the same exercise less than a year after the FE of the first phase of 

BRACED, in line with the process of conducting a realist evaluation, they were 

encouraged to use the first three years of data (including, but not confined to, 

the MTR and FE) as a jumping-off point for newly collected evidence on the 

difference BRACED-X had made. IPs were expected to build on the evidence 

gathered for the FE as well as subsequent M&E data gathered under BRACED-X, 

with the XFE focusing on collecting only supplementary data on outcomes in 

addition to the data they already had on the previous three years’ results. This 

formed the basis for in-depth, mostly qualitative, data collection and analysis to 

tell us how, why, for whom and in what circumstances BRACED-X had worked, 

and the contribution the projects had made to building and strengthening 

resilience. The learning and evaluation around change will therefore reflect 

the totality of the work, considering what BRACED-X added/allowed projects 

to do because they had extra time and resources.

5	 BrAcEd(2015b).
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The BRACED Evaluation team continued to provide guidance and support to IPs 

to promote consistency and quality, so that IPs could generate robust evidence 

and learning about how change happens in projects designed to build resilience 

to climate extremes and disasters in different contexts.

Table 1 describes the main components of the XFE including key outputs.

Table 1: Extension Final Evaluation main components and timeframe

Variation on the original design: The design addendum for the XFE details 

two policy case studies. Timing, project design and IP fatigue meant that, in 

practice, we could do only one in-depth case study, which was designed and 

carried out by an ESS team member (PROGRESS-X). We additionally carried 

out KIIs with project staff in the remaining four IPs that were undertaking 

work under the BRACED-X policy window (Anukulan-X; DCF; BRACED-X-LM; 

CMESA-E), following receipt of the IP XFE reports on 17 May 2019. This allowed 

us to dig deeper into the policy work being carried out by IPs in the extension 

phase, test policy theories and Context-Mechanism-Outcome statements 

(CMOs), fill gaps in evidence and triangulate evidence across the projects, 

expanding the dataset and improving quality of data.
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The primary audience for the BRACED XFE synthesis report is DFID. Insights 

from the report should act as prompts for implementers to take BRACED learning 

and reflections into account, rather than acting as a comprehensive, prescriptive 

set of recommendations. The full report, the French translation of the executive 

summary and the English and French versions of a two-page summary will 

be shared with DFID as well as the IPs and the BRACED FM and KM. These 

will also be available to wider audiences on the BRACED programme and Itad 

websites, and shared through the BRACED programme mailing lists, social 

media feeds and other communication channels used by the programme. The 

report and summary will also be shared via the Research for Development (R4D) 

website and associated Thomson Reuters, Itad, Overseas Development Institute 

(ODI), DFID and Red Cross social media. Any additions to the communication 

and dissemination plan, as well as the use and influence plan (which are 

beyond the range and scope of the synthesis) for the XFE synthesis will be 

discussed and finalised with DFID.

1.4 Report structure
The report is presented in two parts (Part I: Background and Part II: Findings), 

broken down into a number of sections.

Section 2 describes the BRACED-X projects; how we conceptualised resilience 

within the BRACED programme and the resilience framing used in the analysis 

and synthesis of the IP evaluations. We also summarise the main findings from 

the FE of the previous phase of BRACED. Section 3 sets out the methodology, 

including the evaluation approach, a description of the data and the approach to 

the synthesis and assessing quality of evidence. Section 4 presents the findings of 

the XFE synthesis, focusing first on what BRACED/BRACED-X projects achieved 

in strengthening and building resilience before moving on to explain how and 

why change happened across the projects, for whom and in what contexts in 

Section 5. Section 6 concludes with a discussion and summary of what we have 

learned through the XFE process across the BRACED-X portfolio about future 

resilience-strengthening programming.
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The nine BRACED-X projects operated across a range of contexts to build 

local-level resilience, on both national and regional scales. They employed 

diverse partnership arrangements and ways of implementing, using a variety 

of strategies (packages of activities). The complicated nature of the programme 

influenced and guided the choice of evaluation methodology and the way 

we analyse and present the data in this report.

2.1 Project contexts
Summaries of the BRACED-X project contexts are set out in Table 2.

2.
BRACED-X PROJECTS

Image:ILo/
PradipShakya
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project project focus climate context

Anukulan-X	
(IDE6 –	Nepal)

drivingsmallfarmer
investmentinclimate-
smarttechnologiesin
mid-westandfar-west
ruralnepal

nepalhasexperiencedfrequentclimate-induceddisasterssuchasdrought,
landslidesandfloods,whichdisproportionatelyaffectwomen,children,
marginalisedsocialandethnicgroupsandtheverypoor.Since2019nepalhas
beenundertakingafederalisationprocess,creatingsemi-autonomouslocal
governmentauthorities,whichwillaffecttherelevanceofLocalAdaptation
PlansofAction(LAPAs).

CMESA-E	
(Christian	
Aid	–	Ethiopia)

Improvingaccessto
reliableclimateinformation
andincreasinglocal
communities’capacity
torespondtoclimate
threatsinEthiopia

recenttrendsshowanoveralldeclineinrainfall,resultinginmoreintense
andfrequentdroughtsinEthiopia.Weatherforecastsplayanimportantrole
ininformingfarmers’decisionsastowhentoplantandharvesttheircropsor
destocktheiranimals.However,inmanypartsofEthiopia,farmershaveno
wayofaccessingtimelyandrelevantforecasts.theprojectwasimplementedin
acontextofcivilunrestanddisplacement,duringanationalStateofEmergency.

MAR-X	
(Farm	Africa	–	
Ethiopia)

Financialmodelsand
economicopportunities
adaptabletoclimate
extremes,workingwith
lowlandpastoralistsand
unemployedyouthand
womeninurbanareas

InEthiopia’slowlands,pastoralistcommunitiesfaceincreasingpressures
owingtoincreasedincidenceofdrought.reducedrainfallpatternscombined
withamorevariable,unpredictableclimateandfast-growingpopulationhave
progressivelyworsenedthesituation,resultinginamuchmorevulnerable
pastoralistpopulation.Addedtothis,pastoralistsgenerallydonothavefarming
skills;areilliterate;donotreceiveweatherinformation;areexcludedfrom
accessingformalfinancialservicesandinsuranceproducts;anddonothave
accesstotraining.theextremedroughtin2015exacerbatedmanyoftheseissues.

PROGRESS-X	
(Mercy	Corps	–	
Kenya		
&	Uganda)

Buildingresilient
governance,markets
andsocialsystemsamong
pastoralistcommunities
inKaramojasub-region
innorth-easternuganda
andWajircountyof
north-eastKenya

thecommunitiesofWajirandKaramojaexperienceseasonalshocks
andstressorssuchasflooding,deforestation,soilerosionanddrought,
whichclimatechangehasexacerbated.Pastoralistshavetraditionallyled
anomadiclifestyle,relyingonthelivestocktheyherd(camels,cattle,goats)
fortheirlivelihoodandnutrition.Becauseofclimatechangeandlandpressure,
however,manyareattemptingtosettleandfarmwithoutsufficientknowledge
ortraining.thedevolutionprocesscurrentlyunderwayinKenyahasintroduced
countygovernmentswithindependentbudgetsandpolicy,providingan
opportunitytoaddresstheneedsofpastoralistsandurbansettlers.

WYL	(Ric4Rec)	
(Blumont	–
IRD7	–	Mali)

Strengtheningcommunities’
initiativesforresilienceto
climateextremesinMali

Peoplelivinginruralareasarefacingincreasingvulnerabilityowingtotheir
dependenceonshrinkingnaturalresources,theirgeographicalisolationand
theirlackofmeanstocopewithextremeweatherconditions.Incentraland
southernMali,reducingthisvulnerabilityandsupportingeffectiveadaptation
forruralpopulationsischallengingasaresultofthelimitedpresenceof
governmentservicesand,insomeareas,increasingconflicts.

SUR1M-X	
(CRS8	–	
Niger	&	Mali)

Intelligentagriculture,
savingcirclesandradio
messagingforresilience
inthenigerriverBasin

Increasinglyfrequentandintenseclimateextremes(floodsanddroughts)
arebeingexperiencedinthenigerriverBasin,particularlyinthedrier
regions,whicharealmostentirelydependentontheriverforwater.climate
changeandwaterscarcitycombinedwithhighpopulationgrowth,poor
infrastructureandweakgovernancehavehadconsiderablenegativeimpacts
onpeople’slivelihoods,foodsecurityandresilience.thishasresultedin
recurringemergenciesaswellasconflictsbetweencommunities.Women
arethemostvulnerabletoclimateshocksastheyhavelesscontrolover
theirassetsandmorelimitedmobility.

6	 InternationaldevelopmentEnterprises.

7	 Internationalreliefanddevelopment.

8	 catholicreliefServices.

Table 2: BRACED-X project climate contexts
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2.2 Project activities91011

By learning from projects about how different approaches work and in what 

contexts, BRACED and subsequently BRACED-X aimed to influence resilience 

and adaptation policy-making and planning in national and local governments, 

and regional and international initiatives.

The projects implemented packages of activities working directly with individuals, 

households and communities as well as with local-level institutions and local 

and national governments, and in collaboration with the private sector. These 

packages of activities, in combination, aimed to contribute towards achieving the 

overall outcome of improved resilience to climate-related extremes and disasters. 

Project activities included advocacy and policy-influencing; institutional support 

and strengthening; training (e.g. in the use of improved seeds and in climate-

smart technology, health and nutrition); support for natural resource management 

(NRM); establishing and supporting early warning systems (EWS); water 

management and water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) activities; improving 

access to climate information; and supporting access to financial services 

(savings and loans groups, microfinance and insurance). For some activities, 

the projects worked directly with beneficiaries, building institutional capacity, 

9	 nearEastFoundation.

10	 WeltHungerHilfe.

11	 ActingForLife.

project project focus climate context

DCF	
(NEF9	–	Mali		
&	Senegal)

Workingwithvulnerable
communitiesthrough
localgovernmentsto
integrateclimateadaptation
intolocalplanningand
budgetingprocesses
inMaliandSenegal

ruralcommunitiesinMaliandSenegalareregularlyaffectedbydrought,
conflictsandalackofresources,makingthemparticularlyvulnerableto
climate-relatedstressesandshocks.Whileclimateadaptationfundshave
beeninplaceforseveralyears,transferstogroupsaffectedbyshockscan
beslow,andtheirhierarchicalnaturecanexcludecommunitiesfrom
decisionsabouthowtousethefunds.

BRES-X	
(WHH10	–
Burkina	Faso)

changingfarmingpractices
toprepareforheavyrain
andhightemperatures
infourprovincesin
BurkinaFaso

Withnearlynomajorindustry,BurkinaFaso’seconomicactivityrelies
heavilyonsubsistenceagricultureandlivestockproduction.Avastmajority
ofthepopulationlivesbelowthepovertyline,withasignificantproportion
chronicallyundernourished.Highpopulationgrowthhasledtorisingfood
demandsbutthescarcityofagriculturallandandwaterresourcesarelimiting
domesticfoodproduction.Increasinglyfrequentandsevereclimateextremes
suchasrainfallvariabilityandrisingtemperatureshaveexacerbatedfood
insecurityandmalnutritionratesacrossthecountry.

BRACED-X-LM	
(AFL11	–	
Senegal,	Niger,	
Mauritania,	
Mali,	
Burkina	Faso)

Strengtheningthe
resilienceofpastoralists
andagro-pastoralists,
throughtrans-border
livestockmobility,
inBurkinaFaso,Mali,
Mauritania,niger
andSenegal

Expansionofagricultureandthegrowthofinfrastructureprojectsand
relatedsettlementshaveledtotensionsbetweenpastoralistsandagricultural
communities,threateningtraditionallivestockcorridors.Simultaneously,the
effectsofclimatechangehaveunderminedpastoralistlivelihoods.recurring
droughts,combinedwithrainfallshortages,haveincreasedanimalfodder
deficits,leadingtoalossoflivestockandanimalhealthissues.traditionally
pastoralistshavehadlimitedaccesstoveterinaryservicesandproducts
includingprotein-richfoddersupplements.
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providing grants and technical support or carrying out resilience-building activities. 

In other cases, the projects worked through private sector actors. Table 3 lists the 

different activities the nine BRACED-X projects carried out.

Table 3: BRACED-X summary of activity areas by agency/
implementing partner
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1a)Horticulture
andcropping

• • • • • • •

1b)LivestockManagement • • • • • • •

2.nutritionandHealth
(including training, 
behaviour change)

• • •

3.WaterSupply
(system development, 
water management for 
households and agriculture)

• • • • • • •

4.nrM
(forest and 
watershed governance 
and development, 
pasture management, 
cookstove technology)

• • • • • • •

5.FinancialInclusion
(village saving/loans 
schemes, linkages to service 
providers, insurance)

• • • • • •

6.Entrepreneurship
(training, group formation, 
value chain development, 
service providers)

• • • • • • •

7.Planningand
policyinfluence
(community planning, 
local capacity-building, 
grant-making, advocacy 
and lobbying, national 
policy influence)

• • • • • • •

8.disasterrisk
Managementand
EarlyWarning
(group formation, 
EWS, hazard mitigation, 
improved forecasting and 
climate information)

• • • • • • • •

9.Genderand
SocialInclusion
(organisational change, 
training, policy influence, 
self-help and support)

• • • • • • •

* Senegal, Niger, Mauritania, Mali, Burkina Faso.
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2.3 Resilience in the BRACED-X projects
Within BRACED-X, resilience is understood as the ‘ability to anticipate, 

avoid, plan for, cope with, recover from and adapt to (climate-related) shocks 

and stresses’.12 As part of their M&E systems, the BRACED-X projects measured 

the ‘outcomes’ of resilience-building processes, conceptualised as a set 

of interlinked capacities to absorb, anticipate and adapt to shocks and 

stresses, as well as laying foundations for transformation and transformative 

change (‘the 3As and T’).13 These capacities, in turn, are seen to ensure that 

the wellbeing and human development of communities carry on in spite of 

climate-change induced shocks.14 This continues the common approach 

established under BRACED. The capacities making up the 3As are:

• Anticipatory: before a shock or stress – ability to undertake proactive actions 

to avoid upheaval, e.g. heeding early warnings, changing the way houses are 

built, reducing landslide risk, targeting by radio announcements;

• Absorptive: after a shock or stress – ability to buffer shocks in the short term, 

e.g. access to savings and finance, disaster preparedness, social protection;

• Adaptive: before, during and after a shock or stress – able to react to 

evolving/dynamic risk of disturbance to reduce likelihood of harmful 

outcomes, e.g. growing drought-resistant crops, diversifying livelihoods, 

irrigating agricultural production.

BRACED-X projects were also expected to demonstrate progress towards 

achieving transformative change. This means moving beyond supporting 

incremental changes in people’s resilience towards a more radical shift in 

human systems, ‘to fundamentally and sustainably improve the resilience 

of vulnerable citizens to climate impacts’.15

In line with the approach followed in the BRACED FE synthesis, the XFE synthesis 

recognises resilience as an intermediate outcome, not an end in itself but a step 

towards improving wellbeing.16 We also recognise that the changes (outcomes 

or results) of project activities should be intermediary steps in a longer-term 

(strategic) process of transformation.

12	 dFId(2014),citedinBahadur,A.et al.(2015),p.11.

13	 Bahadur,A.et al.(2015).

14	 BrAcEd(2015candalso2015b).

15	 SilvaVillanueva,P.et al.(2016),p.62.

16	 Bénéet al.(2015).
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To take into account whether the underlying processes in change pathways 

embody resilience, during the BRACED FE synthesis we expanded on the 3As 

conceptualisation of capacities largely related to outcomes that contribute to 

resilience, to give resilience ‘dimensions’. These include features of processes 

and outcomes (including 3As and T), clustered under the headings ‘risk-informed’, 

‘inclusive’ and ‘interconnected’, to provide a way of thinking about resilience 

as both the set of characteristics that make an outcome ‘resilient’ and how the 

outcomes themselves contribute to resilience. Figure 1 sets out the overarching 

components of our resilience dimensions, with further detail available in Annex 1.

Figure 1: Resilience dimensions

2.4 BRACED Final Evaluation synthesis  
2018 findings
BRACED projects aimed to enhance participants’ resilience, partly 

through achieving development outcomes, and through the processes 

involved in realising those outcomes. The previous BRACED FE synthesis 

identified resilience outcomes and processes in four broad pathways 

and explored how and why changes happened.17

17	 Leavyj.,Boydell,E.,Mcdowell,S.,andB.Sladkova(2018)‘resilienceresults:
BrAcEdFinalEvaluation’.BrAcEdKnowledgeManagerSynthesisreport.
BrightonItad.

Risk-informed

Inclusive‘Future-proofed’

InterconnectedTransformative

‘Resilient change’
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1. Individual and household-level change:

i) Increased and diversified income; improved food security and dietary 

diversity; improved access to water for food and agriculture. The result 

of greater absorptive, adaptive or anticipatory capacities, these achievements 

were also intermediate outcomes creating the contextual conditions needed 

for further progress towards resilience.

ii) Improvements to agricultural systems and practices; improvements 

to livestock systems and practices; access to financial services, including 

credit, loans and insurance. These outcomes were key elements in building 

progress towards resilience, in that they strengthened absorptive, adaptive 

or anticipatory capacities. They also combined to influence the first group 

of individual-level outcomes (i).

2. Supporting local and national institutional change: embedding climate 

risk within local planning; building and strengthening local organisations 

to implement resilience activities and respond to disasters; creating and 

facilitating land tenure and resource agreements to reduce conflict; influencing 

national policy and building capacity to govern adaptation. These institutional 

changes were essential to shaping contexts that foster resilience capacities. They 

also had transformative potential for creating impacts at scale, and to disrupt 

power structures that marginalise vulnerable groups, enabling more inclusive 

decision-making processes.

3. Inclusive outcomes: As inclusion both supports and is supported by 

resilience, a majority of BRACED projects focused on ensuring vulnerable 

groups benefited from activities. A smaller number sought to address the 

root causes of social exclusion and inequality. The strongest evidence of 

change centred around gender and women’s empowerment.

4. Information: BRACED projects successfully brokered access to 

climate information, and improved anticipatory capacity. People used 

short-term and seasonal forecasts in agricultural and livelihoods planning to 

reduce climate-induced losses. Projects included a focus on technology and 

information products, as well as the institutions that influence how information 

is communicated, interpreted and used. The FE found more work was needed 

to integrate longer-term climate projections into decision-making.

BRACED projects operated in contexts of weak markets and institutions, high 

levels of poverty, low asset bases and low levels of trust in external intervention. 

Providing appropriate incentives for people to engage with project activities was 

therefore crucial, and a key factor in effecting positive change. In such contexts, 

activities that promote market access can incentivise participation. Savings and 

loans groups were particularly effective when linked to other income-generating 

activities, supported by improved market and institutional linkages. People’s 

confidence to invest in new activities grew as a result, in turn developing their 

absorptive and adaptive capacities.
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BRACED projects also supported private sector actors to operate in these 

contexts by mitigating the risks involved, such as subsidising service provision 

in remote locations with low population densities, and ensuring products and 

services were adapted to project participants’ needs. This was another means to 

strengthen market linkages and fill gaps in provision, while altering the context 

in terms of the role of private sector, potentially in transformative ways.

Addressing basic needs, particularly food security, encouraged people to 

engage with project activities and resources. When participants were sure 

of food availability, they were more able to take risks and to sell surplus yields, 

earning them increased income and improving absorptive capacity. Meeting basic 

needs therefore became a mechanism in itself, driving project success and the 

potential for tangible, longer-term benefits.

Projects that earned communities’ trust were responsive to (and involved in) the 

context throughout the life of the project. Collaboration, practical demonstration 

and relevant technologies/techniques were key to achieving community buy-in. 

Engaging with people with community influence and building on the work of early 

adopters were further ways to encourage participation. This made sustainable 

change, after direct project involvement, more likely.

In contexts where policy worked against poor or marginalised groups, 

a strategic, thoughtful approach to advocacy was needed. Partners with 

capacity to influence powerful regional and national stakeholders were 

vital in achieving sustained change.

Overall, the FE synthesis for the previous phase found that the combination 

of activities, approaches to implementation and layering of outcomes 

determined the extent to which projects built resilience. These matter, crucially, 

to fostering the right (enabling) contexts and, in turn, appropriate incentives 

so that people respond to the project activities in the right ways. To bring about 

systemic, transformative and resilient change, project activities must address 

any disconnectedness between different institutional levels by building and 

strengthening capacity at community, local and national levels.
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The synthesis design is contained in a separate, detailed design document that 

forms the terms of reference for the XFE, and is available on request. In addition, 

there are separate ToRs available for each of the projects’ FE. This section sets 

out key elements of our approach.

3.1 Realist evaluation approach 
and research questions
In line with the approach taken during MTR and FE of the previous BRACED 

phase, we supported IPs to approach their XFE in a ‘realist’ way (described 

in more detail in Annex 2) to help us answer the synthesis question:

What difference did BRACED-X make, how, why, for whom 

and in what circumstances?

In realist evaluation, context is understood as the most important influence on 

whether an intervention succeeds in activating a change process (often referred 

to as a ‘mechanism’) that will cause an outcome. Causation in realist evaluation 

therefore rests on understanding the influence of context on ‘mechanisms’, 

and context on outcomes, as well as the mechanisms themselves.

3.
METHODOLOGY

Image:
Marynewcombe
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In taking a realist approach, IPs were able to ‘formalise’ important questions 

about how, why, for whom and in what contexts their projects had worked, in 

order to bring more depth to the XFEs, allowing us to ‘interrogate’ the BRACED 

ToC. This continues the approach laid out in the BRACED MTR and FE.18

In their XFEs, the IPs addressed the following evaluation questions, set out 

in BRACED M&E Guidance Note 7.19

Evaluation question 1 – To what extent have particular packages 

of interventions delivered in terms of strengthened resilience? 

Evaluation question 2 – Specifically focusing on understanding 

‘mechanisms’, how and why have particular intervention packages 

led to observed results and changes? Sub-questions under this 

question should explore:

• How do IPs, project stakeholders and beneficiaries think 

an intervention results in change?

• What is it about the nature or design of the intervention 

that enables it to be effective or not?

• What evidence is there that the interventions and the 

mechanisms that support them have delivered ‘amplified 

results’ and/or ‘transformational impact’?

Evaluation question 3 – Based on your accumulated knowledge 

and understanding, what key resilience-strengthening lessons 

can be learned and replicated from your project?

3.2 Theories of change: 
how BRACED-X works
The overall BRACED programme evaluation framework follows a theory-

based approach. There is an inherent ‘hierarchy’ in these theories about 

how the programme works. At the top level is the BRACED Common ToC 

(see summary in Figure 2);20 the individual project ToCs then align with the 

18	 Explanationsandtheoriesabouthowchangehappensareexpressed
ascontext-Mechanism-outcomeconfigurations(cMos):‘In Context C, 
by implementing activity I in a particular way, a change process M (mechanism) 
fired for these actors, generating outcomes O’.AtMtr,IPsappliedarealistlens
enablingustodevelopcMoconfigurationstoshedlightonchangepathways
hypothesisedintheprojectandprogrammetocs(seeAnnex5forIntervention-
context-Mechanism-outcomeconfigurations(IcMos)generatedatFE).

19	 BrAcEd(2015b).

20	 thedetailedreportontheamendedBrAcEdXtoccanbefoundin
thefollowingdocument:BrAcEd-Xtheoryofchange,BrAcEdKnowledge
Manager.FInALVErSIon.30.04.2018,availableonrequest.thisevaluation
activitytakestheseamendmentsasgiven.theXFEdesigndocumentcontains
acompletetocdescriptionandnarrativefortheprogramme.Individual
projectshavetocsthatnestwithintheprogrammetoc.
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Common ToC. Next come the programme theories for the IPs’ activity packages, 

and then Intervention-Context-Mechanism-Outcome (ICMO) configurations 

(see Annexes 4 and 5). ICMO configurations are very detailed change pathways 

that include underlying causal forces or powers that may explain why change 

or an outcome may or may not happen (mechanisms). During the BRACED 

MTR and FE, IPs and the BRACED Evaluation team generated ICMOs related 

to behavioural change and the decision-making and actions of human beings: 

how people react to the opportunities presented by the BRACED programme 

within their context.21 This enables the analysis to go deeper to explain why 

the intervention leads to change.

Figure 2: BRACED-X Theory of Change22

21	 Wong,G.et al.(2013).

22	 thedetailedreportontheamendedBrAcEdXtheoryofchangecanbe
foundinthefollowingdocument:BrAcEd-Xtheoryofchange,BrAcEd
KnowledgeManager.FInALVErSIon.30.04.2018thisevaluationactivitytakes
theseamendmentsasgiven.theExtensionFinalEvaluationdesigndocument
containsamorecompletetheoryofchangedescriptionandnarrative.
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and innovative technologies; health and nutrition; governance and natural resource management; gender and social inclusion
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3.3 The data
This section summarises the main data sources for the synthesis.

3.3.1 Desk study

The BRACED Evaluation team carried out a desk review of the BRACED 

programme, project and KM background documents (secondary data), including:

• Project proposal documents

• BRACED-X ToC narratives

• Project M&E plans

• BRACED-X annual reports and MRR reports

• IP MTR and FE reports

3.3.2 BRACED XFE reports

In the XFE, echoing the approach taken in the FE of the previous BRACED phase, 

IPs aimed to generate and elaborate further detailed understandings not only of 

what had worked but also of how and why an intervention had led to a particular 

change. Understanding the mechanisms at work (and the contextual factors 

that affected the working of that mechanism) required asking a range of project 

stakeholders why things had happened in a certain way. This was grounded in 

an evidenced understanding of what projects had achieved during both BRACED 

and the extension phase.

Most IPs took a mixed methods approach to the XFE, combining quantitative 

data from end-line surveys and/or monitoring data with qualitative enquiry using 

a realist evaluation approach to explore how and why change happened, for 

whom and in what circumstances. This paid attention to how context affected 

the ways in which activities led to behavioural and institutional changes that, 

in turn, led to outcomes. XFE reports were syntheses of the analysis of all the 

data (primary and secondary) gathered for the FE.

3.3.3 Policy case study and key informant interviews

In addition to the support provided to IPs in developing and carrying out 

their XFEs, the ESS team carried out an in-depth realist case study of the 

policy work of one BRACED-X project, PROGRESS-X. This case study was 

a closer look at the policy work at the level of the intervention, examining in 

depth how change happens between intervention and project-level outcomes. 

Applying a realist approach to data collection and analysis, the case study 

draws on evidence from 22 documents and primary evidence collected from 
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18 key informants (beneficiaries and project team staff).23 The case study was 

designed to complement the XFE work of the IP, to test policy programme 

theories specific to the project ToC. The policy case study report was included 

in the XFE synthesis along with the nine IP XFE reports.

The choice of case study was driven by pragmatic concerns: Five IPs carried 

out policy work, four of which combined it with continuing to implement 

other activities. By choosing the IP doing solely policy work (CMESA-E), we 

risked merely repeating the FE exercise that the IP had engaged consultants 

to do, so this ruled out this organisation. The MRR and Component D teams 

were also carrying out case studies, which included policy IPs, so we needed 

to coordinate with these teams in order to minimise the burden on the IPs. 

This ruled out DCF, leaving a choice of two out of PROGRESS-X, Anukulan-X 

and BRACED-X-LM. Anukulan-X declined as it felt, and we agreed, that its 

policy work was too intertwined with other activities: it would be difficult 

not to create an extra burden of work and double up on effort. For BRACED-

X-LM a case study was not feasible in terms of timing. As a result, we were 

able to proceed only with PROGRESS-X.

To compensate for there being only one case study, the in-depth PROGRESS-X 

case study was complemented by KIIs, with project staff in the remaining four IPs 

also carrying out policy work: DCF; Anukulan-X; BRACED-X-LM; and CMESA-E, 

in order to generate further data to triangulate findings from the in-depth case 

study and test the policy theories. The interview guide is in Annex 6. This 

is based on the interview guide developed and tested for the MTR, modified 

to focus on policy work and incorporating relevant elements and theories 

developed and tested during the in-depth case study.

One reason for this data collection activity is that the application of realist 

evaluation in this kind of programme, particularly the policy work, has not been 

done before and is largely ‘experimental’, so it would benefit from the direct 

expertise of the team. In addition, it not only adds a degree of independence 

but also will serve as a validation exercise, given that the Evaluation team 

has generally been one step removed from the data collection.

3.4 Synthesis approach

3.4.1 Coding and analysis

The IP XFE reports were coded and analysed in MaxQDA, computer-assisted 

qualitative data analysis software. An initial list of codes was generated from 

the programme ToC, the projects’ ToCs and the ICMOs generated during the 

23	 thesampleisverylowconsideringpastoralismisthemainformoflivelihood
inWajirwithapopulationofover657,000.However,giventhethematicfocus
ofthecasestudyandtheevaluationapproachused,theinterviewees’knowledge
andexperienceoftheproject’spolicyactivitiesweregivenmoreimportance
thanthesizeofthesample.
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BRACED FE. Annex 7 contains a detailed description of the coding and analysis 

process. Further codes were added iteratively during coding and analysis 

from the XFE reports and KIIs. We used outcomes and mechanisms as the 

primary unit of analysis, where possible keeping data related to each ICMO 

configuration together.

The XFE synthesis is based on a thematic analysis of the data from each IP 

XFE report, the PROGRESS-X policy case study and the policy IP KIIs. This 

involved identifying, examining and recording patterns (or ‘themes’) within the 

data, which are important to describe what is happening on the pathway towards 

achieving strengthened resilience. By taking a comparative case study analysis 

approach, we analyse and synthesise similarities, differences and patterns across 

cases that share a common focus or goal. This generates generalisable knowledge 

to respond to the synthesis question of what difference BRACED-X has made, 

supported by evidence on how, why and for whom BRACED projects work 

(or not) in building and strengthening resilience in particular contexts.

3.4.2 Level of abstraction

Level of abstraction refers to the level of generalisation when explaining 

the findings from projects. This can range from a specific finding from one 

distinct project, to more general explanations that encompass findings from 

different contexts, to highly abstract explanations that are so general as to be 

of limited use. Our analysis in the FE synthesis seeks patterns and dissonance 

across the underlying pathways of change (or ICMOs), evidenced by the 

individual BRACED-X projects in their XFEs, synthesising to create more abstract 

explanations for groupings of findings across the projects. Synthesising in this 

way adds an explanatory layer, helping us tell a generalised story about how and 

why BRACED-X project activities have built resilience, and for whom, thinking 

about theories that have a bearing on resilience at a larger scale to tell the 

‘resilience story’ of the programme. Process theories are presented in 

Section 5 at this more generalised level.

3.5 Quality and strength of evidence
We consider the quality and strength of evidence for conducting a realist 

analysis and synthesis of the data on three levels:

1. The quality of the underlying data related to outcomes – how confident are 

we that outcomes happened?

2. ‘Filtering’ outcomes and processes using the resilience dimensions outlined 

in Section 2.2 above – to what extent can outcomes or the characteristics of 

pathways and processes leading to those outcomes be said to be ‘resilience’?

3. How confident are we that theory (ICMOs) explains the outcomes and 

change processes? Is there a range of evidence from across a number of 

projects? Or strong evidence from individual projects or activities?
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We reviewed the IP XFE reports, focusing on the design and methodology, to 

assign a rating for strength of underlying evidence considering both outcomes 

and contribution, as well as the extent to which the approach taken to the 

evaluation was realist. The scoring and narrative tables are in Annex 8. 

The ‘rating’ for each project depends on the following:

• Implementation

• Scale and scope of outcomes/findings

• Methodology

• Draws on high-quality M&E and previous evaluation data

• Scale and scope of XFE

• Mixed methods

• Credible counterfactual (where relevant)

• Analysis

• Quality of report in evidencing outcomes; triangulation of data sources; 

contribution/attribution

• Strength of report: richness (reflective and critical) and realist

Table 4: Strength of evidence in XFE reports

We also take into account where reports have particular areas of strength. Given 

the relatively short implementation period where new activities under BRACED-X 

are concerned, because the elapsed time between baseline and end-line was very 

short, we need to exercise caution accepting benefits presented by the projects 

at face value. This is especially the case where long data series are often needed 

to confirm significant trends (as is the case in agriculture).

project country xfe quality of data and 
strength of evidence rating

BrAcEd-X-LM niger;BurkinaFaso;Mali;
Senegal;Mauritania

High

dcF Mali;Senegal Medium–high

WyL Mali Medium

Anukulan-X nepal Medium

Sur1M-X niger;Mali High

MAr-X Ethiopia High

BrES-X BurkinaFaso Medium–high

cMESA-E Ethiopia High

ProGrESS-X uganda;Kenya Medium–high
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The strength of evidence for mechanisms/ICMOs is only as strong as the evidence 

for the underlying outcomes. So the extent to which we are confident that our 

synthesis of mechanisms/theory explains the outcomes and change processes is 

based on a combination of the strength of evidence for outcomes, how emerging 

theory compares with the ToC and BRACED FE findings and the degree and 

extent to which the ICMOs are evidenced by the underlying projects.

To assess strength of evidence of ICMOs, we apply the criteria we used for 

the BRACED FE, originally developed by the Building Capacity to Use Research 

Evidence (BCURE) Evaluation team for the realist enquiry in its FE (Table 5):24

Table 5: Strength of evidence of ICMOs

24	 http://itad.com/reports/annexes-final-evaluation-building-capacity-use-research-
evidence-bcure-programme/(accessed11September2019).

strength of evidence realist enquiry

Strong	evidence	
(high)

High	level	of	confidence	that	the	outcome	
occurred/did	not	occur	as	a	result	of	x	mechanism,	
operating	in	y	context	and	as	a	result	of	z	features	
of	the	intervention…

•…Basedonagooddegreeoftriangulation:
i)withininterviews,ii)acrossstakeholdersandtypes
ofstakeholdersand/oriii)acrossdatasources;

•…takingintoaccounttheposition,knowledge,
analyticalcapacity,reflexivityandpotentialbiases
ofprimaryinformants;and

•…Alsotakingintoaccountwhatweknowabout
thebroadercontextandothercausalfactors.

Some	evidence	
(medium)

More	confident	than	not	that	the	outcome	
occurred/did	not	occur	as	a	result	of	x	mechanism,	
operating	in	y	context	and	as	a	result	of	z	features	
of	the	intervention…

…Butconfidenceisreducedby:

•Shortcomingswithregardtotriangulation;and/or

•concernsthattheposition,knowledge,analytical
capacity,reflexivityandpotentialbiasesofprimary
informantslowerthereliabilityofevidence;and/or

•Whatweknowaboutwhatishappeningwithinthe
broadercontext.

Limited	evidence	
(low)

Low	level	of	confidence	that	the	outcome	
occurred/did	not	occur	as	a	result	of	x	mechanism,	
operating	in	y	context	and	as	a	result	of	z	features	
of	the	intervention,	given	that…

•…Evidencecomesfromasmallnumberofsources
withlimitedtriangulation;and/or

•…therearemajorconcernsthattheposition,
knowledge,analyticalcapacity,reflexivityand
potentialbiasesofprimaryinformantslowerthe
reliabilityofevidence;and/or

•…therearecontradictoryinsightsintowhatis
happeningwithinthebroadercontext.

http://itad.com/reports/annexes-final-evaluation-building-capacity-use-research-evidence-bcure-programme/
http://itad.com/reports/annexes-final-evaluation-building-capacity-use-research-evidence-bcure-programme/
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3.6 Limitations of the synthesis
The Evaluation team was able to work freely and without interference, and there 

are no conflicts of interest to report. We adhere to OECD DAC Quality Standards 

for Development Evaluation on ethical standards and DFID’s Ethics Principles 

for Research and Evaluation.

3.6.1 Quality of underlying data

The main limitation to the synthesis relates to the quality of source evidence. 

The realist synthesis depends on the underlying XFE data provided by the 

projects, and the degree to which the evidence has been generated and 

presented in order to allow the kind of analysis of contexts and mechanisms 

intrinsic to a realist approach. The team had limited direct control over the 

evaluations, which the IPs were responsible for commissioning and conducting 

using resources from their project budget. Five of the nine projects engaged 

external consultants, with the remaining four opting to use in-house M&E staff. 

The ESS team provided guidance and one-on-one coaching, as well as reviews of 

evaluation inception reports, and IPs had also experienced applying this approach 

in the BRACED MTR and FE. While the XFEs were on the whole rigorous, with 

high-quality data, we have not played a quality assurance or verification role 

(with the exception of in the follow-up policy KIIs), and therefore need to take 

the data at face value. The degree to which the projects’ evaluation teams 

followed a realist approach varied, and the resulting inconsistency of data in 

terms of poses challenges in corroborating the theory, which relies on pulling 

stronger and weaker ‘realist’ evidence all together. Different levels of detail and 

different methods used in the individual XFEs pose challenges in comparing 

insights. Further, quantitative data is derived from surveys of different scales and 

levels of rigour, therefore quantitative insights are not necessarily comparable. 

However, by triangulating and synthesising across all data sources available, 

not just the FE reports, we hope to have minimised these limitations as much 

as possible. For some IPs, payment delays meant that the most recent M&E 

data (Year 4 Annual Report Supplement) might not have been available at the 

time of their XFE data collection. The Evaluation team filled gaps by using these 

data sources in the synthesis as they became available.

An important weakness identified in the BRACED FEs, with implications 

for the realist-focused synthesis, was the lack of adequate data on ‘for whom’ 

change was occurring and low consideration of different characteristics of the 

project participants, including gender and other forms of social differentiation. This 

is different from merely providing sex-disaggregated data, which was generally 

stronger across the XFEs than in the previous phase FEs. The ESS team supported 

the project teams and the evaluation guidance emphasised the need to design 

XFE sampling procedures and data collection instruments to ensure all efforts 

were being taken to collect the necessary data. The XFE projects were generally 

stronger in terms of sex-aggregated data and presenting outcomes for targeted 

marginalised groups (women, pastoralists). However, consideration of ‘for whom’ 

in a more differentiated way in the underlying change pathways and ICMOs 

was still somewhat patchy and incomplete, reflecting, we believe, the time 

constraints on the evaluation process.
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3.6.2 Timing

A second concern is that the timing of the XFE means a relatively short 

time had elapsed since the start of implementation (just 15 months). While 

the purpose of the extension was to allow for a maturation effect that may not 

have been seen during the course of BRACED, to allow more time for BRACED 

outcomes to be visible, projects were also implementing new activities, or rolling 

out activities to new communities/populations. There was once again very little 

time for outcomes and impact from these interventions to manifest (this is noted 

in the risk register and was similarly found to be a challenge in the BRACED 

MTR and FE). However, the story of how change happens in resilience-building 

and strengthening is as much about processes – how things are done – as it is 

about outcomes, so the IPs also collected data on important pathways towards 

resilience, to reflect fully on what they had achieved through BRACED-X funding.

When dealing with information about natural processes, there is a lot of 

natural seasonal variation. Very long time series are needed to demonstrate 

non-zero change with confidence. We need to bear in mind that short-duration 

projects will not by themselves produce convincing evidence – only a glimpse 

of potential.

From the point of view of the Evaluation team, there has been some tension 

between working with much squeezed timeframes while keeping the processes 

as similar to the previous evaluation rounds as possible. As mentioned above, 

this meant we were unable to accommodate quality review of the XFE reports, 

although support was provided to IPs and their consultants as in previous 

evaluation rounds.
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This section presents the main findings of the XFE synthesis process, looking 

at what the extension has achieved and how and why change happens. The 

ways in which BRACED-X projects were to bring about change to build and 

strengthen resilience for individuals, households and communities depended on 

a combination of the way projects do things (‘intervention factors’ or ‘resources’ 

in realist terms) and the way people respond (‘reasoning’ to realists). These 

factors together constitute ‘mechanisms’, which operate in relation and in 

response to contexts.

The BRACED extension presented an opportunity for nine of the original 

fifteen BRACED projects to extend their implementation period – either 

i) continuing to implement the same activities as under BRACED with the 

same beneficiaries or ii) rolling out existing activities to new populations or 

iii) implementing new activity areas, as in the case of some of the work funded 

under the BRACED-X policy window. As well as allowing for the scaling-up and 

rolling-out of successful interventions, it also meant that, for some activities 

requiring a longer maturation period (highlighted in the BRACED MTR and FE 

syntheses), for example planning and institutional change activities, there was 

more opportunity for projects to progress along the change pathways. This 

would add to BRACED programme evidence, with potentially more learning 

about how and why change happens in resilience-building programmes.

We synthesise across the nine extension projects, focusing on what is new 

as a result of BRACED-X and the extent to which BRACED-X achievements have 

strengthened participants’ resilience. The concept of resilience used throughout is 

shaped by the framing in Section 2.2 and the 3As and T. Evidence has largely been 

drawn from projects’ XFE reports, the in-depth policy case study of PROGRESS-X 

and the KIIs with policy window IPs, with any additional sources presented 

in footnotes.

Section 4 sets out the main, evidenced resilience outcomes of BRACED-X, 

along with key intervention factors and mechanisms along the relevant change 

pathways. Section 5 presents change pathways at higher, more abstract, levels 

to draw generalised lessons about implementing resilience-building programmes. 

Section 6 concludes.
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This section provides an overview of the key outcomes reported by BRACED-X 

projects, briefly summarising their contributions to the overarching BRACED-X 

programme-level outcome and examining the pathways to achieving them. The 

XFE generated further evidence to confirm, refine or refute the explanations 

(theories, CMOs and mechanisms) we identified and evidenced in the BRACED 

FE synthesis for resilience achievements of the BRACED projects (see Annex 5 

for a list of ICMOs from the FE), contributing to the evidence base for building 

and strengthening resilience.

We have drawn on professional judgement and contextual information 

to gauge which aspects of resilience are reflected in different outcomes or 

pathways. An assessment of the strength of evidence supporting each outcome 

(evidence that the outcome happened and was a result of the project activities) 

is also presented. We used a combination of what we know about the quality of 

the underlying dataset (FE reports, M&E data, interviews) and judgements made 

in the initial coding and analysis phase (using Excel spreadsheets and project 

summaries), and the FE reports themselves to gauge how much evidence there 

was to support each outcome and the quality of that evidence (including 

triangulation and contribution).

4.
BRACED-X 
ACHIEVEMENTS: 
HOW AND WHY 
CHANGE HAPPENS

Image:AishaFaquir/
WorldBank
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This section examines outcomes and change pathways in four 

interconnected domains:

• Individual and household-level outcomes: What difference has 

BRACED-X made for individuals and their families, and how has 

wellbeing increased in spite of (climate-related) shocks and stresses?

• Institutional and policy-level change from local community to 

national level: How are people planning and acting differently as a result 

of BRACED-X? What have been the processes and outcomes put in place 

by BRACED-X projects to effect institutional and policy change?

• Inclusive outcomes: What change has BRACED-X created for women 

and other socially marginalised people, and how have the projects 

promoted social inclusion?

• Information outcomes: How are people using climate information 

to anticipate risks and plan for long-term change?

The analysis focuses on achievements from the BRACED extension phase, but, 

where reported outcomes from project XFEs (set out in the tables in the sections 

that follow) encompass the previous phase of BRACED, the indicator is marked 

with an asterisk (*) within the table.

Throughout the section, (C) in the text denotes a contextual factor, 

(M) a mechanism, (O) an outcome and (I) intervention factors.

4.1 Individual and 
household-level outcomes
This section sets out the BRACED-X outcomes for individuals and their families, 

and how wellbeing has increased (in spite of climate-related shocks and stresses). 

It considers progress towards building and strengthening resilience, as both 

a process and a stepping-stone towards intermediate outcomes, as well as 

resilience outcomes themselves.

4.1.1 Meeting basic needs

The BRACED FE found projects were successfully implementing a number of 

activities to meet participants’ basic needs, contributing to increased resilience. 

These included activities to improve food security and nutrition (both growing 

and purchasing food) as well as access to water. Improvements to food security 

and nutrition included a reduction in months of food shortage, an increase in 

dietary diversity and ability to consume preferred food and a decline in the 

need for people to use harmful coping strategies to meet consumption needs. 

BRACED projects also increased the volume of water stored or accessible, as well 

as reducing the time taken for collecting water, which freed up time for other 

activities – especially for women. Increased water storage helps households and 

communities manage rainfall variability, creating a context that unlocks potential 

for agricultural activities and meets basic needs – important foundations for 
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resilience. However, multiple evaluations noted that it was unclear to what 

extent infrastructure could withstand future changes to rainfall.

BRACED-X projects (five out of nine) continued to implement activities to meet 

basic needs, focusing on food security and water access. Food security is both the 

result of activities that build absorptive, anticipatory and adaptive capacities and 

critical to wellbeing. People need to be food-secure in order to take steps toward 

longer-term adaptation and resilience. Meeting basic needs is also fundamental 

to encouraging people’s engagement with wider project activities and aims. 

So too is freeing up time to participate (Table 6).

Table 6: Meeting basic needs – BRACED-X reported outcomes252627

* Reporting period encompasses BRACED and BRACED-X.

25	 Anukulan-Xyear4AnnualreportSupplement,p.16.

26	 dcFyear4AnnualreportSupplement,p.8.

27	 usingtheFoodconsumptionScoreasameasure.

country 
(project)

activities evidence of outcome

Nepal	
(Anukulan-X)

Supporttoagricultural
activities;installationof
multipleusewatersystems
(MuS);accesstosavingsand
loans;supporttodevelopment
ofsmallbusinesses;health
andnutritiontraining

Medium	evidence	of	outcomes	to	support	absorptive	and	
adaptive	capacity:

Increaseinhouseholdwithsufficientlydiversedietsfrom50%to79%

decreaseinpercentageofunderweightchildrenfrom18%to12%

Strong	evidence	of	outputs	to	support	absorptive	and	
adaptive	capacity:

Accesstowaterimprovedfor2,278peoplethrough20newMuS*25

Percentageofhouseholdswithaccesstodrinkingwater<30minutes:
increasedfrom58%inthebaselineto81%intheFE

Niger	
(SUR1M-X)

Supporttoagriculturalactivities;
accesstosavingsandloans;
supporttodevelopmentof
smallbusinesses

Strong	evidence	of	outcomes	to	support	absorptive	capacity:

HouseholddietarydiversityScoreincreasedfrom5.54inyear3
ofBrAcEdto7byendofBrAcEd-X

Mali,	Senegal	
(DCF)

Supporttoagricultural
activities;improvingdrinking
waterprovision

Strong–medium	evidence	of	outcomes	to	support	absorptive	capacity:

Averageof8.5monthsoffoodsecurityachievedforhouseholdswith
dcFinvestments,representinga7.8%increaseon2015baseline26

Low(some)evidenceofincreasedfooddiversity

Burkina	Faso	
(BRES-X)

Supporttoagriculturalactivities;
accesstosavingsandloans;
supporttodevelopmentof
smallbusinesses

Strongevidenceofoutcomestosupportabsorptivecapacity:

52.4%ofbeneficiaryhouseholdshadan‘acceptable’amountoffood
comparedwith42.3%ofnon-beneficiaryhouseholds27

Burkina	Faso,	
Mali,	Mauritania,	
Niger,	Senegal	
(BRACED-X-LM)

Supporttoagriculturalactivities;
constructionofwaterand
boreholes;development
ofanimalfeedbanks

Weak	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	absorptive	
and	adaptive	capacities:

Somebreedersexperiencedincreasedmilkavailabilityandproductivity
asaresultofbetteravailabilityofanimalfodder
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How and why did BRACED-X contribute to change? 

The final BRACED evaluation found that:

In contexts with high levels of food insecurity:

• by carrying out activities that provide resources to address people’s food 

security concerns, this changes the context (by addressing immediate and 

pressing needs) so that participants are better placed to subsequently 

invest in technical change, contributing directly towards building their 

resilience (9/15 IPs).

In contexts where poverty levels are high and people struggle to meet 

their basic needs:

• addressing basic needs first (including access to food and water) 

means that people not only are likely to buy in to an intervention 

because it is seen to be responding to their needs and priorities but also 

are subsequently more confident that their needs are met and they are 

better able to take risks. Improved confidence in food availability means 

that the sale of surplus yield is more likely, potentially leading to 

increased income and improved absorptive capacity (9/15 IPs).

BRACED-X projects continued work started under BRACED to meet participants’ 

basic needs. The XFE data is thinner than in the previous phase, reflecting the 

later stage of implementation (by addressing food security concerns from 

the first phase of BRACED, over time the context had already begun to change) 

and the shift in focus across the nine projects towards working more at (higher) 

institutional levels compared with very ‘micro’-level individual and household-

focused activities. Nevertheless, five out of nine projects reported continuing 

to provide services to meet basic needs (BRES-X, BRACED-X-LM, Anukulan-X, 

WYL, SUR1M-X), and there is further (medium) evidence of ongoing efforts to 

minimise the risks of food insecurity, for example cereal banks under WYL; 

rice cultivation that is entirely down to the BRES project.

Clean water provision under BRACED-X continued to contribute to a crucial 

shift in context for achieving resilient outcomes (see, for example, WYL’s 

work on irrigation systems, which also served as a source of drinking water for 

communities and animals; BRACED-X-LM’s work on boreholes). This established 

important outputs and intermediate outcomes leading to improved resilience – 

for example vegetable cultivation and access to water for domestic use – but 

also, crucially, freeing up time to invest in productive activities. ‘Making 

more efficient use of time’ was an intermediate outcome that started to emerge 

from the evaluation of BRACED’s previous phase. This has an important gender 

aspect, as it is mostly women, girls and/or other young people who spend time 

collecting water or firewood. Evidence suggests this plays an important role as an 

outcome that acts as a mechanism for further change and therefore part of 

the whole process of building and strengthening resilience. An example of this 

is from Ethiopia (MAR-X), leveraging work in the first phase to meet basic needs:
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If HHs were situated near water sources for irrigation or drinking, and 

other natural resources utilised for livelihood activities as well as roads 

and markets (C), (agro) pastoralists were able to make more efficient 

use of their time to buy and sell goods in local markets (M) and were 

more accessible by project staff for continuous support and training (O) 

because they were not spending time collecting water. Financial capital 

has increased as a result of making better use of nearby resources (O) 

and enhanced ability to deal with climatic shocks (O). This also meant 

increased relative gains from their investment of loans and would have 

accrued more in less time, if they were involved in VSL groups or had 

received an MFI loan (C). The timing in relation to market activity 

and price of livestock and other goods when the loan was received also 

impacted whether (agro) pastoralist were able to make greater returns 

on their investments and pay their loan back in time (C). 

MAR-X XFE, pp. 41–42

The time burden of accessing fuelwood and water (seen across all the projects), 

limiting women’s mobility and their ability to adapt to climate extremes and 

disasters, especially in contexts where women and girls are the most vulnerable 

to climate-related shocks and stresses because they have little control over assets, 

justifies the time-saving intermediate outcomes of BRACED project activities. Even 

if time-saving cannot be mapped directly onto a resilience capacity, this can be 

a crucial factor in inclusion in project activities. This can be seen, for example, 

in the case of the Nepal (Anukulan-X) MUS, which cut down on time and effort 

to collect water, and in the Niger River Basin (SUR1M-X), where rice husk stoves 

reduced time and costs associated with collecting or purchasing firewood. In the 

SUR1M-X case, the XFE reports a direct link between better use of time-saving 

technologies and the ability of women to participate in savings and internal 

lending community (SILC) activities, decision-making and productive/profitable 

activities. These not only have potential for increased wellbeing but, building 

on achievements across both BRACED and BRACED-X, also have been linked 

to inclusion and ‘empowerment’:

The project has contributed to the empowerment of women through 

capacity building on smart skills (how to organise groups, financial 

education, marketing), awareness sessions on land ownership through 

community radio partners, and advocacy to local authorities on gender 

mainstreaming into annual investment plans. Also the participation 

of women in SILC activities and community organisations (such as 

farmer organisations, SCAP/RU/EWGRU [Community Bodies for Early 

Warning and Emergency Response] and vulnerability monitoring 

watchdogs) has enabled them to contribute increasingly to the 

development and implementation of local initiatives (among others: 

participation in building protective dikes, classrooms, fence walls 

for CSI, sale of improved seeds, income-generating activities and 
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cultivation of community plots) aimed at improving the wellbeing of 

households and communities (O1), at creating an environment conducive 

to empowerment and at ensuring women’s participation in decision 

making while also recognising their role as agents for change (O2).

SUR1M-X XFE, p. 62

Evidence from the same project in the Niger River Basin (SUR1M-X), however, 

demonstrates obstacles to achieving absorptive capacity in the medium to long 

term in terms of basic needs, with the project experiencing barriers to effective 

implementation owing to security risks and adverse climatic conditions. In Mali, 

there was very little improvement in dietary diversity over the BRACED or 

BRACED-X phases, and the percentage of households experiencing moderate 

or severe hunger increased over the four years. The project XFE suggests that the 

high household hunger score could be explained by lack of income preventing 

people from accessing the diverse range of food available in the market. While 

there was a net decrease in the equivalent measure of hunger in Niger, there 

were considerable fluctuations from year-to-year. The percentage of moderately 

or severely hungry households doubled over the BRACED-X project period, 

for instance. These results suggest that households in the Niger River Basin still 

struggle to absorb and respond to shocks, and that the challenge of reducing 

vulnerability in this region remains formidable. BRACED-X findings enable us 

to revise the first part of the original ICMO to additionally include a mechanism 

for ‘making more efficient use of time’: 

Refined ICMO: Influencing context to create conditions for change; 

Meeting basic needs as an underlying condition for further participation

In contexts where poverty levels are high, people struggle to meet their basic 

needs and water and fuelwood collection are time-consuming (C):

• Addressing basic needs first (I), including access to food and water, 

means that people are not only likely to buy in to an intervention (M) 

because it is seen to be responding to their needs and priorities but also 

subsequently more confident (M) that their needs are met and they are 

better able to take risks (M to O). Reducing time spent collecting water/

fuelwood means participants’ time is freed up (M) to potentially invest in 

productive activities and adaptive practices, especially women and girls. 

Improved confidence in food availability means that the sale of surplus 

yield is more likely, potentially leading to increased income (O) and 

improved absorptive capacity (5 IPs; some evidence).

4.1.2 Improving agricultural systems and practices

The BRACED FE found the introduction of more climate-adaptive farming 

practices and the support of extension services to be effective in increasing 

agricultural productivity – a major factor in participants increasing and 

diversifying their income.
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During the BRACED-X phase, projects continued to see similar improvements, 

with the uptake of adaptive agricultural practices still playing an important role 

(seven out of nine projects). Two projects also supported better care of livestock 

in order to improve productivity (Table 7).

Table 7: Agricultural yields, productivity and sustainability – 
BRACED-X reported outcomes28

28	 BrAcEd-LM-Xyear4AnnualreportSupplement,p.14.

country (project) activities evidence of outcome

Nepal	
(Anukulan-X)

traininginclimate-
smartfarmingand
landmanagement

Medium	evidence	to	support	intermediate	outcomes	that	build	adaptive	capacities:

84%ofhouseholdsusedclimate-smartagriculturaltechnologies(22%atbaseline)*

Burkina	Faso	
(BRES-X)

Supportto
agricultural
activities;training
inclimate-smart
farmingandland
management;
subsidisedinputs;
supporttopoultry
production

Strong	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	adaptive	capacities:

cassavayieldsincreased,with35%ofprojectedannualproductionachieved
infirstquarterof2019

Goodriceyieldsof2.7to3.4tperhaenabledfarmerswith0.1hatoproduce
enoughricefor9months’consumption

38%ofmarketgardenproducerssawincomeincreasesof5%to20%;
53%sawanincreaseofmorethan20%incomparisonwiththeyearbefore

40%of2,795trainedfarmersadoptedthelow-levelmechanisedZaï
(compost/waterpits)practice;theother60%reliedondiggingZaïpits
byhand.40%mobilisedotherstousethetechnique

53.4%of2,931farmersactivelyadoptedcompostingpractices

67%ofpoultryproducersparticipatedinonevaccinationsession;33%intwoormore

Burkina	Faso,	
Mali,	Mauritania,	
Niger,	Senegal*	
(BRACED-X-LM)

Supporttolivestock
production;
developmentof
animalfeedbanks

Strong–medium	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	adaptive	
and	anticipatory	capacities:

Breedershavefacilitatedaccessto54animalfeedbanks,improvingproduction
andavailabilityofmilk,increasingfodderfordryseasons28

Importantgrowthinveterinaryproductdistributorsandlivestockbreeding
auxiliarieswithservicesfunctioningandimproving

Burkina	Faso,	Mali,	
Mauritania,	Niger,	
Senegal*	
(BRACED-X-LM)

demarcatedand
securedlivestock
corridors

Strong	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	adaptive	capacities:

Livestockcorridorsallowaccess,increasingavailablegrazingforagro-pastoralists*

Ethiopia	
(MAR-X)

traininginclimate-
smartfarmingand
landmanagement;
livestockfattening

Strong	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	adaptive	capacities:

90%ofrespondentsintheSomaliregionfoundtrainingandprovision
ofproductiveagriculturalassetsimprovedtheirtimeefficiency

Managedwatershedandrangelandareasincreasedby3,000ha;3%increase
ingrazingpastureinchifraworeda

Mali	
(WYL)

traininginclimate-
smartfarmingand
landmanagement

Medium–weak	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	adaptive	capacities:

89%ofsurveyedfarmershadadoptedtwonewclimate-smartagriculturalpractices

Mali,	Niger	
(SUR1M-X)

traininginclimate-
smartfarmingand
landmanagement

Strong	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	adaptive	capacities:

75.77%ofagro-pastoralistshaveimplementedatleasttwoclimate-smart
agriculture/naturalresourcemanagementpractices*

* Reporting period encompasses BRACED and BRACED-X.
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How and why did BRACED-X contribute to change?

The final BRACED evaluation found that:

In contexts where literacy levels are low and if the security situation allows it:

• ongoing involvement of project staff and follow-up with communities, 

emphasising practical demonstration, helps build trust of communities 

in project staff. This creates the right conditions for the project to flourish: 

participants are more likely to take up project activities and apply new 

practices and techniques, and this is more likely to be sustained. This 

contributes to the likelihood of resilience being built and strengthened 

(5/15 IPs).

The shift in the balance from household and individual-level implementation, 

towards more policy-focused work during the BRACED extension phase means 

that the above theory appears to be less prominent in the form it appeared in the 

BRACED FE. From the XFE, practical demonstration as a mechanism for change 

is still relevant but the change pathways towards improved agricultural practices, 

leading to improved agricultural techniques leading to higher productivity and 

outputs, are expressed slightly differently. We find at this stage that the context is 

broader and eight out of nine IPs present (medium–strong) evidence that enables 

us to confirm which mechanisms are important, how they operate and where 

to refine the theory. For some IPs, demonstration and ongoing involvement are 

relatively ‘light-touch’ compared with in BRACED, although encouragement by 

project staff and awareness of community needs are just as important in effecting 

behavioural change in the form of applying new practices and techniques to 

improve productivity and, ultimately, output (in both agriculture and livestock).

We find stronger evidence for the importance of demonstration effects 

and these manifest in different ways. First, at the level of the individual 

(in households and communities), these relate to trust and credibility. Peer 

learning and awareness sessions can be an important implementation factor in 

farmer and/or agro-pastoralists’ systematic adoption of climate-smart techniques. 

In Niger (SUR1M-X), by involving state technical services in the monitoring 

and implementation of techniques, this reportedly contributed to improved 

agricultural production and diets, as well as crop sales and incomes to invest 

in income-generating activities. Exchange visits organised under WYL for non-

participants in communities and surrounding villages to increase awareness 

of climate-smart technologies (so-called ‘farm of the future’ approach) led to 

greater uptake of activities outside of the ‘boundaries’ of the project, signalling 

potential sustainability and systemic change. Social networks and peer learning 

were also supported with visits for participating producers to other communities 

to exchange knowledge and experience in climate-adaptive practices, 

and to research stations to learn about improved seed:
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As a result, at least one beneficiary from the 30 intervention villages 

was brought to similar villages to exchange with these different 

communities on the means and techniques used by them to adapt and 

fight against the vagaries of climate change. This innovation amazed the 

producers because they went to the research station of the Institute of 

Rural Economy (IER) of Cinzana (Commune of Cinzana-Gare, Region 

of Segou) to see how the improved seeds are produced and the future 

supply locations. Beneficiaries from the three (3) intervention regions 

took an initiative at the end of the visit to create a contact list to 

exchange among themselves even after the end of the project. 

WYL XFE, p. 27

Second, project XFEs present evidence for practical demonstration to fill 

a gap in knowledge between players at different institutional levels or levels 

of the system. This was particularly strong in Kenya/Uganda (PROGRESS-X) 

and Nepal (Anukulan-X). A vital part of PROGRESS-X’s work in Kenya and 

Uganda was to change mindsets and attitudes towards pastoralists, a group that 

has traditionally been marginalised (also a key focus of BRACED-X-LM’s work 

in West Africa). This involved projects facilitating field site visits by national-

level stakeholders to bridge these gaps in knowledge and understanding, 

raising awareness of those who have the power to effect change.

‘My perception of pastoralism has totally changed. I have learnt so 

much. We commit to training field officers at sub-county levels about 

everything we have learnt here.’ 82 Yussuf Abdi Gedi, CEC – Agriculture 

and Livestock. 

PROGRESS-X Realist Case Study, p. 31
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Evidence from PROGRESS-X suggests these have worked to great effect, with 

the visits generating buy-in to participatory activities with pastoralists to identify 

their needs. This is discussed in more detail in Section 4.2.1. This has almost 

certainly been helped along by a prominent contextual factor related to the 

translation and implementation of national rangeland policy to county level, 

emphasising the importance of context to trigger change processes:29

This process was further incentivised, and to some extended speeded 

up, by national directives requiring existing national policy, namely the 

Rangeland Management Act and Community Land Act, to be translated 

into county policy and implemented at the county-level. 

PROGRESS-X Realist Case Study, p. 29

As in the initial phase, however, BRACED-X evaluations suggested that farmers may 

struggle in some instances to maintain climate-smart practices without project 

support or subsidised inputs. In Kenya and Uganda (PROGRESS-X), the majority 

of respondents said they would not continue to use adaptive seed varieties when 

they were no longer subsidised. Farmers in Burkina Faso (BRES-X) also noted 

that the time needed for composting made them less likely to continue with the 

practice. However, also in BRES-X, the more adaptive variety of cassava introduced 

under the project could be grown from cuttings, so, once producers had grown 

initial crops, they were able to continue cultivating successfully. The difference 

between the BRES-X and PROGRESS-X experiences is that BRES-X chose 

varieties that allow farmers to produce their own no-cost seeds/cuttings (where 

this is possible). Lack of continued availability of the improved seed varieties 

promoted by SUR1M-X in the Niger River Basin, was also raised as a potential 

risk to the project’s sustainability by SILC members – beneficiaries of its climate-

smart agriculture component. This is an important factor to consider in future 

programming intended to address resilience through agricultural activities.

Another barrier to sustained adoption of promoted agricultural practices 

was the level of difficulty of techniques involved, for example digging Zaï 

(composting) holes is physically demanding, and depends on the long-term 

availability of required equipment. Both of these pose a risk to future agriculture 

production by beneficiary households (SUR1M-X).30 In Burkina Faso, it remains 

to be seen whether BRES-X has built the entrepreneurial and organisational 

capacity (like basic accounting, bookkeeping and entrepreneurship) of local 

farmer groups to sustain their operation as independent cooperatives.31

29	 thenationalcommunityLandActposedabarriertothepolicyworkof
ProGrESS-XinWajirinitially.theprojectdroppeditsworkaroundthelegislation
asitwaspoliticallytoosensitiveinthecontextofthepoliticaleventsof2019and
prioritisedthewatergovernancestudyinstead(ProGrESS-XcaseStudyreport,
Annex7).However,thecasestudyonProGrESS-Xfoundweakevidencethatthe
Wajirgovernment’sseniorofficialhadtakenstepstocoordinatesupportfromcivil
servantsinotheraridandsemi-aridlands(ASAL)countriestoinfluencethePastoralist
ParliamentaryGrouptomakechangestothecommunityLandActandprevent
communallandfrombeingprivatised(ProGrESS-XcaseStudyreport,p.21).

30	 notethatevidenceofthelackofequipmentisonlyanecdotal.

31	 BrES-XXFE,p.68.
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We can refine our original theory to encompass how the mechanisms 

for change manifest at different institutional levels: 

Refined ICMO: Regular involvement of project staff and partners 

in communities

Across a range of contexts:

• Ongoing involvement of project staff and follow-up with communities 

(I), emphasising practical demonstration (I to M), helps build trust of 

communities in project staff (M). This creates the right conditions for the 

project to flourish (M to C): participants are more likely to take up project 

activities and apply new practices and techniques, and this is more likely 

to be sustained (O). This contributes to the likelihood of resilience being 

built and strengthened (6 IPs; medium–strong evidence).

In contexts where there is discrimination against and lack of understanding 

of vulnerable, marginalised groups (C):

• Peer-learning (I) and awareness-raising (M) across all institutional levels 

bridge gaps in knowledge and understanding of the priorities and needs 

of traditionally marginalised groups on the part of those who have the 

power to effect change (O) (4 IPs; strong/some evidence).

4.1.3 Market improvements

At the BRACED FE there was some evidence that projects had contributed 

to strengthening market linkages, for example in input or produce markets, by 

supporting private sector actors to operate in the remote areas in which many 

of the BRACED project participants were living. This reduced the risk to private 

sector providers entering new markets and brokering products and services 

that met the needs of BRACED project participants. This included work under 

Anukulan on essential oil value chains, which continued through BRACED-X.

In the extension period, once again multiple projects working to develop 

market linkages across the value chain, from inputs to processing, helped 

create more resilient local markets that were accessible to small-scale producers 

(e.g. PROGRESS-X’s work across the entire camel milk value chain in Kenya; 

Anukulan-X’s support to important value chain links such as collection centres), 

although the evidence is still somewhat thin and emerging. Even so, smallholder 

farmers saw increased and diversified income as a result, bolstering their 

absorptive and adaptive capacities (Table 8).
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Table 8: Value chains and markets – BRACED-X reported outcomes 
3233343536

32	 MadarakadayspeechbyHEAhmedMuktarAli,deputyGovernor
ofWajircounty,1june2019.

33	 MAr-XXFE,p.3.

34	 Anukulan-Xyear4AnnualreportSupplement,p.15.

35	 Ibid.

36	 notethatthemanagementcommitteefigurewasdifficulttoestablish;itwas
possibletocountthesamemanagementcommitteemultipletimes.

country (project) activities evidence of outcome

Kenya
(PROGRESS-X)

Supporttosavingsandcredit
cooperativeorganisations(SAccos);
conductingmarketresearch;
incentivisingprivatesectorpartners;
investinginequipmentforproducers;
developingcost-sharinglogistics
support;improvingmarketinformation
flowsandbuildingthecapacityalong
thecamelmilkvaluechain

Strong	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	absorptive	capacities,	
with	transformative	potential:

Multipleinterventionshavestrengthenedthecamelmilkvalue
chain,attracting£380,000ininvestmentfromthecountygovernment
andinvestmentina£1.5millionprojectbyKenyancompany
nourishingnomads

LinkswithsmallbusinessinScotlandestablishedforsaleofcamelmilk32

Ethiopia
(MAR-X)

Supporttothedevelopmentof
SAccos/upgradingofVillageSavings
andLoanAssociations(VSLAs)
intoSAccos

Strong–medium	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	absorptive	
and	anticipatory	capacities:

SAccoshavebeenformallyrecognisedascooperativesby
financialinstitutions

cooperativesconnectedwithbuyerse.g.universities/schools33

Mobilemarketinformationservicestoimprovemarketaccessandthe
priceslivestockandcropproducersreceive(seeMAr-XFE,p.7)

Burkina	Faso
(BRES-X)

Establishingorstrengtheningofrural
producergroups/cooperatives

Strong–medium	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	
adaptive	capacities:

Producershavebetteraccesstolocaltradersandmarkets

40producergroupssupportedtorestructureandregisteras
simplifiedcooperatives

Nepal
(Anukulan-X)

Establishingorstrengtheningofrural
producergroups/cooperatives

Strong	evidence	to	support	outputs	that	build	adaptive	capacities:

57(37newand20strengthened)producecollectioncentresestablished
inruralareas34

Medium	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	adaptive	capacities:

55(10newand45improved)essentialoildistillationunitshaveimproved
marketlinkagesforproducers35*

Mali
(BRACED-X-LM)

newlivestockfeedstoresetup

Supporttoandstrengtheningof
managementcommitteesresponsible
fortranshumancecorridors/pastoral
facilities/livestockfeedstores

Partnershipsputintoplacethrough
foddersupplements

Strong–medium	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	absorptive	
and	anticipatory	capacities:

1livestockfeedfacilityestablished

1managementcommitteeforlocalconventions,6management
committeesforwaterpointsand1managementcommitteefortransit
campsitesupported/strengthened36

8privatesectorcontracts

* Reporting period encompasses BRACED and BRACED-X.
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How and why did BRACED-X contribute to change? 

The final BRACED evaluation found that:

In contexts where participants have poor access to markets and information:

• strengthening market linkages and working with the private sector 

to provide services in ways that are appropriate and sensitive to needs 

and the context, at the same time as implementing activities to enhance 

productivity and production, means that project participants will be 

confident to engage with private sector actors to amplify the benefits 

of productive activities, leading to improved absorptive capacity 

and more sustainable and systemic change (7/15 IPs).

There is medium evidence from five IPs that, in contexts where there were poor 

linkages between participants and markets, strengthening these and supporting 

private sector actors to provide appropriate services improved access to markets 

and in turn increased participants’ income.

The main mechanism was linking and establishing better relationships 

between existing relevant private sector actors (e.g. agrovets, agro-dealers and 

national sectoral experts) and smallholders or traders, to help project participants 

benefit from improved technologies and practices or new markets (Anukulan-X, 

BRES-X, SUR1M-X, MAR-X). For example, SUR1M-X created new links between 

farmers and private veterinary services, ‘encouraging [veterinary services] 

to be more proactive in areas where they already provide services and cover 

SUR1M areas where they don’t’, while BRES-X established new communication 

channels between traders and producers. In some cases, this involved creating 

new spaces or institutional arrangements. Anukulan-X created ‘commercial 

pockets’, organising smallholders into entrepreneurial groups linked to local 

planning committees and collection centres. Through the commercial pockets, 

farmers are able to access services and training from private sector providers, 

and produce is also aggregated and sold on competitive markets.

Three IPs (PROGRESS-X, Anukulan-X, MAR-X) invested in strengthening 

capacity and incentives on both the supply and the demand side – training 

and providing subsidies to smallholders or traders to engage with and profit 

from markets while simultaneously incentivising and strengthening the capacity 

of private sector actors to provide relevant services. Two IPs also worked to 

‘thicken’ markets by creating multiple opportunities for farmers to access seeds, 

training or other services, which helped increase access and availability for 

project participants (SUR1M-X, Anukulan-X).
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For two IPs, investing in value chains through purchasing equipment, cost-

sharing and seed funding also succeeded in strengthening markets and raising 

incomes (PROGRESS-X, BRES-X). While BRES-X in Burkina Faso built on its 

support to cassava farmers through BRES to provide equipment and training 

for cassava processing units, in Kenya, PROGRESS-X invested in multiple areas 

of the camel milk value chain, providing equipment and cost-shared vehicles 

to improve transportation and supporting a national company to invest in 

a milk processing plant. Early success provided proof of concept, leading 

to further investment from the county government and private transporters. 

This demonstrates how important phasing and sequencing is for successful 

implementation – for example the value of identifying a market gap with 

the potential to benefit vulnerable groups, and targeting investments along 

the value chain to address it.

PROGRESS… partnered with a Kenyan company called Nourishing 

Nomads who was interested in investing in the camel milk industry 

by building a camel milk processing plant. After conducting market 

research, developing a profit model, producing a business plan, and 

hiring a food engineer to design the plant, the local business person 

agreed to invest in the camel milk factory and secure investments 

from others with a total project cost of £1.5 million. PROGRESS’ 

total investment on this initiative was less than £20,000. 

PROGRESS-X XFE, p. 27

An important precursor to success is a thorough understanding of the market, 

its gaps and the potential for sustainability. PROGRESS-X conducted rigorous 

market research and feasibility study before investing in the camel milk chain, 

which involved pivoting away from a focus on a different sector after early 

attempts to improve a gums and resins value chain failed.37 In contrast, the 

sustainability of its work with a Sharia-compliant SACCO (financial services 

provider) was threatened by a lack of available capital, which could potentially 

have been foreseen. In the case of Mali, two projects had differing experiences 

(BRACED-X-LM; WYL). BRACED-X-LM interventions in the animal feed sector 

were effective partly because a gap in the market had been identified; animal 

feed retailers were not present in rural areas. In a different area of Mali (WYL), 

however, providing communities with small ruminants (goats or sheep) for 

breeding disrupted the local livestock market. Traders raised their prices, 

knowing that the project was purchasing livestock, making it more difficult 

for small ruminant breeding groups to be effective.

37	 ProGrESS-XXFE,p.25.
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Both WYL (Mali) and BRES-X (Burkina Faso) supported agricultural production 

(BRES-X) and income diversification of local communities (WYL), by working 

with cassava processing plants (BRES-X), growers of market-oriented produce 

(BRES-X), farmers (WYL) and local community members (WYL) to strengthen 

participants’ absorptive capacities by diversifying and boosting their incomes 

(and improving their nutrition). The market-based activities of those projects 

affected market prices of targeted produce as well as profit margins of the 

activity participants as a result. This created a ‘market within a market’ in the 

case of BRES-X, where cassava processing plants, set up by BRES and supported 

by BRES-X, bought cassava tubers for prices two to three times higher than the 

national price levels. This incentivised BRES-X cassava producers to sell to the 

processing plants (58%), with only 20% sold in the local market, which was one 

of the project’s ‘love to see’ objectives.38 Designed in a participatory planning 

process and based on a diagnostic of community needs, WYL supported livestock 

(cattle, sheep, swine) fattening with the objective of participants selling higher-

value livestock at higher prices on the local market by the end of the project. 

These subsidised activities, however, substantially increased demand for livestock 

feed (crop residue) on the local market, which drove up its price, reducing the 

profit margins of the project’s beneficiaries. The spike in prices for livestock feed 

is also expected to have had an unintended negative impact on neighbouring 

villages, further increasing the vulnerability of their community members. This 

points to the importance of carrying out initial market studies to inform designs 

of market-based interventions.39

Another finding related to interventions promoting agricultural production 

(and income) worth mentioning here is the potentially negative impact of 

projects that aim to increase income from market-oriented production in the 

form of shifts in production towards cultivation of a single crop that is preferred 

as a result of its relatively high profit margins. For example, in the case of 

BRES-X, onion became a predominant crop at the expense of more diverse 

vegetable production, despite crop diversification being one of the project’s 

primary objectives.40

Anecdotal evidence of disease was identified as another barrier to income 

generation from agriculture activities supported by PROGRESS-X in Uganda, 

where Newcastle Disease severely affected crops and poultry, with damages to 

local communities that necessitated aid distribution. While the disease itself was 

not addressed by the project, the overall context of unaddressed animal disease 

is an important contextual factor in Karamoja that illustrates the wider lack of 

accessible services.41

38	 BrES-XXFE,p.22.

39	 WyLXFE,p.22.

40	 BrES-XXFE,p.16.

41	 ProGrESS-XXFE,p.2.
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Evidence from BRACED-X enables us to refine our understanding of how market 

improvement change pathways work to build and strengthen resilience: 

Refined ICMO: Systemic focus – working with the private sector 

and public-private linkages

In contexts where participants have poor access to markets, linkages between 

market participants are poor and there are pre-existing private sector actors 

but who face barriers/lack of incentives to engage (C):

• By making sure they have a thorough understanding of market, gaps 

and potential for sustainability (I), and/or by working with the private 

sector to provide services in ways that are appropriate and sensitive to 

needs and the context (I), projects can create new spaces or institutional 

arrangements (M to C), strengthening capacity and incentives on both 

the supply and the demand side (M to C). By investing in value chains 

and thickening markets to increase availability (I), at the same time 

as implementing activities to enhance productivity and production (I), 

this means that project participants will be confident to engage with 

private sector actors to amplify the benefits of productive activities (M), 

leading to improved absorptive, anticipatory and adaptive capacities (O) 

and, potentially, sustainable and systemic change (theoretical) (7/9 IPs; 

some evidence).

4.1.4 Access to financial products and services

At the BRACED FE, evidence demonstrated the ways that the original 15 projects 

had been effective at promoting financial inclusion, with the majority of projects 

facilitating access to savings, credit and other financial services for large numbers 

of project participants. The most common intervention was support to group-

based savings and loans collectives (including VSLAs), but projects also linked 

participants to microfinance, mobile banking and insurance. Many of these 

activities targeted, or were exclusively focused on, women.

BRACED-X project support to community-level savings and loans groups 

continued to support diversifying income-generating activities at scale, 

developing absorptive and adaptive capacities (Table 9: 5/9 IPs, medium–strong 

evidence). As in BRACED, access to appropriate financial services was a key 

building block on the pathway to resilience in a variety of contexts.
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Table 9: Financial products and services – BRACED-X 
reported outcomes4243

* Reporting period encompasses BRACED and BRACED-X.

42	 WyLyear4AnnualreportSupplement,pp.15–16.

43	 AnukulanLogframeindicators.FundManager2019.

country 
(project)

activities evidence of outcome

Ethiopia
(MAR-X)

Supporttosavings
andloansgroups;
developmentof
subsidisedinsurance
products;support
tomicrofinance
institutions(MFIs)
andmobilebanking

Strong	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	absorptive	
and	anticipatory	capacities:

272newvillagesavingsandloansgroupssaved£49,936

MFIloansprovidedto3,616householdsworth£72,900(EtB27million)

31SAccosformedfromMAr’svillagesavingsandloansgroups

19,105pastoralistssigneduptolivestockinsuranceproducts

Kenya
(PROGRESS-X)

Supporttosavings
andloansgroups;
supporttoMFIsand
mobilebanking

Strong–medium	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	absorptive	capacities:

crescenttakafulSAcco(ctS)distributedatotalof225loansandhadatotal
membershipof2,246,whichsmoothedconsumption

Mali
(WYL)

Set-upandsupport
tosavingsand
loansgroups

Medium–weak	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	absorptive	
and	adaptive	capacities:

30self-managedmicrocreditgroupswith1,508membersestablishedatvillagelevel42

89%ofbeneficiariesreportedincreasedincomeasaresultofsavingsand
creditgroups

Mali,	Niger
(SUR1M-X)

Supporttosavings
andloansgroups

Strong–medium	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	absorptive	
and	adaptive	capacities:

Villagesavingsandloansgroupsledimprovedaccesstofinancialservicesforover
18,240people*

Nepal
(Anukulan-X)

Supporttosavings
andloansgroups;
developmentof
subsidisedinsurance
products

Medium	evidence	to	support	outputs	and	intermediate	outcomes	that	
build	absorptive,	adaptive	and	anticipatory	capacities:43

3,111householdshavetakenloansandinvestedinagriculturalproduction

2,104householdshavetakenupcropinsurance

Weak	evidence	to	support	outputs	that	build	absorptive,	adaptive	and	
anticipatory	capacities

Anecdotalevidenceofentrepreneurssupportedtoprovideshort-termcredits
tosmallholders
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How and why did BRACED-X contribute to change? 

The final BRACED evaluation found that:

In contexts where projects are implementing their activities in remote areas 

with low population densities so that the commercial viability of private sector 

operation is low:

• by (temporarily) subsidising and supporting private sector actors these 

are incentivised to provide services (e.g. financial services) to populations 

in these remote areas. This links usually marginalised people and 

communities into (financial) systems. This means that people benefit 

from access to financial institutions where previously there were none, 

building up a financial history that could eventually improve their access 

to credit and potentially increase productive investments (theoretical). 

This contributes to building absorptive and adaptive capacities as incomes 

increase or people are able to invest in more climate-resilient livelihood 

activities (theoretical) (1 IP).

Village-level savings and loans groups continued to be effective. Based on 

analysis of gaps in coverage from the BRACED evaluations, BRACED-X projects 

in Nepal (Anukulan-X) and Ethiopia (MAR-X) worked towards providing 

insurance products. In Nepal, project activities were coordinated with local 

government and the Agriculture Development Bank Ltd, enabling producers to 

take up crop insurance. There is weak, emerging evidence to show this improved 

participants’ sense of security. In Ethiopia, insurance and microfinance providers 

were supported to develop tailored livestock insurance for pastoralists in the 

event of losses during severe drought. Some doubts over their sustainability arose 

in stakeholder interviews, however, with project staff noting that, when people 

had not yet made a claim, they saw insurance as a wasted investment. This raises 

questions about the suitability of the product for addressing resilience.

Strong–medium evidence from PROGRESS-X and MAR-X suggests that 

subsidising and supporting financial service actors to provide context-specific 

services (e.g. Sharia-compliant savings and loan products in Kenya that meet 

the unique needs of pastoralists) increased access to finance and income among 

project participants. Both MAR-X and PROGRESS-X played a brokering role, 

building demand for and capacity to benefit from financial services through 

training and supporting VSLAs, SACCOs or farmers’ groups, at the same 

time as capacitating and incentivising financial service actors to supply 

relevant services.
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Directional support and guidance on how to manage financial capital 

to ensure a return on investment… were provided to improve financial 

literacy and capacity to be more engaged with market activities (M). 

For the first time in several villages, people were able to qualify for 

a loan and pass screening procedures, through the support of project 

staff (O). SACCOs were recognised as formal cooperatives to financial 

institutions and could access greater loan sizes for increased investment 

in other income generating activities (O). 

MAR-X XFE, p. 46

There were more mixed results from directly accessing services linked 

to the formal banking sector, however. There were considerable regional 

differences in Ethiopia (MAR-X) in uptake of loans from MFIs. Participants 

from Afar region were still reluctant to take out loans, expressing concerns 

over their ability to repay (an issue raised during the BRACED FE). Mistrust of 

formal banking institutions persisted, particularly among pastoralist communities, 

and use of mobile banking remained limited. Similar concerns proved a barrier 

to linking savings and credit groups to MFIs in Mali (WYL). The WYL XFE 

report identifies two important contextual factors: i) lack of trust in MFIs, 

as several had previously gone bankrupt; and ii) conditions for loans not being 

accessible to many project participants. Models such as the village tontine 

(revolving funds) structures may be a feasible alternative to more formal set-ups: 

people trust them, and they are ‘culturally’ appropriate in the local context. In 

Ethiopia (MAR-X), where VSLAs were linked successfully to formal institutions, 

the project describes the process of facilitation and training in financial 

literacy, and support to management of such groups as critical to successful 

implementation. However, concerns remain over the long-term sustainability 

of the activities in both regions as support provided to VSLAs by field agents for 

accounting and tracking of payments will not be available beyond the project’s 

lifespan.44 Furthermore, as MAR-X subsidised livestock asset protection and 

insurance and partial coverage of indemnity insurance, these products are likely 

to become less affordable to the most vulnerable populations in the future.45

In addition to micro-insurance and VSLAs, SUR1M-X (Mali and Niger) and 

BRES-X (Burkina Faso) set up community/household-level saving instruments 

to further boost the absorptive capacities of their beneficiaries, building on 

outcomes of the projects’ income-generating activities. However, both projects 

identified low saving rates of cash boxes/solidarity funds as potential risks to 

long-term sustainability of income-generating aspects of their interventions. 

In the case of BRES-X, cash boxes established by beneficiary groups and 

households in Burkina Faso did not generate enough savings to purchase 

seeds to plant even 1 ha of onions the following season. Savings are crucial 

for sustained production of market-oriented vegetables, like onions and 

44	 MAr-XXFE,p.41.

45	 Ibid.,p.45.
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cassavas46 – initially supported by the project. This raises a question of whether 

such community agriculture activities can be sustained beyond the project’s 

lifespan.47 A similar barrier was experienced by SUR1M-X, which supported 

SILC groups to set up a solidarity fund to which members contributed on top 

of their normal savings, with the aim of using generated funds in the event of 

crisis. As the amount of savings in the fund by the end of the project equalled 

about £1 per member, this instrument did not give a substantial boost to 

absorptive resilience.48

The risk of limited capital in circulation of financial products was also 

identified by PROGRESS-X, which set up a savings and credit cooperative, 

CTS, as a pilot project only in Wajir. The FE showed that, without raising outside 

funds, CTS faced a potential reputational risk that could undermine its long-

term sustainability. By the same token, in the event that CTS raises the funds 

to maintain and grow its operations, it is likely to reach a level to make Islamic 

microfinance sustainable in the arid and semi-arid land (ASAL) counties49/50 – 

boosting absorptive capacities of its clients across the region.

The original ICMO is still relevant but the context of high levels of mistrust 

in formal banking can be incorporated:

Refined ICMO: Providing incentives and subsidies to 

encourage participation (1)

In contexts where projects are implementing their activities in remote areas 

with low population densities so that the commercial viability of private 

sector operation is low (C):

• By (temporarily) subsidising and supporting private sector actors (I to M) 

these are incentivised (M) to provide services (e.g. financial services) 

to populations in such remote areas, thus linking usually marginalised 

people and communities into (financial) systems, so long as people trust 

the private sector (C). This means that people can benefit from access 

to financial institutions where previously there were none, building up 

a financial history that could eventually improve their access to credit 

and potentially increase productive investments (O). This potentially 

contributes to building absorptive and adaptive capacities as incomes 

increase or people are able to invest in more climate-resilient livelihood 

activities (5 IPs; strong/some evidence).

46	 BrES-XXFE,p.56.

47	 BrES-XXFE,p.18.

48	 Sur1MXFE,p.45.

49	 MercycorpKenyaiscurrentlyworkingwithctSandoutsidepotentialcapital
providerstoaddressthissustainabilitychallenge.

50	 ProGrESS-XXFE,p.16.
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4.1.5 Improving and diversifying income

During BRACED, multiple projects presented evidence of increased income for 

project participants, and income from a greater range of sources than before the 

project. There was evidence of project contribution through diversification of 

agriculture-based livelihoods, enhancement of existing agricultural systems and 

diversification into non-agricultural livelihoods. Many projects targeted women 

in income-generating activities, as a way of sharing benefits and changing gender 

relationships at household level. While there was evidence of some change, 

a gender gap remained and, in some instances, men’s income grew at a higher 

rate than women’s over the BRACED project period.

Income generation tends to have a more meaningful relationship with resilience 

when it is underpinned by other outcomes related to financial services, access 

to markets, etc. as described in previous sections. In turn, those other outcomes 

can be important building blocks to resilient income. During the BRACED-X 

period, projects that enabled participants to increase and diversify their sources 

of income did so largely through boosting agricultural productivity and improving 

access to financial products and services. This contributed to basic absorptive 

capacities; participants had more disposable income to meet immediate and 

intermediate needs. People’s resilience was also strengthened in the longer 

term through support to the development of more diverse income-generating 

activities, a key factor in enhancing adaptive capacities (Table 10), although 

evidence for increased incomes is still rather thin. This is to be expected when 

it comes to outcomes from agriculture that rely on natural processes. As noted 

in the limitations section, because of natural seasonal variation, very long time 

series are needed to demonstrate non-zero change with confidence, so evidence 

from short-duration projects such as these will, at best, demonstrate potential 

rather than outcomes and impact.
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country (project) activities evidence of outcome

Ethiopia
(MAR-X)

Supportandtraining
todevelopagricultural
activitiesandsmall
agriculturalbusinesses;
supporttoaccess
financialservices

Strong	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	adaptive	capacities:

20smallandmediumenterprisessupportedtostartgreenenterprises

9one-Stopcentressupportedtotrain6,000jobseekers

89%ofbeneficiariesmentionedincreasedincomeasthemainbenefit
ofbusinesstraining

Nepal
(Anukulan-X)

Supportandtraining
todevelopagricultural
activitiesandsmall
agriculturalbusinesses;
supporttoaccess
financialservices

Medium	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	absorptive	capacities:

onaverage,theannualhouseholdincomeincreasedby£231*

Increaseinhouseholdsabovethepovertyline51from38%(BrAcEd
baseline)to59%(BrAcEd-XXFE)*

Mali,	Senegal
(DCF)

outreachandtraining
activitiestoengagein
dcFprocesses

Medium–weak	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	
adaptive	capacities:

Modestincreasesinincomeoveraseasonfromcultivation:estimated
incomeofFcFA200,000(£275)52perseasonforonewoman;FcFA5,000
(£6.88)amonthpercropforsomeothers

Burkina	Faso
(BRES-X)

Supportandtraining
todevelopagricultural
activitiesandsmall
agriculturalbusinesses

Strong	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	absorptive	and	
adaptive	capacities:

60peopleinvolvedincassavaprocessingearnednetrevenueof
FcFA234,700(£320)

InBalboandBiguissi,salesofcassavacropsearnedFcFA7.3million
(£10,051)inQ1of2019

PoultryproducersearnedFcFA34,360–47,543(£47.30–65.46)grossrevenue
duringthelast2quartersof2018

Averagemonthlycashincomeofpoorandverypoorhouseholdstripled
fromFcFA10,364(£14.27)toFcFA31,807(£43.79)

Mali,	Niger
(SUR1M-X)

Supportandtraining
toadoptclimate-smart
practicesandtime-saving
technologies

Improvedaccess
andavailabilityof
financialservices

Strong	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	absorptive	and	
adaptive	capacities:

88%ofSILcmembershaveusedcreditorsavingsgeneratedbySILctostart
orreinforceincomegeneratingactivitiesinniger53

reportedaveragereturnonsavingsof16–5percentagepointsshortof
Sur1M’stargetof21%54

Inniger,95%ofSMArtSkills-trainedparticipants(privateserviceproviders,
leadfarmers,SILcmembers)reportedhavingputintopracticeatleast
3businesspracticespromotedbySur1M.InMali,thiswas83%

Table 10: Increased and diversified income – BRACED-X 
reported outcomes51525354

51	 Povertyline=$1.25PPPaday.

52	 FcFA1equals£0.0014.£1isequaltoFcFA726.52(16july2019).

53	 reportedfornigeronly.

54	 Itwasreportedthatthistargetwasnotreachedbecausememberswerebusy
workinginthefieldsduringtheleanseason,whichreducedtheircapacitytoinvestin
savings.Asaresult,fewerloansweretakenoutandthereturnonsavingsdecreased.
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country (project) activities evidence of outcome

Mali,	Niger
(SUR1M-X)	
continued

Supportandtraining
toadoptclimate-smart
practicesandtime-saving
technologies

Improvedaccess
andavailabilityof
financialservices

Percentageofagro-pastoraliststhatpractiseatleast2nrM/climate-smart
agriculturepracticespromotedbySur1Mincreasedby26percentagepoints
innigerto76%andby4percentagepointsto54%inMali

overall,averagehouseholdproductionhasincreasedinbothcountries
from443kg/ha(millet),317kg/ha(sorghum)and143kg/ha(cowpea)at
baselineto:

•432.75kg/ha(millet),55393.5kg/ha(sorghum)and392.25kg/ha(cowpea)
inniger

•450kg/ha(millet),650kg/ha(sorghum)and300kg/ha(cowpea)56inMali,
whereproductionof6,000kgofricewasalsoreported

Mali
(BRACED-X-LM)

newpartnershipsthrough
foddersupplements
(e.g.localconventions
betweenmanagement
committees,privatesector
andsuppliers)

Strong	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	absorptive	capacities:

1managementcommitteeforlocalconventionsand8privatecontracts
putinplace

(WYL) Improvedaccess
andavailabilityof
financialservices

Support(includingfunding
grants)andtrainingto
adoptincome-generating
activities(fattening,raising
ofsmallruminant,market
gardening,andclimate
smartagriculturepractices
andtechnologies)

Medium	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	absorptive	and	
adaptive	capacities:

1,508beneficiarieswithincreasedaccesstosavingandcreditservicesfor
theirenterpriseactivities

98%ofsurveyedbeneficiariesdeclaringanincreaseintheirrevenuesowing
toprojectsupport

89%ofbeneficiariesapplyingatleastoneoftheclimate-smartagriculture
techniquespromotedbyWyL

* Reporting period encompasses BRACED and BRACED-X.5556

Seven out of the nine BRACED-X projects report increases in wellbeing, 

including improved incomes, during the BRACED-X implementation period, 

stemming directly from participating in diversified agricultural activities 

supported by the projects. The relevant ICMO from the BRACED evaluation 

relates to incentivising participation: 

The final BRACED evaluation found that:

In contexts where the level of trust in the private sector is low:

• by targeting early adopters and influencers and offering incentives 

to people to sign other people up to an intervention, the project can 

piggyback on trust inherent in social networks to improve project reach 

and uptake leading to diversified livelihood activities and income sources 

and potentially higher incomes (7/15 IPs).

55	 reduction.

56	 reduction.
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Pathways towards increased and diversified income reflect effective participation 

in a range of complementary activities implemented by the projects, discussed 

above. Notably:

• Accessing financial services to allow investment in productive activities 

(e.g. loans and warehouse receipt/ warrantage system in Mali and Niger 

under SUR1M-X; economies of scale in Mali with WYL project participants 

selling collectively, linked to VSLAs; climate-smart technology leading to 

more adaptive agricultural practices in Nepal (Anukulan-X);

• Business training, for example in Ethiopia (MAR-X), where it was typically 

provided alongside other financial services provided (i.e. support for set-up 

of VSLAs or to recipients of microfinance loans). The ‘success’ of the business 

training is related to the greater amount of uptake of financial services, which 

were also the more cost-effective intervention to implement (i.e. wider reach 

for lower costs);

• Reinforcing linkages to more resilient, durable markets – for example 

camel milk value chain support and strengthening in Wajir county, Kenya 

(PROGRESS-X), which enabled producers, mostly women, to increase their 

income, prompted investment both from a private sector milk processing 

company and from the local government, helping ensure the sector remains 

a long-term, sustainable source of income; in Mali (BRACED-X-LM), 

a combination of partnership with local banks and investment in a system 

of animal feed banks strengthened breeders’ access to the market, creating 

a more reliable supply of animal feed in rural areas, particularly during 

periods of drought, improving absorptive capacities.

Participation in all of these activities was important for changing the 

context and enabling people to capitalise on project activities and outputs. 

They operated alongside or were sequenced with complementary activities as 

part of the programme’s packages of activities approach. In Ethiopia (MAR-X), 

success of informal VSLAs was dependent on trust in group members and 

existing cooperative behaviour, which then fed into the success of SACCOs – 

all important elements in the change pathways towards increased incomes.

Evidence from the XFE reports suggests that incentivising participation in the 

projects is related not so much to a lack of trust in the private sector (although 

some mistrust remains e.g. Ethiopia, MAR-X), and more to the lack of links 

and access, especially when it comes to microfinance and insurance.
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Making it easier for people to participate is fundamental to project 

success. This is true of all projects, not just those aiming to build and strengthen 

resilience – and in the case of BRACED-X projects, this can be seen quite strongly 

where outcomes become the context for further change. BRACED-X provides 

further evidence of the importance of projects carrying out activities that 

effectively ‘broker’ relationships57 – for example encouraging the private 

sector to be more amenable to markets it perceives to be higher risk while 

boosting the ability of poor, marginalised people to participate. Different 

ways of encouraging participation in activities connected to the private sector 

can be seen across BRACED-X projects (e.g. PROGRESS-X; MAR-X; BRACED-X-

LM). These related to both providing incentives as well as overcoming barriers – 

sometimes logistical – to participation. They ranged from providing free inputs, to 

using local leaders in key official roles to make the connections between (remote) 

communities and financial institutions, to local leaders taking on responsibility on 

their own initiative to help and support community members by travelling long 

distances monthly to the MFIs to make loan repayments on their behalf.58

The pre-existing relationships meant that there was greater trust in 

the programme, if the leaders that were implementing the programme 

[providing microfinance loans] were trustworthy and influential within 

the community then there was there was a greater acceptance of the 

advice and instructions given by leaders and IPs. 

MAR-X XFE, p. 29

There are potential sustainability problems when relying on goodwill and/or 

social obligation in key roles. This can be illustrated by the BRACED-X-LM case:

The case studies have shown that overall committee members’ 

personal assessment of their work is a negative one (the small benefits 

they receive initially or occasionally are not proportional to the personal 

and individual efforts required of them). There is a lack of recognition 

[for their role] on the part of the local communities but also of agro-

pastoralists and neighbouring dispossessed farmers. Committee members 

partially continue to undertake monitoring (social obligation) but 

there is a strong risk that this will stop with time. They hope that their 

situation will improve and they are still waiting for the next part of the 

project. It is this uncertain situation which keeps them active. No other 

stakeholder, especially local, has followed up with or supported them. 

BRACED-X-LM XFE, p. 11

57	 Seeforexamplejones,L.et al.(2016);Simonet,c.(2015).

58	 MAr-XXFE,p.47.
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Increased climate variability was identified as a barrier to income diversification 

by two of the nine projects (BRES-X and PROGRESS-X), with severe impacts 

on rural populations, and primarily women (a stark illustration of the need to 

build resilience and the continued need to provide direct support to cope with 

shocks and stresses while resilience capacities are being built). In Burkina Faso 

(BRES-X), serious water shortages resulted in a drop in underground water tables, 

negatively affecting vegetable cultivation activities – mainly cassava production 

and composting practices, both of which the project promoted.59 The prolonged 

drought spells added a burden primarily on women and girls, many of whom 

had to walk for kilometres to fetch drinking water for their households.60 Water 

shortages in Wajir, Kenya (PROGRESS-X), caused many families to take protective 

measures by selling assets, marrying off daughters or relocating. The resulting 

reduction in pastoralist practices increased women’s workload and economic 

burden as they had to fetch water and fuel while running households, and in 

some cases also businesses. The drought-caused settlement trends also exposed 

female members of pastoralist communities to an increased risk of gender-

based violence.61

MAR-X in Ethiopia identified anecdotal evidence that the more profitable 

business activities promoted by the project became, the less time their 

beneficiaries had for other livelihoods activities, such as livestock production.62 

This unintended trend ultimately undermines the project’s objective of income 

diversification with the view of increasing resilience by boosting absorptive 

capacity. The net effect depends on how adaptive the new business activities 

are and the degree to which they ultimately reduce risk and improve coping 

in relation to climate extremes and disasters.

The original ICMO still stands but can encompass a range of contexts: 

Refined ICMO: Providing incentives and subsidies to 

encourage participation (2)

Across a range of contexts (C):

• By targeting early adopters and influencers (I) and offering incentives (M) 

to people to sign others up to an intervention, the project can piggyback 

on trust (M) inherent in social networks, while brokering relationships (I) 

to make it easier for people to participate (M), and improves project reach 

and uptake (output) leading to diversified livelihood activities and income 

sources (O) and potentially higher incomes (O), potentially improving 

absorptive and adaptive capacities (4 IPs; limited/some evidence).

59	 BrES-XXFE,pp.18and65.

60	 Ibid.,p.45.

61	 ProGrESS-XXFE,p.3.

62	 MAr-XXFE,p.19.
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4.2 Institutions and policy change
This section sets out BRACED-X evidence for institutional and policy 

change. We draw on evidence from across all of the nine BRACED-X projects, 

to include institutional change such as land reform. Five IPs were funded under 

the Component D policy window to carry out policy-influencing work: CMESA-E, 

PROGRESS-X, Anukulan-X, DCF and BRACED-X-LM. BRACED-X helped those 

IPs broaden and deepen their work at the higher institutional levels, which in 

turn allowed us to broaden and deepen our analysis of the resilience-building 

work delivered by the programme extension. To this end, in addition to the two 

original ICMOs generated during the BRACED FE in the last phase, we analyse 

and synthesise an additional four policy theories generated during the in-depth 

case study work with PROGRESS-X and which were further tested during KIIs 

with the policy window IPs. These additional theories focus on the role of 

stakeholders’ capacity, ownership and collaboration (discussed in Section 5) as 

well as the analytical rigour of project tools, processes and outputs in increasing 

political ambition and influencing policy. They help to refine the original ICMOs.

While the evidence remains thin, and longer maturation periods are needed to 

see tangible outcomes, we learn much from BRACED-X of the processes involved 

in effecting institutional and policy change to build and strengthen resilience.

All five projects carrying out policy work have a clear link between their 

work under BRACED and the design of BRACED-X, which forms a crucial foundation 

for the policy work under BRACED-X. BRACED-X made use of knowledge and 

relationships from the previous phase while building on its outcomes for extension 

work at the higher policy and institutional levels. For example, Anukulan-X 

adapted Local Adaptation Plans for Action (LAPAs), outcomes of its first phase, 

to new governance structures as part of the extension and by doing so made 

them more useful for the newly created municipalities. Importantly, BRACED-X 

IPs took concrete steps to influence policy and/or processes and structures at the 

institutional level to enable sustained benefit from outcomes of work started under 

BRACED. For example, CMESA-E in Ethiopia co-created the National Framework 

for Climate Services (NFCS), now awaiting the government’s approval. This vital 

framework for providing climate information services, including coordinating 

the production and dissemination of accurate climate information, will benefit 

stakeholders across different levels, most of whom are beneficiaries of activities 

started under BRACED, for example community radio listening groups.

4.2.1 Changing national and transnational policy 
and institutions

The previous phase of BRACED found some IPs had contributed to changing 

the national policy context, using an active strategy for engagement through 

‘insider’ capacity development and cultivation of ‘resilience champions’ within 

government. Despite the emphasis of the BRACED ToC on linking change from 

local level to national connections, relatively few BRACED IPs provided evidence 

of outcomes for national-level policy influence. Lack of a coherent strategy 

linking subnational activities to national policy influence was identified as 

a potential barrier to sustainability.
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Under BRACED-X, projects were able to build on and extend their work in the 

previous phase (Table 11). XFE reports provide strongly supported evidence for 

foundations, processes and intermediate outcomes that are crucial to resilience 

pathways. In particular, evidence suggests that projects focusing on fostering 

links and relationships between key national stakeholders and institutions forged 

a more sustainable and enabling environment for resilience policy-making.

Table 11: National institutions – BRACED-X reported outcomes636465666768

63	 cMESA-EXFE,p.11.

64	 PublicannouncementmadebydeputyGovernorofWajirinaMadarakaday
speechon1june2019.

65	 MadarakadayspeechbyHEAhmedMuktarAli,deputyGovernorofWajircounty
on1june2019.

66	 Ibid.

67	 Ibid.

68	 InterviewwithdcFprojectstaff14june2019.

country (project) activities evidence of outcome

Ethiopia
(CMESA-E)

Facilitationof
multi-stakeholder
collaborationprocess

Strong	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	anticipatory	capacities,	
with	transformative	potential:

nFcScompletedindraftformandawaitingapproval

35woredasfullylinkedtothenationalplatform(withfurther250plannedfor
thenextyear)63

Sectoralclimatechangeadaptationplansinplaceinfourkeyministries–Agriculture,
Health,nationaldisasterriskManagementcommission,WaterandEnergy

Burkina	Faso,	
Mali,	Mauritania,	
Niger,	Senegal
(BRACED-X-LM)

demarcationand
consolidationof
transnationallivestock
corridor

Strong	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	adaptive	capacities:

transnationallivestockcorridorshavebeendemarcatedandsecuredandare
beingusedbytranshumantbreedersandagro-pastoralists

BrAcEd-X-LMAnnualreportSupplementfromyear4(ArS4)reportedthat
aLandtenurePolicywasadoptedinthecommuneofLiptougou,BurkinaFaso

Kenya
(PROGRESS-X)

Facilitationof
multi-stakeholder
collaborationprocess

Strong	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	adaptive	capacities,	with	
transformative	potential:

Adaconsortiumworkondecentralisedclimatefinancehasbeenscaledupacross
everycounty

thewatergovernancestudywascarriedoutandthegovernmenthascommittedto
incorporatingitsfindingsinthedraftWajircountyWaterManagementBill201964/65

thegovernmenthascommittedtousingGIStocarryoutspatialplanningactivities
andinvestedpublicbudgetinaGISlaboratorythathasbeenlaunched66

Mali,	Senegal
(DCF)

Facilitationof
multi-stakeholder
collaborationprocess

Workwith
government
institutions(capacity-
building,etc.)

Strong	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	anticipatory	capacities:

InSenegal,amulti-stakeholderplatformwascreatedwiththeMinistryof
decentralisation,theMinistryofEnvironmentandanumberofotherstakeholders*

nationalguidanceonlocaldevelopmentplanningwasrevisedtoinclude
climateconsiderations*67

Althoughmulti-stakeholdercollaborationprocessesarelessadvancedinMali,
theprojecthasbeenintegratedfromnationaltolocallevel68

* Reporting period encompasses BRACED and BRACED-X.
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How and why did BRACED-X contribute to change?

The final BRACED evaluation found that:

In contexts where policies discriminate against or are to the detriment 

of poor, marginalised groups/people and work on these groups is seen 

as donor-imposed:

• a coordinated advocacy strategy, implemented with partners with capacity, 

is critical to shifting attitudes among powerholders at national and regional 

levels in order to achieve effective and sustained change.

In contexts where national policies favour foreign private investment 

to the detriment of poor, marginalised people and there are gaps in 

knowledge among decision-makers and other key actors about social 

and environmental impacts:

• strengthening and raising the capacity of key institutional actors with 

influence at the national level leads to raised awareness and an increased 

likelihood of socially responsible investment and policy, thus improving 

the wellbeing and absorptive capacity of marginalised people.

We add to these an extra policy theory developed for the XFE that helps further 

refine the ICMOs:

Policy theory: Capacity (expressed as an ICMO)

Interventions delivered by teams that [I1] are trusted by targeted stakeholders, 

[I2] understand their needs and [I3] are able to tailor the design of their 

projects, that are implemented in contexts where [C1] targeted stakeholders 

are under an imminent time pressure to act and [C2] have power and access to 

resources, are more likely to [M1] influence key decision-makers and raise their 

ambition to make changes to policy and implementation process and [M2] 

take ownership of the project policy activities. As a result, they are more likely 

to result in the following outcomes: [O1] fast action at cross-departmental 

scale, [O2] revision of existing policies and strategies, [O3] creation of new 

partnerships, [O4] reallocation of resources (finance, staff time) towards action 

to achieve envisaged changes and likely [O5] scale-up of such activities. 
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BRACED-X provides further evidence of raised awareness and shifting 

attitudes and tells us more about what it takes to influence key decision-makers 

to motivate them to make desirable, resilience-building changes to policy and 

implementation process. This helps to generate national and local ownership 

in these policy processes.

One way projects are achieving this is by building on and using their 

knowledge of local socio-economic and policy contexts developed during 

BRACED to mobilise a wider range of stakeholders and at higher institutional 

levels. Bringing more stakeholders on board has enabled progress towards 

change at the higher levels within the 18-month extension (PROGRESS-X, 

CMESA-E, DCF in Senegal). Echoing evidence presented above for outcomes at 

individual/household levels, interventions that were informed by local contexts 

and that spoke directly to stakeholders’ needs were perceived by stakeholders 

as valid, created new partnerships and enabled changes to existing structures, 

helping lay solid foundations for further change and sustainability (BRES-X, 

SUR1M-X, Anukulan-X, PROGRESS-X).

Pressing need for technical assistance, was, in one form or another, 

manifested in contexts in which four out of the five policy-focused projects 

were designed and implemented. While DCF and CMESA-E responded to 

the need to strengthen frameworks for climate finance or climate information 

services in response to national or local needs, BRACED-X-LM and PROGRESS-X 

were responding to the issue of cross-border mobility and access to natural 

resources.69 To deliver on this in the timeframe of 18 months required not 

only knowledge of local contexts, stakeholders and their needs but also an 

engagement of the key actors in project design and implementation. 

Building on activities and relationships forged under the previous phase of 

BRACED was an important contributor to successfully achieving processes 

and outcomes during the extension period. The DCF project, including key 

national-level partners from the design phase, effectively made them part 

of the implementation consortium, or what they call the “wider ‘We’”.

For us, the government is not outside of our project – they are 

beneficiaries, but also implementing partners from the design stage 

of the project and in the case of Mali, we have been building on decades 

of work and relationships with the local government. In the case of 

Senegal, we are building on strong existing relationships – these were 

brought along as part of the project design. It wasn’t a matter 

of convincing the government counterparts to do it. 

KII with DCF, 14 June 2019

69	 Anukulan-Xusedtheextensiontoscaleuptheworkitintroducedunder
BrAcEd(LAPAs,MuSandcommercialpockets)andworkedwiththegovernment
toproducenecessaryguidelines.
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Situational analyses and needs assessments were key tools for 

stakeholder mobilisation and project sustainability and timely mobilisation 

of key decision-makers to promote buy-in across scales (e.g. Anukulan-X, 

CMESA-E, BRACED-X-LM). In PROGRESS-X and BRACED-X-LM, working on 

improving resilience of pastoralists, timely engagement of key decision-makers 

in participatory workshops brought together stakeholders with diverse views 

of pastoralism enabling change at multiple levels. Perceptions of pastoralism 

changed, mobilising diverse stakeholders behind the creation of corridors, 

formal sub-regional partnerships and inter-governmental bodies to oversee 

movement of pastoralists and their livestock in West Africa70 and initiated 

changes to county policy in Wajir, Kenya.71/72

Both projects were able to respond to policies that discriminate against 

pastoralists and use them as windows of opportunities for mobilising action 

to protect pastoralism in policy and government processes. For example, in 

PROGRESS-X, the results of the water governance study informed draft county 

policy and also resulted in relocation of boreholes closer to rural communities 

undertaken by county government staff responsible for management; inclusion 

of female community representatives on the management board of the water 

company co-responsible for ensuring water access in rural areas; and plans 

to build capacity of water users’ associations to enable their involvement in 

management of community boreholes.73 BRACED-X-LM used a community-

informed approach to argue for cross-border mobility in Côte d’Ivoire, which 

denied access to herders from Burkina Faso, by delivering a factual note 

highlighting the drawbacks of this approach. It also prepared a technical policy 

brief on ranching, an activity promoted by the government, and proposed an 

alternative solution informed by local experience and knowledge.74

Engaging stakeholders as implementers and international actors as providers 

of technical assistance and credibility (e.g. the World Meteorological 

Organization (WMO) in the case of CMESA-E, international research institutions 

in the case of Anukulan-X) meant IPs were able to take on a brokering role 

to help guide project implementation through participatory processes and 

‘co-creation’. In doing so, they created new partnerships and nurtured ownership 

of the new processes and their outcomes among their stakeholders. Participative 

approaches to project design and implementation potentially contributes 

towards sustainability by creating opportunities for further new collaborations 

and ownership of the new processes and their outcomes. This, in combination 

with policy change and change in mindsets where required, has laid a solid 

foundation for transformational change (DCF, CMESA-E, PROGRESS-X). 

70	 KIIwithBrAcEd-X-LM,7june2019.

71	 Actionhasalsobeentakentoinfluencenationalpolicy;however,atthetime
ofdatacollection,thisprocesswasatanearlystageandevidenceanecdotal
(ProGrESS-XcaseStudyreport2019).

72	 ProGrESS-XcaseStudyreport,p.30.

73	 Ibid.,p.28.

74	 KIIwithBrAcEd-X-LM.
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BRACED-X contributes to the evidence of how and why change 

happens in interventions to influence national and transnational policy 

and institutions:

Coordinated advocacy strategy shifts attitudes of key decision-makers in cases 

where projects have the following:

i) Interventions are able to mobilise policy-makers and other key stakeholders 

in time to turn discriminatory policies into opportunities for action, ii) project 

designs are informed by local policy and governance contexts as well as 

stakeholders’ needs so they plug gaps in existing policies/practices/processes 

and bring key stakeholders on board by aligning their needs with the projects’ 

objectives and/or iii) IPs have well-established relationships with and trust of 

key stakeholders that enable them to mobilise decision-makers with suitable 

mandates in support of their projects. Evidenced examples of such ICMOs are:

• In contexts where (C) policies discriminate against or work to the detriment 

of local communities (or poor and/or marginalised groups), interventions 

that are able to (I) mobilise policy-makers (and other key stakeholders), 

such as in workshops where evidence is presented and interaction with key 

beneficiaries, like pastoralists, is enabled, in time to turn those threats into 

windows of opportunities by (M) improving the stakeholders’ knowledge, 

changing their mindsets on the subject and increasing their ambition and 

capacity (if needed) to change policy are likely to result in (O) changes 

to policy and/or governance. For example, changed policy and practice 

(PROGRESS-X) and new formal and informal village and inter-commune 

corridor monitoring committees, as well as sub-regional partnerships and 

inter-governmental bodies (BRACED-X-LM).

• In contexts where (C) all stakeholders are affected by climate vulnerability, 

(I) interventions designed to plug gaps in existing policies/practices/

processes and align stakeholders’ needs with the projects’ objectives are 

likely to (M) motivate stakeholders by the vision of meeting their needs 

and by doing so (M) create buy-in among key actors in the projects’ 

objectives and mobilise them to use their networks, mandates and 

resources to achieve the envisaged change. As a result, the key actors (O) 

take ownership of the project implementation and initiate policy change 

if required. For example national policy introduced to ensure continuity 

of collaboration to implement NFCS (CMESA-E) and guide LAPA set-up 

and implementation (Anukulan-X).

• In contexts where other actors implement competing projects/activities, 

(I) well-established relationships and trust of senior government officials and 

other key stakeholders enable the project to (M) mobilise decision-makers 

with suitable mandates in support of the intervention and (O) embed its 

mechanisms within existing governance structures and by doing so build 

a foundation for the project’s sustainability (this particular context applies to 

DCF and to some extent also to PROGRESS-X) (4 IPs; limited/some evidence).
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4.2.2 Changing regional and local policy and institutions

BRACED projects focused on local and municipal planning processes for disaster 

risk management and climate change adaptation. This included supporting local 

agencies to complete plans mandated by government law or developing plans 

that could be integrated into local planning and budget processes. Planning has 

tangible benefits in terms of increased local preparedness for climate extremes 

and disasters (anticipatory capacity). Where plans also assist with mobilising 

funds, this builds adaptive capacity and has transformative potential.

Local government institutions continued to embed climate-sensitive 

thinking into their strategic planning, and community-level committees built 

community leadership and collective capacity to respond to shocks (Table 12). 

The evidence does not demonstrate how institutions have operationalised their 

strategic planning; more time is needed to understand how measures will be 

implemented, and what impact this will have on resilience in the long term.

Table 12: Regional and local institutions – BRACED-X 
reported outcomes75

75	 MadarakadayspeechbyHEAhmedMuktarAli,deputyGovernorofWajir
county,1june2019.

country (project) activities evidence of outcome

Mali,	Senegal
(DCF)

Supporttolocalgovernment
policyandplanning;
supporttocommunity-level
organisations

Strong	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	adaptive	capacities:

communesandadaptationcommittees’abilitytosolicit,process
and(pre-)selectprojectsrequestedbyvillagesandcommunity-based
organisationconsolidated

Localfundingmechanismswithbottom-upfocusstrengthenedtoselect
appropriateprojects

Mali
(WYL)

Supporttomunicipal/
localclimateadaptation
planningprocesses;support
tocommunity-level
organisations

Medium–weak	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	adaptive	
and	anticipatory	capacities:

Villageclimatechangeadaptationcommunitiesengagingwithlocal
governmentsotheirresilienceprioritiesarerecognised*

Villagecommitteesforadaptationtoclimatechangehavebecomemore
transparentandcommunitiesmoreinvolved*

communalandvillagecommitteesforadaptationtoclimatechangehave
beenestablished*

Memorandumofunderstanding(Mou)developedwithcommunes*

Kenya
(PROGRESS-X)

Supporttomunicipal/local/
countygovernmentclimate
adaptationanddisasterrisk
reduction(drr)andnrM
planningprocesses;study
onwatermanagement
conductedinpartnership
withlocalgovernment;
supporttocommunity-level
organisations

Strong–medium	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	adaptive	
and	anticipatory	capacities:

WardAdaptationPlanningcommitteeshavebecomemore
sustainablestructures,withbettercommunityownershipand
moreabilitytomobiliseresources

resultsofwaterstudyconductedinpartnershipwithlocalgovernment
incorporatedintodraftWajircountyWaterManagementBill201975
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* Reporting period encompasses BRACED and BRACED-X.

How and why did BRACED-X contribute to change? 

The final BRACED evaluation found that:

• engaging with the right leaders, at community or higher institutional 

levels, increases the credibility and the reach of interventions, leading to 

better uptake and greater sustainability. In other cases, when working with 

relatively ‘closed’ marginalised communities, credibility and uptake are 

enhanced through the trust engendered by combining local knowledge 

with scientific information (5 IPs).

While many of the BRACED-X outcomes related to national change were new 

to the extension period, local-level outcomes emerged largely from projects 

continuing or extending their work under BRACED.

There is strong evidence that agreements were forged with or through local 

government institutions to promote climate-sensitive planning, but less evidence 

to help us understand the actual or potential impacts. In Mali (WYL), an MoU 

was established with municipal-level government. In Nepal (Anukulan-X), newly 

set up or reformulated LAPAs became a tool for strategic, local-level planning, 

once roles were properly clarified. A total of 19 municipal-level institutions 

across the Niger River Basin (SUR1M-X) had begun incorporating climate-

sensitive planning into their strategy. In Senegal and Mali (DCF), project work 

built the capacity of local government institutions to find and channel resources, 

enabling them to fulfil their existing mandate to fund locally led adaptation 

activities. Meanwhile, in Kenya and Uganda, PROGRESS-X continued to form 

sub-county- and district-level community-led governance structures and build 

their capacity to work with local government to develop resilience action plans 

to advocate for resilience investments from decentralised climate adaptation 

country (project) activities evidence of outcome

Nepal
(Anukulan-X)

Supporttomunicipal/local
climateadaptationanddrr
planningprocesses;support
tolocalgovernmentpolicy
andplanning

Medium	evidence	to	support	outputs	that	build	adaptive	
and	anticipatory	capacities:

Acommercialpocketapproachisbeingincludedinregional
anddistrictplanning*

41LAPAshavebeensetuporreworked,24intownsand17inruralareas

Mali,	Niger
(SUR1M-X)

Supporttomunicipal/local
climateadaptationanddrr
planningprocesses

Strong–medium	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	
anticipatory	capacities:

19municipalitiessupportedtoincludeclimate-sensitiveanddrrmeasures
instrategicplanning*

Burkina	Faso
(BRACED-X-LM)

Supporttolocalgovernment
policyandplanning

Strong	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	adaptive	capacities:

conventiontosupportpastoralismsignedby17municipalitiesand
awaitingministerialapproval
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funds. Moreover, project partnerships with local government in Wajir county, 

Kenya (PROGRESS-X), built capacity to integrate sustainable water and land 

management into strategic planning.76

However, there is not enough evidence emerging from XFEs to assess 

whether institutions were able to act on their strategic planning and 

implement climate-adaptive initiatives. More time would be needed to 

understand the extent and nature of outcomes arising from these interventions. 

Evidence from west Burkina Faso (BRACED-X-LM) underlines the difficulty of 

ensuring institutional change becomes embedded and leads to action. Although 

17 municipalities were supported to develop a Cascades Region Inter-Communal 

Accord on Pastoralism during the BRACED-X phase, the XFE highlights the 

obstacles arising from Burkina Faso’s centralised power structures and resulting 

lack of space for regional differences, and therefore adaptive planning.

Further strong evidence from the policy strand of work confirms what we learned 

from BRACED about the importance of working with the right people to enhance 

credibility and trust, for example working with well-established international 

research institutions and organisations well connected to local communities 

(e.g. BRACED-X-LM, PROGRESS-X, Anukulan-X, BRES-X). This applies across all 

activities and is not peculiar to resilience-building interventions. For example, 

PROGRESS-X worked closely with Wajir Community Radio, complementing 

local and international expertise, which sensitised local communities about 

its data collection activities and translated and pre-recorded their inputs.

‘The radio is a very important tool for information sharing and convincing 

the community… [the communities] don’t speak to the government. They 

first tell us… we became a centre of information sharing then they trust 

us. When they need anything from the government, they just give us 

a call’. Manager, Wajir Community Radio. 

PROGRESS-X Policy Case Study, p. 46

This works in both directions. Collaboration with partners that are well networked 

and trusted by local communities enabled community engagement in project 

activities and with government staff. Engaging organisations that communities 

trusted also enabled community inputs into the projects’ products like policy 

briefs, factual notes and resource maps. By bridging the disconnect between rural 

communities and decision-makers, projects like BRACED-X-LM and PROGRESS-X 

(and others) have demonstrated the value community knowledge brings to decision-

making about policy and governance at higher institutional levels. For example, 

government officials in Nepal appreciated that Anukulan-X worked so closely with 

local communities, which in their eyes added credibility to their approach. The 

project’s research on resilience enhancement that informed its policy work was also 

well regarded, as it was delivered by well-known research organisations, conducted 

in the field and informed by data from local communities.77 Collaboration and 

credibility are discussed at a more generalisable level in Section 5.2. 

76	 MadarakadayspeechbyHEAhmedMuktarAli,deputyGovernorof
Wajircounty,1june2019.

77	 KIIwithAnukulan-X.
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Refined ICMO: Collaboration and credibility

Evidence from BRACED-X allows a refinement of the ICMO:

• Engaging with the right leaders (I), at community or higher institutional 

levels, increases the credibility (M) and the reach of interventions (output), 

leading to better uptake and greater sustainability (O). In other cases, when 

working with relatively ‘closed’ marginalised communities (C), credibility and 

uptake are enhanced (M) through the trust (M) engendered by combining 

local knowledge with scientific information (I), while working with respected 

higher-level organisations that are receptive to and value community 

knowledge makes it more likely that communities can input into project 

outputs, policy and decision-making (6 IPs; strong evidence).

4.2.3 Sustaining institutional change

There is strong evidence78 that the five ‘policy window’ IPs successfully 

bridged the disconnect between local and higher institutional levels (layering 

and linking plus policy theory: analytical rigour) and creating ownership of the 

change process itself among stakeholders with appropriate resources and mandates 

(policy theory: ownership). Linking across institutions from local to national levels 

demonstrated the importance of local knowledge for decision-making at higher 

institutional levels, and in some cases changed national policy-maker mindsets 

about issues like pastoralism and cross-border mobility. But promoting ownership 

of the process itself increased the likelihood of the mechanisms and processes 

introduced by the projects being sustained beyond the extension timeframe.

The two policy theories that underpin sustained institutional change are 

i) analytical rigour and ii) ownership: 

Policy theory: Analytical rigour (expressed as an ICMO)

An intervention that [I1] enables collection of reliable, relevant and quality 

data, [I2] enables collaboration among key stakeholders, [I3] exposes them 

to the realities of pastoralist communities and puts forward [I3] practical and 

context-relevant recommendations, where [C1] communities are willing and can 

participate in data collection, [C2] there is little knowledge about pastoralism 

and [C3] responsibilities for management of water sources are unclear, can 

make key stakeholders [M1] change their attitudes towards pastoralism and 

[M2] take a personal interest in serving pastoralist communities. It [O1] raises 

political ambition, [O2] initiates changes to management of water sources on 

the ground, including new partnerships, and [O3] makes the resulting water 

governance study more credible among key stakeholders. 

78	 BasedonKIIswithfourIPteams,twoXFEreports,acasestudyreportandnotes
fromagovernmentpublicspeech.
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Policy theory: Ownership (expressed as an ICMO)

Interventions that [I1] understand interests and needs of key stakeholders, 

[I2] are well connected to the resilience community and able to make 

introductions to support key stakeholders and [I3] introduce practical 

solutions and versatile solutions that are relevant to stakeholders’ needs, that 

are implemented in contexts where [C1] issues targeted by the intervention 

are not fully realised, [C2] actions by diverse stakeholders are required and 

[C3] resources to implement solutions exist, make it more likely that stakeholders 

will [M1] realise the importance of collaboration, [M2] understand the actions 

required and take ownership of the required change. They are also more likely 

to [M3] be willing to apply the envisaged solution at a scale that is larger than 

the project’s scope. Based on the new knowledge, capacity and collaborations, 

stakeholders are likely to [O1] embed aspects of the project in their processes, 

[O2] allocate resources to achieve the envisaged change, [O3] identify wider 

application for the tools and approaches introduced by the project, secure 

external support and [O4] sustain the new practices, partnerships and 

collaborations established by the project.

Demonstration was used to generate buy-in to scale up project tools, 

mechanisms or processes by four out of the five policy projects (Anukulan-X, 

DCF, CMESA-E, PROGRESS-X). This includes exposure to the realities of rural 

areas, which improved understanding of issues faced by local communities and 

created interest in community experience and knowledge (Anukulan-X, BRACED-

X-LM; PROGRESS-X). This is also discussed in Section 4.1. For example, to bring 

the challenges experienced by pastoralists to policy-makers’ attention, all three 

policy activities of PROGRESS-X had an ‘exposure’ component, where either 

government staff visited rural areas to collect data or evidence was presented 

to them in a workshop.79 Following the project advisory committee’s visit to 

a commercial pocket area in Bansgadhi in Bardiya, one of Nepal’s 77 districts, the 

municipality government committed a sum of NRs 1,400,000 (£10,125) in support 

of off-season vegetable farming by constructing 20 plastic houses. These have 

begun to be built.80

This approach was particularly effective in contexts where the issue raised by 

local communities related to policies currently in draft. Tapping into windows 

of opportunity or policy ‘moments’ increased the likelihood of timely policy 

changes in favour of local communities. Changes to mindsets, views, perceptions 

and beliefs are also perceived as one of the pillars of transformational change.81	

Therefore, projects that changed stakeholders’ perceptions of pastoralism 

built a foundation for a long-term change and contributed to transformational 

resilience-building.

79	 ProGrESS-XcaseStudyreport,p.53.

80	 Anukulan-XXFE,p.36.

81	 Franciset al.(2003)andKotter(1995)inBahaduret al.(2015).
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Combined experience of the five ‘policy window’ IPs shows the importance of 

making connections between the local and higher institutional levels in order 

to demonstrate the value of local knowledge for decision-making processes. 

This wider evidence supports the following parts of the policy theory 

on analytical rigour:

• In contexts where (C) there is little knowledge about pastoralism, 

(I) face-to-face interaction with pastoralist communities (M) changes 

policy-makers’ attitudes towards pastoralism and (O) raises political 

ambition (BrAcEd-X-LM, PROGRESS-X).

• In contexts where local communities face immediate threats 

(e.g. discriminatory policies, climate variability, conflict), (I) informing 

policy by local knowledge (where necessary with the support of a local 

partner that is trusted by local communities and/or a well-established 

research organisation) (M) raises its credibility in the eyes of policy-makers 

(and likely other stakeholders) (BrAcEd-X-LM, PROGRESS-X, Anukulan-X).

Linking between activities was used by all five IPs, which built on the 

outcomes of the first activities they implemented as an enabling environment 

for subsequent activities, taking a bottom-up approach to implementation. 

For example, PROGRESS-X, CMESA-E and BRACED-X-LM used the results of 

an interactive workshop designed to bring all key stakeholder round the same 

table and secure their buy-in, to engage stakeholders in delivery of the remaining 

project activities. In the case of CMESA-E, the workshop was combined with the 

baseline needs assessment conducted with representatives of all key beneficiary 

groups and ensured maximum alignment of stakeholders’ needs with the 

project’s outcome (NFCS) and its consequent usefulness for their work.

The ability to sequence activities to identify stakeholders’ needs, generate 

their buy-in and align their needs with the project’s objectives in one activity, 

and then using the enabling environment it creates (buy-in, motivation) and 

findings about stakeholders’ needs to inform and deliver other project activities, 

contributed to ownership of the project’s tools, processes and products. Linking 

between activities and across institutions and sequencing of activities are 

discussed in Section 5.1.

The multi-faceted nature of resilience-building requires interventions to 

mobilise a variety of stakeholders across multiple levels, ensure their 

shared understanding of targeted issues and secure their buy-in to approaches 

to achieve envisaged changes (e.g. PROGRESS-X, CMESA-E and BRACED-X-LM 

participatory workshops).
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To sustain the momentum created by findings of the baseline capacity 

assessment, CMESA-E provided Ethiopia’s National Meteorological Agency 

(NMA) with technical guidance produced by WMO on how to engage 

stakeholders in NFCS implementation. With this step-by-step guide and 

stand-by support of the project team, NMA together with government 

representatives on the national steering committee and sectoral taskforces 

have led the framework design with the view that, once it is approved 

by the government, the government will lead its implementation.

To embed resilience within existing structures, PROGRESS-X and DCF introduced 

new partnerships, taskforces and platforms to enable collaboration among 

key actors. Working within the existing systems and enabling established actors 

that possess appropriate mandates to deliver the policy products themselves 

(with guidance, quality assurance and inputs by IPs) further strengthened their 

ownership of the change process and embedded it (or its products) at the higher 

institutional level. This was the case for development of the water governance 

study (PROGRESS-X) and guidelines for LAPA set-up and implementation 

(Anukulan-X) and delivery of the NFCS (CMESA-E).

Working within existing governance structures in Senegal and Mali, DCF 

introduced a mechanism that promoted social inclusion in decision-making on 

climate finance investments in both countries. It worked with existing institutional 

frameworks to reinforce or improve them. In Mali, the National Agency for 

Local Government Investment (ANICT) was chosen as the entry point for the 

mechanism. In Senegal, funds were channelled through the National Programme 

for Local Development (PNDL) and followed the National Treasury rules. The 

project capitalised on existing technical (planning) mechanisms embedded in 

each country’s national institutions. To oversee the project teams comprising 

community and government representatives in each of the countries, in Mali the 

project introduced climate adaptation committees at multiple levels. In Senegal, 

it worked with departmental adaptation committees and committees that already 

existed at the community level.82	In Mali and Senegal as decentralised countries, 

by embedding the mechanisms in each country’s political and institutional 

systems this increases the likelihood of their sustainability. However, it also 

generates the risks of reallocation of resources and/or competencies from those 

institutions and agencies, changes to the power balance and competition among 

them and the dismissal of tools and processes introduced by the project to the 

disadvantage of local communities, primarily rural communities that are relatively 

young (in Senegal) and prone to conflict (in Mali).83

Direct collaboration at different local and national levels with partners 

such as ANACIM in Senegal or Mali Météo has also helped build 

a shared experience that creates a ‘bond’ and sense of joint progress 

that helps create and consolidate a dynamic at the national level. 

DCF XFE, p. 73

82	 dcFXFE,pp.32–33.

83	 Ibid.,pp.34–37;KIIwithdcF.
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However, working in highly decentralised contexts also brought its 

challenges, primarily in terms of project ownership and sustainability. 

In its XFE, DCF emphasised its concern that the transfer of competencies, 

finances and powers over the relatively cross-sectoral DCF mechanism 

(designed to address the multifaceted nature of climate change issues 

horizontally) to highly decentralised political systems was complicated 

by the vertical nature of the decentralisation process. Although decentralised, 

such governance structures are limited by their sectoral realms and therefore 

unsuited to deliver cross-cutting approaches required to operate the 

DCF mechanism.84

Another concern related to the decentralised context is the risk of co-option 

by national political elites and newly elected politicians at the expense of local 

governments’ involvement in co-management of the DCF:85

This needs to be addressed before moves are made to scale up DCF in 

either country, as there is a risk that the mechanism will move away 

from the principles of decentralisation and local government control 

over DCF. 

DCF XFE, p. 52

As well as capitalising on the relationships, trust and networks developed 

during BRACED, policy-influencing efforts at higher institutional levels (as new 

activities), also needed to engage new stakeholders, like government officials, 

whose mandates are determined by the institutional structures they are part 

of. As a result, four (DCF, PROGRESS-X, CMESA-E, BRACED-LM-X) of the five 

‘policy window’ projects reported the relatively short project extension timeframe 

as a limitation to fully achieving their objectives. In the case of Burkina Faso 

(BRACED-LM-X), for example, the processes to register in the public domain secure 

corridors for livestock mobility are lengthy and require extensive advocacy efforts 

in politically and legally unstable contexts. The project started these activities 

but was unable to complete within the set timeframe.86 In Ethiopia (CMESA-E), 

the processes to get stakeholders on board at the regional level took longer than 

expected as new participants in the project’s consultation processes had to be 

brought up-to-speed on the subject of climate information services and the NFCS. 

Operating under a national state of emergency imposed after widespread unrest 

and public demonstrations against the Government of Ethiopia in combination 

with administration staff changes in the ministries involved further protracted the 

on-boarding process.87 This slowed things down, which in turn could negatively 

affect stakeholders’ inputs into the final NFCS and Action Plans.88	

84	 dcFXFE,p.34.

85	 KIIwithdcF.

86	 BrAcEd-LM-XXFE,p.6.

87	 cMESA-EXFE,pp.11,15.

88	 cMESA-EXFE,p.14.
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The five ‘policy window’ projects worked to promote ownership by the 

government, and other key stakeholders, of the tools and processes they 

introduced through the following pathways (ICMOs):

• (I) Interventions sequenced so that outcomes of one activity become 

(C) enabling environments of consequent activities were able to leverage 

stakeholders’ pro-intervention mindsets, motivation to participate 

and in some cases initiative to lead the implementation process itself 

(all, but primarily PROGRESS-X, CMESA-E and BRACED-X-LM). This in turn 

created (M) a sense of ownership of the project processes and outputs and 

increased the value of participants’ perceived benefit of those processes/

outputs for policy-making with the aim of using them to inform policy – 

e.g. PROGRESS-X: Senior government officials called the water governance 

study they led and co-created ‘credible’89 and made a public commitment 

to incorporate its findings in the draft Wajir County Water Management 

Bill 2019.90

• Interventions that convene diverse stakeholders across multiple levels 

by (I) introducing new partnerships, taskforces and/or platforms where 

(C) disconnect exists, and/or by (I) leveraging existing structures and/or 

taskforces where (I) such structures already exist, (M) build capacity of their 

participants, (M) improve stakeholders’ understanding of one another’s 

needs and (M) create buy-in to the new processes and resulting outputs. 

Over time, stakeholder participation (M) generates stakeholder ownership 

of those processes/outcomes and (O) builds foundation to their long-term 

sustainability, including financial commitments (PROGRESS-X, CMESA-E, 

DCF) – e.g. CMESA-E: The Ethiopian government has drafted the NFCS 

and made a substantial financial commitment to implement it. It has also 

drafted a policy to make collaboration to deliver the NFCS mandatory.91

• Interventions that (I) work with policy-makers to co-create practical 

guidance and/or set out a clear context-informed roadmaps are more 

likely to (M) generate stakeholders’ interest in project implementation, 

sustain their participation and build their capacity. This in turn (M) 

creates participants’ ownership of those processes/outcomes and (O) 

builds foundation to their long-term sustainability, including financial 

commitments (CMESA-E, PROGRESS-X, Anukulan-X) – e.g. Anukulan-X: 

Based on its experience implementing LAPA harmonisation processes, 

the Nepalese government drafted regulations and proposals for 

harmonisation of LAPAs and Disaster Risk Management (DRM), 

which are awaiting approval.92

89	 ProGrESS-XcaseStudyreport,p.39.

90	 MadarakadayspeechbyHEAhmedMuktarAli,deputyGovernorofWajir
county,1june2019.

91	 KIIwithcMESA-E.

92	 KIIwithAnukulan-X.
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4.3 Inclusion: outcomes for women 
and other marginalised groups
Inclusion is a development outcome that both supports and is supported by 

resilience. Addressing various forms of social inequality and exclusion was an 

implicit focus within the BRACED and BRACED-X programme ToC. The majority 

of BRACED projects had at least some focus on ensuring equitable benefits and 

reaching vulnerable groups, while a smaller number had specific goals related to 

tackling the root causes of exclusion. From the BRACED FE, the strongest evidence 

of change centred around gender and women’s empowerment. However, in the 

previous phase BRACED projects and their evaluations were marked largely by 

a lack of disaggregation by age, gender, disability and other forms of disadvantage 

and social exclusion, and this was highlighted as an area of weakness in the FE 

synthesis of that phase of the programme. The BRACED FEs were also notably 

blind to disability inclusion, with no projects mentioning deliberate action to 

promote inclusion for people with disabilities.

From the BRACED extension, most XFE reports included some analysis on 

how benefits from BRACED-X were shared between women and men, with 

disaggregation of data (Table 13). However, analysis of more significant shifts, 

such as changes to institutional structures and power relationships that shape 

women’s lives, was limited. Three projects targeted pastoralist communities 

specifically (as a marginalised group). In Nepal, Anukulan-X additionally extended 

implementation during BRACED-X to low-income households excluded in phase 

1, as well as specifically focusing on deprived and vulnerable communities and 

(Dalits and Janajati, considered deprived ethnic groups in Nepal, made up 15% 

and 43% of beneficiaries, respectively).93

93	 Anukulan-XXFE,p.519.
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Table 13: Change in gender and women’s empowerment –  
BRACED-X reported outcomes for individuals94

* Reporting period encompasses BRACED and BRACED-X.

94	 Anukulan-Xyear4AnnualreportSupplement,p.16.

country (project) activities evidence of outcome

Mali,	Niger
(SUR1M-X)

Supporttowomen’s
income-generatingactivities;
investmentinmoreefficient
cookingtechnology;support
towomen’saccessto
financialservices

Strong	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	absorptive	
and	adaptive	capacities:

Provisionof90efficientstoveshasreducedthetimeburdenof
unpaidwork

51.8%ofrespondentsfeltwomenhadincreasedeconomicpower
andimprovedstatusandwereseenasagentsofchange

Burkina	Faso
(BRES-X)

Supporttowomen’sincome-
generatingactivities

Strong–medium	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	absorptive	
and	adaptive	capacities:

Women’sspendingpowerwithinthehouseholdincreased

Womenhadincreasedpoweroverhouseholddecision-makingaround
financesandlanduse

Nepal
(Anukulan-X)

Supporttowomen’s
income-generatingactivities;
investmentinwater
infrastructure;supportto
women’sleadershipand
involvementincommunity
andlocalinstitutions

Medium	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	absorptive	
and	adaptive	capacities:

Womenproducersimprovedtheiraccesstomarketsthrough
collectioncentres*

Womenhadreducedworkloadsandimprovedhealthoutcomes*

10%ofwomenand8%ofmensaidwomenwereabletomakedecisions
inagriculturalproductionpractices,comparedwithbaselineof2.7%*

Strong	evidence	to	support	intermediate	outcomes	to	build	absorptive	
and	adaptive	capacities:

Womenrepresent40%ofMuSmanagementcommitteemembers*94

Approximately80%offarmers’groupmembersarewomen*

Mali,	Senegal
(DCF)

Supporttowomen’s
leadershipandinvolvement
incommunityand
localinstitutions

Medium	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	adaptive	capacities:

Womenwerewellrepresentedinlocalcommittees

Kenya
(PROGRESS-X)

Supporttowomen’s
income-generatingactivities;
investmentinmoreefficient
cookingtechnology

Medium	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	absorptive	
and	adaptive	capacities:

Womeninvolvedinthecamelmilksectorhaveseenincreasedeconomic
power,reducedburdenofunpaidworkandincreasedprofits
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4.3.1 Women

Evidence from BRACED-X shows that women benefited from project interventions 

through improved income and more diverse income-generating activities, and that 

women’s participation in community affairs was structurally embedded.

In BRACED-X, six out of the nine projects carried out interventions specifically 

targeting women as participants, or in agricultural activities traditionally dominated 

by women (SUR1M-X, BRES-X, PROGRESS-X, BRACED-X-LM, Anukulan-X, 

MAR-X, WYL). In Nepal, women, children and ‘vulnerable communities’ made 

up more than 80% of the beneficiaries’ project activities by the end of Anukulan-X, 

leading to increased income for women from products like vegetables and oils. 

In Kenya, the camel milk value chain is operated almost entirely by women, 

and so investments into the value chain supported by PROGRESS-X held the 

potential to affect the growth of women-owned businesses.95

Women’s participation in intervention activities in Ethiopia (MAR-X) were seen 

to be beneficial for increasing income and empowered women to make spending 

decisions within the household on family expenses and childcare. Women also 

engaged in their own income-generating activities and gained knowledge of 

financial concepts and played a more active role in market activities.96 Evidence 

suggests women’s involvement and leadership in VSLAs is the route through 

which they derive higher incomes via subsequent improved access to income-

generating activities.97 An important contextual factor underlying these outcomes 

is that existing savings were a precondition for women to participate in VSLAs.98

Weaker evidence from Mali and Niger (SUR1M-X) also reported some shifts 

towards more equal household decision-making. Women’s ability to generate 

extra income through project activities increased their economic power within 

the household; however, medium–high evidence from Burkina Faso (BRES-X) 

shows that women’s engagement in income generating activities has in some 

cases also substantially increased their workload.99 Women in Burkina Faso 

(BRES-X), Kenya and Uganda (PROGRESS-X) had control over their increased 

earnings, which they tended to use to pay for school fees, health care and 

other household items. Men in Mali and Niger (SUR1M-X) also reported that 

women who had additional income from VSLAs had higher social status. The 

positive impact on time burdens associated with women’s unpaid work, through 

reducing time spent fetching water (Anukulan-X, DCF ) or firewood (SUR1M-X; 

PROGRESS-X), is discussed above in Section 4.1.1 on addressing basic needs, 

where we can see how time and labour saving resulting from other activities 

underpins (acts as a key mechanism for) women’s involvement in project 

activities. However, the evidence is thin/lacking on how, why and where 

these work best and it is difficult to link explicitly to resilience outcomes.

95	 ProGrESS-XXFE,p.226.

96	 MAr-XXFE,p.52.

97	 E.g.WyLXFE,p.34.

98	 Ibid.,p.6.

99	 BrES-XXFE,p.62.
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However, these shifts do not represent a fundamental change in gendered 

areas of responsibility within the household; women had control over extra 

income that they had earned themselves, rather than over household income 

as a whole. In Burkina Faso (BRES-X), there was some anecdotal evidence 

of men resenting and pushing back against women’s changed status in the 

household, and stronger qualitative evidence that, when women’s income 

increased, they spent it on their children and other household expenses, in 

some cases taking on greater responsibility for these expenditures compared 

with before (BRES and BRES-X). Also in Burkina Faso (BRES-X), women reported 

much less access to climate information through networks. Designated ‘relay’ 

farmers were men, who did not communicate information to women, 

so women received information later/less frequently.

At institutional level, in Ethiopia CMESA-E found women to be under-

represented in groups from which key stakeholders in the policy-making process 

were drawn. Perspectives from civil service/ministries/technical and research 

roles were therefore disproportionately male. Overall, there is little evidence of 

transformational change. The CMESA-E XFE puts the relative lack of participation 

of women in events at the national and regional level down to the government 

technical staff being mostly male (there are barriers to women’s enrolment in 

technical degrees/professions). It notes that the gender balance was better 

in consultations at the community level.100

In many contexts where women have limited representation in community 

affairs, BRACED-X projects set clear quotas for participation in local-level 

institutions that support resilience, building on work started under BRACED 

(e.g. in WYL at least 30% of participants engaged in decision-making were 

women (21) but we do not know who these women were).

In Mali (WYL), the project’s efforts were challenged by deep-rooted socio-cultural 

factors that limit women’s access to income-generating activities, basic social 

services and training, and constrain their participation and decision-making in 

public spaces. By preventing women’s access to agricultural land and income-

generating activities, these fuel gender inequality, and by hindering women’s 

access to economic opportunities, they keep female populations more vulnerable 

to poverty. This constraining context was addressed by the project’s market 

gardening activities, which targeted women and engaged them in decision-

making as well as problem diagnostics and project implementation.101

100	cMESA-EXFE,pp.15–16.

101	 WyLXFE,p.30.
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As a result, women played an integral part in the diagnostic process and took 

part in decision-making. For example, they helped choose the installation or 

rehabilitation of vegetable gardens complete with solar-powered irrigation.102 

Similar cultural barriers were found in Burkina Faso (BRES-X), where, even when 

women earned their income, it was culturally difficult for them to make purchase 

of a bicycle or a goat, for example, without the consent of their husband:

According to the tradition, it is still the man who will purchase the 

article and in some cases he will even take some money for the favour 

he is doing for his wife. 

BRES-X XFE, p. 56

Further outcomes emerged at institutional level, as BRACED-X allowed time 

for BRACED interventions aiming to promote women’s representation and 

participation in community decision-making structures to take effect. In Mali 

and Niger (SUR1M-X), women’s savings and loans groups facilitated some access. 

Leaders of women’s groups negotiated access to community committees, so 

women’s views could be represented at local level. In Mali and Senegal (DCF), 

quotas were established during BRACED to ensure women’s participation in 

community structures. While evaluations of the BRACED-X phase confirm 

women were well represented in local climate adaptation committees, the DCF 

XFE notes that ‘it is by no means certain that women have the necessary numbers 

or mandate to influence decisions so that their interests are fairly represented’.103 

There is qualitative evidence that pre-existing power structures affected the level 

of influence they could exert, suggesting these interventions are not sufficient 

to change underlying social norms and attitudes. Women in Mopti region of 

Mali found the resilience-based criteria for funding projects through the DCF 

mechanism did not reflect their priorities for income-generating activities. As such, 

their projects, and those of youth, were generally rejected in favour of men’s 

priorities. Despite women’s representation on local adaptation committees, men’s 

voices remained dominant. This is because women do not have the last say: ‘In 

one cluster of villages, a small bridge-building project to open up the rural area was 

selected during village consultations. When asked whether women would have chosen 

the bridges if they had the final say, the men said this was unlikely. They recognised 

that the main problem was drinking water, but still prioritised bridges.’104 Anecdotal 

evidence from the FM’s visit to Senegal (DCF) suggests activities selected by the 

adaptation committee based on women’s priorities (pumping water from a well 

versus creating a tap system in their village, which women preferred) saved women 

in one village about 30 hours of labour each a week (personal communication). 

The inclusion study commissioned by DCF suggests that the way the project has 

implemented these activities has been well-received by the participants, with 

strong buy-in that lays the foundations for future success (Djohy 2019).

102	 Ibid.

103	 dcFXFE,p.87.

104	dcFXFE,p.32.
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The BRACED programme overall operated on the premise that gender and other 

forms of social inclusion are crucial to an equitable climate change response. It is 

clear that the inclusion of women in adaptation and resilience-building activities is 

central to effective programming and reaching the whole population. Evidence from 

the extension suggests some positive impacts on women’s absorptive and adaptive 

capacities, and small shifts in the gender norms that contribute to women’s 

heightened vulnerability. More transformative or systemic changes in gendered 

power structures require an investment of time far beyond the remit of BRACED 

and its extension. However, project evaluations continued to struggle to make 

explicit connections between gender equality and resilience, despite the range 

of evidence, literature and guidance related to climate change and gender. This is 

because they did not state/pursue gender equality as an outcome or objective. The 

main ‘inclusion’ focus of the BRACED-X projects was that of ‘targeting women’ – 

but merely targeting women is not enough. Approaches and designs need to 

include gender empowerment/social inclusion as an explicit impact pathway.

4.3.2 Pastoralists

The second largest beneficiary sub-group specifically targeted by BRACED-X 

was members of pastoralist communities, which were served by PROGRESS-X, 

BRACED-X-LM and MAR-X. Building on existing relationships with pastoralist and 

agro-pastoralist communities established under BRACED (or as part of other work 

prior to BRACED), the three projects continued to build adaptive and absorptive 

resilience capacities of (agro)-pastoralist communities by boosting their incomes 

and savings, diversifying their livelihoods, engaging them in local decision-making 

processes about NRM governance and improving their cross-border mobility and 

access to climate finance. By enabling pastoralist communities to inform decision-

making on water governance and management of water sources in rural areas, 

PROGRESS-X and BRACED-X-LM improved their access to water of a better 

quality for pastoralists themselves as well as their livestock.105

In Kenya, PROGRESS-X enabled pastoralists, and other disadvantaged groups 

within pastoralist communities, to take part in ward-level community-led 

governance structures (such as Ward Adaptation Planning Committees). This 

improved their access to information and funds from the Climate Adaptation 

Fund and engaged them in stakeholder dialogues, including with government, 

in decision-making about local adaptation planning and NRM.106 Protecting 

pastoralist livelihoods, and primarily pastoralists’ access to water and grazeland, 

in policy is expected to contribute to transformational change with likely 

sustained benefits for pastoralist communities in the long term.107

105	ProGrESS-XcaseStudyreport;BrAcEd-X-LMXFE,p.14.

106	ProGrESS-XPolicycaseStudy,p.52;ProGrESS-XXFE,p.158.

107	ProGrESS-XcaseStudyreport,pp.51–52.
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Working with pastoralist and agro-pastoralist households in Afar, SNNPR 

and Somali regions of Ethiopia, whose where communities are particularly 

sensitive to rising climate variability, market-based approaches implemented by 

MAR-X benefited the most vulnerable, primarily women and youth. Engaging 

women in community savings, MAR-X enabled them to make decisions about 

VSLA management, set up or expand businesses and participate in the market 

while improving their knowledge of financial concepts. Women’s participation 

was enabled by the ‘culture of trust in women’ as more frugal and thrifty 

household members.108 This benefited entire households with higher likelihood 

of avoided stress sales and losses in productive assets, which is expected 

to boost absorptive capacities to manage climatic shocks, like dry spells.109 

This is particularly relevant to pastoralist areas in Afar, where 93% of all 

VSLA members were women.110

4.4 Information
The previous phase BRACED projects demonstrated considerable achievement 

in brokering access to climate information, particularly short-term and seasonal 

forecasts, increasing anticipatory capacity. The effectiveness of work in this 

area was underpinned by work linking different institutional levels to address 

supply and demand for information. Importantly, projects focused on not only 

technology and information products but also the institutions that shape how 

information is interpreted, communicated and used, including the relationship 

between scientific and traditional forecasting. While uptake of short-term and 

seasonal weather forecasts was strong, the evaluation synthesis found more was 

needed to integrate longer-term considerations of climate change into planning, 

project activities and decision-making.

Five BRACED-X projects have enabled climate information frameworks and 

EWS at regional and local level, building the capacity of institutions to anticipate 

and respond to climate shocks (Table 14). Strong evidence from multiple projects 

shows that interventions have improved access to climate information, with 

community groups and radio being significant tools for dissemination. Four 

projects reported instances of people altering their behaviour or practices 

as a result of receiving climate information. More evidence would be needed 

to understand the extent to which anticipatory and adaptive capacities have 

improved. Key national-level policy developments in Ethiopia (CMESA-E) have 

put in place structures needed for climate information services to facilitate 

transfer and exchange of climate information at scale.

108	MAr-XXFE,pp.45–46.

109	Ibid.,p.52.

110	 Ibid.,p.37.
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country (project) activities evidence of outcome

Nepal
(Anukulan-X)

Supporttocommunity
orlocal-levelclimate
informationandearly
warningnetworks;building
capacityoflocalgovernment
tomanageclimate
informationandEWS

Medium	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	anticipatory	capacities:

6weather(3rainfall,3gauge)stationsestablishedtobenefit6districts111

12EWSsetupthroughLAPAs,benefiting34,560peopleor64%of
participants,comparedwith5%atbaseline

Kenya
(PROGRESS-X)

Supporttocommunity
orlocal-levelclimate
informationandearly
warningnetworks;building
capacityoflocalgovernment
tomanageclimate
informationandEWS

Medium	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	anticipatory	capacities:

WardAdaptationPlanningcommitteeshavebecomesustainable
structuresfordisseminatingclimateinformation*

StrongcommunitysupportnotedbyWajircommunityradio,whichtakes
dailycallstoreportdiseaseoutbreaks,trackanimaldeathsfromdisease,help
tracklostchildrenandreportonrainfallacrossthecountyandbeyond*

Mali,	Niger
(SUR1M-X)

Supporttodevelopmentof
large-scaleornationalclimate
informationnetworks;
supporttocommunity
orlocal-levelclimate
informationandearlywarning
networks;buildingcapacityof
localgovernmenttomanage
climateinformationandEWS

Strong	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	anticipatory	capacities:

330earlywarninggroups(239inniger;91inMali)setuporreworked
tocollectandanalysedataonvulnerabilityanddrr;equippedwith
datacollectiontoolsandcommunicationsystems*

19municipalities(7inMali;12inniger)coordinatethecollectionandanalysis
ofearlywarningdataandshareinformationatlocalandregionallevels*

2/3ofparticipantslistentodailyorweeklyradiobroadcastsgiving
climateinformation*

Burkina	Faso
(BRES-X)

Supporttocommunity
orlocallevelclimate
information

Strong–medium	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	
anticipatory	capacities:

Informalclimateinformationdisseminationnetworksestablishedby‘relay’
farmers,ofwhom192weretrainedbythenationalMeteorologicalService

Participantsshowaslightlyhigherrate(55.80%)ofaccesstoclimate
informationthannon-participants(51.40%)

Ethiopia
(CMESA-E)

Supporttodevelopment
oflarge-scaleornational
climateinformation
networks;supportto
communityorlocallevel
climateinformationservices
andearlywarningnetworks

Strong	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	anticipatory	capacities,	
with	transformative	potential:

Improvedclimateinformationservicessystem

thenFcSprocesshasapprovedtworesearchactivities,onetoprepare/
updatehazardmapsandanothertoupdatethenMAuserinterface/
website,withpotentialforaplatformforincreasedawarenessandearly
warningforcatchmentsthatcover12riverbasinsand9majordams

93%oflisteninggroupmembersreceivesome,mostorallclimate
forecaststhroughthegroup

Mali
(WYL)

Supporttocommunity
orlocal-levelclimate
information

Weak	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	anticipatory	
and	adaptive	capacities:

57%ofsurveyedfarmersusedclimateinformationtomake
livelihooddecisions

Burkina	Faso,	
Mali,	Mauritania,	
Niger,	Senegal
(BRACED-X-LM)

Supporttodevelopment
oflarge-scaleornational
climateinformationnetworks

Weak	evidence	to	support	outcomes	that	build	absorptive	
and	anticipatory	capacities:

transhumantInformationSystem’sclimateinformationreduced
agro-pastoralists’needforreconnaissancetrips

Table 14: Climate information – access and uptake – BRACED-X 
reported outcomes111

111	 Anukulan-Xyear4AnnualreportSupplement,May2019.
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* Reporting period encompasses BRACED and BRACED-X.112113114

Building anticipatory and adaptive capacities through the collection, 

dissemination and use of climate information/data continues to be an 

important component of BRACED-X activities. The BRACED FE identified 

achievements in projects’ ability to facilitate the transfer of climate information, 

especially for short-term and seasonal forecasting. Work on fostering and 

multiplying links between institutional levels is a key driver of improved 

dissemination of information. BRACED-X projects largely continued to 

112	 dcFXFE,p.65.

113	 dcFyear4AnnualreportSupplement.climatechangehasbeenfully
integratedintoplanninginallthreecerclesinMali(Mopti,douentza,Koro)
andislargelyincorporatedintoplanningofthefollowingcommunesinthose
cercles:douentza:douentza(83.3%),KoubewelKoundia(91.7%);Mopti:
Konna(83.3%),Sio(100%);Koro:Koro(100%),PelMaounde(83.3%).In
Senegal,climatechangeislargelyorfullyintegratedintoplanningofthe
followingdepartments:Kaffrine(100%),Birkelane(66.7%),MalemHodar
(91.7%),Koungheul(100%).Similarlevelofintegrationhasbeenevidenced
atthecommune-levelin:Kaffrine:Boulel(66.7%),Kahi(91.7%);Birkelane:
Mabo(83.3%),KeurMboucky(91.7%)MalemHodor:Sagna(100%),diancké
Souf(100%);Koungheul:LourEscale(100%),MissiraWadene(83.3%).

114	 Ibid.

country (project) activities evidence of outcome

Mali,	Senegal
(DCF)	

capacity-buildingoflocal
governmentsandspecialist
committeesandmake
themmoreresponsiveto
climatevariabilitybyusing
anddisseminatingclimate
information

Strong	quantitative	output-level	evidence	reported	in	DCF’s	Annual	
Report	Supplement	from	year	4	(ARS4)	in	support	of	emerging	
outcomes	that	build	anticipatory	capacities:

Farmersuseclimateinformationintheiragriculturalcalendar112

InMaliandSenegalandMali,localplanningtakesbetteraccount
ofthemanifestationsofclimatechangeandclimateinformation113

Administrativeunitsofbothgovernments(3cerclesinMaliand
3départementsinSenegal)benefitfromanimprovedaccessto
climateinformation,114withthefollowingevidence:

Atthecercle-levelinMali:Mopti(83.3%),douentza(100%)
andKoro(100%)

Atthecommune-levelinMali:

•douentza:douentza(91.7%),KoubewelKoundia(91.7%)

•Mopti:Konna(100%),Sio(100%)

•Koro:Koro(100%),PelMaounde(50%)

Atthedepartment-levelinSenegal:Kaffrine(100%),Birkelane(33.3%),
MalemHodar(75%)andKoungheul(83.3%)

Atthecommune-levelinSenegal:

•Kaffrine:Boulel(50%),Kahi(50%)

•Birkelane:Mabo(58.3%),KeurMboucky(58.3%)

•MalemHodor:Sagna(66.7%),dianckéSouf(66.7%)

•Koungheul:LourEscale(83.3%),MissiraWadene(83.3%)
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support structures and systems established during the BRACED phase. 

The CMESA-E project with funding under the BRACED-X policy window 

focused solely on institutional development and policy change for climate 

services, building on work in Ethiopia under the MAR and Climate Information 

and Assets for Resilience in Ethiopia (CIARE) projects. This section explores 

outcomes across the projects both at the institutional level and in terms 

of access, uptake and use of information on the ground.

The most significant tangible outcome at national level was the draft NFCS 

produced in Ethiopia (CMESA-E). The short timeframe of BRACED-X made 

it impossible to observe or evaluate the impacts of this policy. In an extensive 

consultation process, though, stakeholders agreed that the NFCS had put in 

place the necessary structures to link national-level institutions and technological 

innovation with local systems. More time will be needed to understand how this 

system might work effectively, and what its contribution to resilience at a national 

scale might be, but it is clear that the project has achieved considerable success 

in laying the foundations for substantial institutional change.

Further outcomes have built on BRACED work that developed local-level 

climate information systems. There is limited, weak evidence that project 

interventions contributed to strengthened capacity of local government 

institutions to disseminate information. Qualitative and quantitative evidence 

from Mali and Senegal (DCF) suggests that local planning now takes climate 

information into account and that administrative units (cercles, départments) of 

both governments benefit from an improved access to climate information.115 In 

Nepal (Anukulan-X), similar evidence shows that EWS have been integrated into 

LAPAs. Community-level institutions established and supported during BRACED 

continued to develop into effective networks for disseminating information 

at the local level. Qualitative evidence from Burkina Faso (BRES-X) and Niger 

(BRACED-X-LM) shows that designated ‘relay’ or ‘resource’ farmers were able to 

draw on informal networks to share information they had gathered or received. 

In Ethiopia (CMESA-E), listening groups set up as part of the CIARE project 

continued to function as efficient conduits for climate information services. Good 

evidence also emerged that listening group members were more proactive and 

knowledgeable in seeking out additional sources of climate information services 

than non-members. This suggests that the use of groups contributed to building 

anticipatory capacity beyond the life of the project itself. Community groups 

were not, however, successfully established in Ethiopian pastoralist communities 

involved in the MAR-X project. SMS and committee warning systems were only 

piloted during the extension phase, so evidence on the impact, or on the way 

they were used by early warning committees, had not emerged by the end of the 

project, suggesting more time would be needed for any impacts to be measured.

115	 Ibid.
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Overall, BRACED-X projects played an important brokering role, working 

in partnership with national meteorological agencies, sectoral ministries and 

departments and private sector providers to ensure women and men could 

access, interpret and apply climate services at appropriate scales. Strong 

evidence emerged from six out of nine projects that people in project areas 

had access to climate information, in some cases through the community groups 

discussed above (CMESA-E, BRES-X), national reporting systems using local 

knowledge (BRACED-X-LM) or construction of weather stations (Anukulan-X). 

Working in Ethiopia, in contexts where many people used traditional forecasting, 

CMESA-E built on the model of listening groups supported by CIARE, which 

continued to be a successful and important forum for people to interpret the 

scientific forecasts alongside traditional knowledge and build trust. Radio 

was an important means for disseminating information across contexts, given 

people’s high levels of trust in radio programmes as a source of information, 

and therefore highly credible. This was the main conduit in the Niger River 

Basin (SUR1M-X) and in Kenya/Uganda (PROGRESS-X).

PROGRESS-X partnered with Wajir Community Radio, which was trusted 

by pastoralist communities, and worked through existing structures like Ward 

Adaptation Planning Committees, which were set up by members of the 

implementation team under PROGRESS and other projects before PROGRESS-X 

started. This provided an effective and crucial ‘communication bridge’ between 

communities and county government and a channel for communities to air 

grievances and share their priority needs.116 Not only was the radio station 

credible, but also it spoke their language and was perceived by community 

members as being on their side. The radio station effectively became 

a ‘champion’ for the project at the community level.

Evidence for people acting on information received to prepare for anticipated 

shocks was more mixed and overall it remains unclear how many IPs used climate 

information in their own planning and implementation. This relates directly 

to questions of sustainability. Good qualitative evidence from implementation 

of the Transhumant Information System in Niger (BRACED-X-LM) found that 

access to information reduced the need for reconnaissance trips by transhumant 

pastoralists, saving them both time and expenses incurred. Some qualitative 

evidence from Burkina Faso (BRES-X) suggests that farmers altered agricultural 

practices based on the climate information they received, for example using 

higher or lower areas for cropping according to rainfall predictions. Weaker 

evidence found that participants used climate information to influence livelihood 

decisions (Mali – WYL). Evidence from Ethiopia (MAR-X) suggests participants 

who received warnings were more likely to sell livestock. More detail would 

be needed, however, to understand if these sales represent an effective use of 

information to ensure higher market prices, or if households engaged in sale 

of productive assets.

116	 ProGrESS-XrealistcaseStudy,p.40.
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Specific barriers to effective uptake and use of climate information were 

highlighted in three projects. In the Niger river basin, SUR1M-X experienced 

challenges related to funding of community-based early warning bodies, which 

collect data on monthly basis. Although these groups are recognised for their role 

in EWS and disaster risk mapping, they do not have sufficient financial resources 

and equipment to respond or transport (motorbikes) to report the information 

to municipalities (SUR1M XFE). In addition, both mobile phone coverage (Mali, 

WYL) and the coverage of climate stations, especially in drought-prone areas 

(Ethiopia, CMESA-E), were found to be insufficient in the intervention areas. 

This undermines efforts to improve beneficiaries’ anticipatory capacity.
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The main resilience-building achievements of the nine BRACED-X projects, 

reported at the XFE, are discussed in the previous section. Further data on these 

is available in the Annual Reporting Supplement Reports and Routes to Resilience 

2019. The outcomes demonstrate how BRACED-X achievements can be considered 

to be ‘resilience’ guided by the framing set out in Section 2.3 linked to the 3As 

and T, and the underlying change pathways.

This section focuses further on how and why change happens at a more 

generalised level, synthesising across the activities and outcomes of the 

individual projects to examine overarching process hypotheses to guide 

implementation design.

Continuing the approach taken throughout the BRACED programme, during 

the extension period positive outcomes were observed where projects responded 

to context when implementing. This is reflected not only in overall project design 

but also within projects. For example, working across five countries, BRACED-X-

LM describes IPs favouring different interventions dependent on the context 

and location.117 Familiarity with and experience of working within particular 

contexts, and bringing this to bear in designing and carrying out activities, is 

good practice and means that interventions are more likely to be appropriate, 

117	 BrAcEd-X-LMXFE,p.9.

5.
IMPLEMENTING TO 
BUILD RESILIENCE

Image:
StephanGladieu/
WorldBank
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relevant and credible. These are important factors in ensuring uptake, behavioural 

and/or systemic change and sustainability. The flexibility and opportunity to adapt 

offered by the overall BRACED programme design and the opportunity for IPs to 

recast projects for the second (extension) phase lend themselves well to enabling 

this fundamental mechanism.

The implementation team knew the political landscape and recent 

policy developments and correctly assessed what support is needed by 

the county government and how to provide it while promoting a policy 

change to protect pastoralism. The implementation team had trust 

of key stakeholders, knew their needs and challenges, and was able 

to identify best ways to support them while changing their opinion 

on pastoralism. 

PROGRESS-X Realist Case Study, p. 32

It is important to note that BRACED-X projects highlighted specific barriers 

related to political emergencies/insecurity that affected implementation. 

In particular:

• CMESA-E was implemented in a year of transition in Ethiopia and therefore 

operated within a context of widespread unrest, public anti-government 

demonstrations and violent inter-ethnic conflicts. This affected travel to 

collect data to inform a strategy to deliver the national framework for 

climate services. It was also affected negatively by administration staff 

changes in the ministries involved.118

• The DCF project was affected by insecurity in the region of Mopti and 

Dogon-Fulani communal violence in central Mali.119

• PROGRESS-X: In Kenya, the election cycle of August 2017 not only created 

political uncertainty and threat of violence but also affected disbursement 

of drought relief funding, exacerbating the situation for pastoralists and 

households, which persisted. Building relationships with newly elected 

county government leaders was time-consuming and added to the 

project team’s workload in 2018.120

5.1 Linking, layering and sequencing
The extension period evaluation has provided further evidence to confirm 

the continued relevance of layering and linking in resilience-building 

interventions (activities and outcomes, and across institutions) in order 

to successfully achieve resilience processes and outcomes. This has been 

a key feature of the BRACED programme design – projects address multiple 

118	 cMESA-EXFE,pp.11,12and15.

119	 dcFXFE,p.40.

120	 ProGrESS-XXFE,p.3.
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challenges in building and strengthening resilience at different levels using 

a range of strategies. Combining several activities (project packages of activities) 

may act as an adaptation mechanism in itself in that it potentially diversifies 

livelihood strategies among groups of participants. Projects implement 

packages of activities in ways that ensure complementarity between them 

as well as making important links across different institutions at various levels 

(‘bridging’ links), along with effective sequencing of activities in order 

to achieve desired outcomes. 

The BRACED FE found that:

In contexts where there are weak or non-existent market and 

institutional linkages:

• linking and bridging between existing local institutions (e.g. savings 

groups and farmer groups) and activities means that projects can build 

on existing processes and actions and create links between different parts 

of the system. Linking project activities to income generation acts as 

an incentive for people to participate (15/15 IPs).

• sequencing activities appropriately and providing information in a timely 

manner, with people supported to apply new information, means that 

participants can make informed decisions about how they invest resources 

provided by the programme in ways that are more likely to lead to resilient 

outcomes (15/15 IPs).

In contexts of multiple, systemic gaps, projects need to carry out a range of 

activities, moving everything forward on several fronts in a timely manner 

and often simultaneously to fill those gaps. Failing to do so means risking 

implementation failure. For example, support to diversify into other crops 

without also addressing supply and demand market constraints means activities 

will fall at the first hurdle. Different ways of layering and linking include training 

plus agricultural inputs/equipment, plus access to markets/finance or value chain 

investments, plus access to information, leading to increased yields, income, 

improvements in basic needs, etc. (Anukulan-X, BRES-X, WYL, SUR1M-X, 

MAR-X, PROGRESS-X); and investing in individuals/communities, plus investing 

in institutions and/or national-level policy change (individuals + institutions: 

Anukulan-X, BRES-X, BRACED-X-LM, SUR1M-X, WYL, MAR-X, with national-

level policy changes too: DCF, PROGRESS-X). Sustainability comes through in 

different ways depending on the model: through increased income allowing 

farmers to continue new practices (e.g. under BRES-X in Burkina Faso: increased 

income from more effective poultry production allowed women producers to 

continue new practices); through strengthened institutions continuing to provide 

support to individuals/households (PROGRESS-X, Kenya: institutional changes 

to CTS governance structures (Sharia compliance) meant it could continue 

to provide culturally appropriate loans; DCF, Mali and Senegal: institutional 

capacity-building (local and national government levels) enabled funding flows 
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to communities); and through strengthened value chains/markets/private sector 

actors (PROGRESS-X, Wajir county, Kenya: development of the camel milk value 

chain filled a gap in the local market and attracted investment beyond project 

end from private sector actors/government).

There is strong evidence across all nine projects of how different ways of 

layering and linking activities and linking across institutions have been a key 

element of change pathways leading to resilience, supporting the ‘packages 

of activities’ approach to resilience programming. For example, in Mali, building 

on work started under BRACED’s Ric4Rec project, WYL combined formation of 

micro-enterprises within communities, the establishment of a cereal bank and 

the improvement of communities’ knowledge. In Nepal, farmers were supported 

throughout the entire cycle from production to sales in the vegetable and 

essential oil sub-sectors (Anukulan-X). In PROGRESS-X in Kenya and Uganda, 

participating households were involved in multiple activities, from VSLAs to 

agriculture and safe spaces.

Working with structures that communities already trust, and that 

have buy-in from local communities, supports projects’ efforts to implement 

multiple activities on multiple levels, so everything is ready when it needs to 

be (strong evidence, all IPs). For example, in Ethiopia, MAR-X found that:

Bringing together members of the community and government 

officials in PNRM, resulted in governance structures that considered 

local knowledge, access to rights whilst at the same time supported 

inclusive decision-making. 

MAR-X XFE, p. 16

It is important to note that fostering and cementing ‘bridging’ links takes 

time. For example, DCF prioritised establishing the funding mechanism at 

community and communal levels, aiming to deal with short-, medium- and long-

term goals simultaneously by combining several levels of intervention from the 

local (family farms, villages) to the communal, departmental and national.

The needs expressed at the communal level, which is the closest level 

of government to people, have been and probably still are immediate. 

Their stated priorities strengthen the strategies local people already use 

to respond to current climate shocks and variability. 

DCF XFE, p. 36

At XFE (March 2019), DCF’s work at the intermediate local government 

level (cercles/départements, regions) was relatively under-developed. However, 

during March 2019 in Mali, DCF worked with existing national agency ANICT, 

developing awareness of climate issues, and building capacity to seek out and 

channel decentralised funding. This allowed ANICT to apply for Green Climate 

Fund accreditation, which will, if successful, unlock a significant source of 

climate funding.121

121	 KIIwithdcF.
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Data on sequencing shows the projects are still timing and sequencing 

their activities in ways that enable people to take best advantage of those 

activities (strong evidence) (MAR-X, Anukulan-X, WYL, PROGRESS-X, BRES-X, 

SUR1M-X), signalling good practice across the projects: for example timing 

livestock purchase with harvest time so livestock feed is readily available;122 

or building capacities of VSLAs before a new loan organisation comes to 

town, so people are ready for the arrival of a new institution, as in the case 

of PROGRESS-X and the arrival of CTS in Wajir. PROGRESS-X worked with the 

existing VSLAs to train them in leadership, governance, record-keeping, group 

formation and business development skills. Participants were incentivised by 

the prospect of better access to finance: ‘access to larger loans and a secure 

location for cash’.123 Sequencing activities in the right way proves to be 

important not only for timely provision of information but also in other areas 

of implementation. We can see this particularly in the ‘bottom-up’ processes 

projects followed – from demonstrating results and addressing basic needs, 

to engaging with policy.

In some cases, timing of activities did not consider fully the potential impacts 

on markets and the implications for prices and incomes. For example, market 

‘distortion’ was created in the instance of the livestock fattening activities 

under WYL. The system was based on a cycle whereby those initially granted 

livestock would, following the sale of the fattened animal, reimburse the Village 

Committee for Adaptation to Climate Change (CVACC), with a small amount of 

interest, while keeping the profit. The amount collected by the CVACC would 

be used to purchase new heads of livestock for new beneficiaries. However, 

the sudden, increased demand for livestock led to price hikes:

… group purchase where different villages are on the same market 

at the same time has contributed to considerably increased purchase 

prices. With a rising market demand and traders’ knowledge that it 

is the project that finances these purchases, they have increased prices. 

In some cases, the market could not cope with the demand from which 

the purchase was calibrated over several days. … To contain this price 

spike, a market study must be done beforehand to see the capacity 

of the market to cope with such a demand. And it will stagger the 

purchase over time, that is to say that purchases will be made in several 

stages so as not to cause a price surge. This may have a negative impact 

on neighboring villages that have not received these subsidies and 

therefore make them more vulnerable. 

WYL XFE, p. 22

122	 WyLXFE,p.22.

123	 ProGrESS-XXFE,p.14.
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In a similar vein, taking seasonality into account when timing loans makes all 

the difference to how far the money goes:

The timing in relation to market activity and price of livestock and 

other goods when the loan was received also impacted whether (agro) 

pastoralist were able to make greater returns on their investments 

and pay their loan back in time (C). 

MAR-X XFE, p. 5

We find with BRACED-X that the contextual factors related to timing and 

sequencing tend to be broader than just weak or non-existent market and 

institutional linkages. From the BRACED-X data, there are many similar instances 

across the projects of sequencing so that the outcome of one activity becomes 

the context for the next one (see, for example, PROGRESS-X work on the 

camel milk value chain, as well as SUR1M-X, BRES-X, MAR-X). In addition, there 

is strong evidence that sequencing is important for creating champions, so 

these become the mechanisms for change, creating buy-in and initiating 

action at different levels, as illustrated by PROGRESS-X:

People who have taken part in the P&P training course and trainings 

on GIS mapping became real champions – promoting change to enable 

both bottom-up data collection and pastoralism. The message promoted 

by the project has been shared on social media and by the radio with 

positive response from the communities as well as the key decision-

makers in the county, like the CEC for Lands that coordinates action 

to reflect the needs of pastoralists in national policy. 

PROGRESS-X Case Study, p. 49

Evidence from BRACED-X allows us to further refine the ‘layering, linking 

and sequencing’ process hypothesis to guide intervention design: 

Process hypothesis: Layering, linking and sequencing

In contexts where there are weak or non-existent market and institutional 

linkages, with multiple gaps across all systems:

• Linking and bridging between existing local institutions (e.g. savings 

groups and farmer groups), leveraging structures that communities already 

trust, ensuring enough time is available to forge important links, linking 

between activities and timing and sequencing activities in ways that enable 

people to take best advantage of those activities mean that projects can 

build on existing processes and actions and create links between different 

parts of the system, leading to successful implementation and take-up and, 

subsequently, desired resilience outcomes (9/9 IPs; strong evidence).
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5.2 Collaboration and credibility
BRACED-X projects continue to work collaboratively with communities to 

ensure their needs and priorities are identified bottom-up. For example, in 

WYL, communities formed village-level resilience plans based on a ‘participatory 

diagnosis’ with Communal Committee for Adaptation to Climate Change:

This diagnosis has further improved their awareness of how aspects 

of Climate Change affected them, how it continues to affect them, 

and how it will affect them if nothing is done. 

WYL XFE, p. 21

One important action arising from the ‘diagnosis’ was relocating grain 

banks to protect them from flooding, improving the absorptive capacity 

of the whole community. The IP believes that activities chosen by the 

communities themselves contribute more to improving their resilience 

in relation to their context.

However, in the context of climate resilience, communities’ decisions need to 

be informed by future climate scenarios (not just ‘needs’); the XFE lacks evidence 

of this happening in the projects. 

The BRACED FE found that:

Across a range of contexts:

• by working collaboratively, participating with communities ensures 

community buy-in. This means that interventions are more likely to 

address beneficiary needs and expectations, uptake is higher and people 

will actually carry out activities that will improve their absorptive and 

adaptive capacities. Interventions and results are more likely to be 

sustainable after direct project involvement ends.

• given the time it takes to effect tangible change and build resilience, 

this means that projects are more likely in the medium to long term to 

successfully result in resilient outcomes, because the processes through 

which these are generated are also resilient (10/15 IPs).

BRACED-X FE data also provides further evidence (six of nine IPs: BRES-X, 

SUR1M-X, MAR-X, DCF, PROGRESS-X, WYL) to confirm the importance of 

aligning project activities with participants’ immediate needs, which collaborative 

working contributes importantly to. This helps ensure buy-in and credibility, 

as well as a sense of ownership, which is believed to increase the chances of 

sustainability post-project. This is illustrated by WYL’s ‘participatory diagnosis’ 

work in Mali, mentioned earlier, and work in Mali and Niger by SUR1M-X, 

as well as work with pastoralists in Ethiopia under MAR-X:
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If the design and implementation of the project are aligned to 

the immediate needs of (agro) pastoralists (C), then there will 

be a greater chance the programme will be more widely accepted 

(O) and create more effective and efficient use of project resources, 

because pastoralists are intrinsically motivated to change behaviour 

when it is understood that it is a solution to the challenges they 

are currently facing (M).

MAR-X XFE, pp. 6 and 51

And:

The leadership from the community that was required from 

the intervention issued more accountability on the locals for 

the management of water and rangeland (M), which enabled 

greater uptake of the practice and has incentivised greater 

attention and management toward scarce resources (O). Indigenous 

knowledge regarding natural resource management during both 

dry and wet season of grazing areas and utilisation of water to 

prevent land degradation meant that pre-existing knowledge 

was better able to support the uptake on new practices, given 

their initial understanding of importance of sustainable natural 

resource management (C). 

MAR-X XFE, p. 40

In the case of DCF, the project extension introduced new structures for 

collaboration among key stakeholders. National and local stakeholders are 

part of the climate finance mechanism itself. While climate finance is managed 

by national development agencies, the initiatives it funds are selected by local 

committees according to pre-defined criteria. This process channels finance to 

local communities through existing national development finance frameworks 

in both countries:

The wider ‘we’ includes local communities and authorities that are 

part of the whole mechanism. … There is no point in us saying ‘they 

want this’… it’s ‘us’ all together who are doing the advocacy so if the 

local communities are demanding a voice in decision-making and the 

local authorities asking for a more open governance and more linkages, 

that really works. 

KII with DCF, 14 June 2019
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In SUR1M-X’s EWS work in Mali and Niger, by actively combining community 

engagement and ownership of activities with involvement of municipal, 

département/cercle and national technical structures, including the private sector, 

and ensuring the system was integrated at all levels and in line with national 

strategies, the IP demonstrates how collaboration across multiple institutional 

levels can improve resilience (anticipatory capacity):

The SUR1M project has ensured GAP-RU/SCAP-RU members’ 

training on DRR-risk mapping, data collection of key risks and 

contextual variables such as prices, river levels, and crop pests (I1); 

communities’ engagement and ownership of activities (M1), the 

involvement of municipal, ‘departement’ level/circle, national technical 

structures and private actors (communications technologies, rural 

radio broadcasters) (M2), and the full integration of the early warning 

system at all levels that ‘fits’ within national strategies (M3), as well 

as debates/dialogues between RRC experts being broadcast on local 

radios (M4). Information collected at village level and key disaster 

warning messages are sent to communities in the event of a disaster 

(O1). Data on key risks and contextual variables such as prices, river 

levels and crop pests are also provided to communities on a regular 

basis (O2). As a result, communities respond more rapidly and more 

shrewdly to disasters (better organised, first to respond, faster 

and more comprehensive response) (O3). 

SUR1M-X XFE, p. 4

While choice of intervention can be described as meeting priority or immediate 

needs because ideas for projects originated from user and producer groups, 

which subsequently oversaw and monitored their implementation (drinking 

water supplies under the DCF project in Mali), the project XFE report also 

highlights instances where ‘community priority’ is not necessarily inclusive 

or representative, with the risk of ‘elite capture’:

Some agricultural investments could work against spaces that were 

previously reserved for fishing or pastures, and there are instances of 

the customary authorities looking out for the interests of certain user 

groups. This shows the drawbacks of an approach that is mainly based 

on needs expressed by ‘communities’ – a generic term that can mask 

divergent interests – and where customary authorities or networks of 

influence (local elites) have the final say on which projects are selected. 

These kinds of risk cannot be mitigated by a mechanism, even if it does 

involve participatory procedures; in this political sphere they can only 

be mitigated by strengthening the capacities and voices of different 

user groups. 

DCF XFE, p. 95 
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Process hypothesis: Collaboration and credibility

Across a range of contexts:

• By working collaboratively, participating with communities 

ensures community buy-in and community leadership ensures greater 

accountability, ownership and uptake. This means that interventions 

are more likely to address beneficiary needs and expectations, uptake is 

higher and people will actually carry out activities that will improve their 

absorptive and adaptive capacities. Interventions and results are more 

likely to be sustainable after direct project involvement ends (9/9 IPs; 

strong evidence).

5.3 Getting the right people on board
Getting the right people on board, at all levels, featured prominently during 

the previous BRACED FE. BRACED-X contributes further strong evidence of 

the role of this mechanism in advancing policy and advocacy work, especially 

at higher institutional levels. 

The BRACED FE found that:

• working with credible and respected higher-level formal institutions (such 

as meteorological services, academic institutions) with recognised expertise 

and a ‘presence’ can provide important political champions for the project 

activities and increase the credibility and the reach of interventions, leading 

to better uptake and greater sustainability.

• getting the right people on board at the community level can enhance 

the credibility of the activities in the eyes of participants and potentially 

mitigate the risk of further entrenching social and cultural norms that 

exclude certain groups (10/15 IPs).

The XFE provides (strong) evidence to further support the importance of 

‘getting the right people on board’ (stakeholders) in ensuring and enhancing 

the credibility of the projects, so that communities (individuals and households) 

participate (e.g. PROGRESS-X, MAR-X, DCF). This links strongly to the previous 

discussion about the importance of contexts of trust, and the need for projects 

to build and capitalise on this. In terms of guarding against further entrenching 

social norms that may exclude marginalised groups, there is little evidence 

of this in the XFE.
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Projects do well and are more likely to be sustainable when working through 

channels – community representatives, partners, communication modes – 

that people already have confidence in. For all nine BRACED-X projects, this 

has involved building on pre-existing relationships and other opportunities 

presented by their contexts, across all institutional levels. In the case of MAR-X, 

the project XFE highlights the importance of appointing project staff who already 

had links with and knowledge of the communities for engendering trust.124 

Working with a trusted and well-established local partner in Senegal and having 

decades of experience working in Mali, both decentralised countries, DCF was 

able to identify and respond to existing power dynamics and make decision-

making about climate finance more locally or socially inclusive. This benefited 

primarily women, young people and marginalised groups who were represented 

in local decision-making bodies and participated in selected projects.125 Despite 

the presence of other international climate finance mechanisms, DCF was 

able to engage key authorities and support them in the process of obtaining 

accreditation to access financial resources from international climate funds, 

like the Green Climate Fund (in Mali), and national development budgets to 

fund projects to meet adaptation and development needs of local populations, 

integrating the mechanism within existing governance structures.126 The DCF 

model (Senegal) is based on a previously established institutional mechanism 

(PNDL) and to a certain extent benefited from stakeholders’ trust in PNDL, 

‘gaining a certain credit and kind of “brand” guarantee from the fact that 

it houses the fund’. Further:

Relations with institutions such as [the meteorological agency] 

ANACIM, which already intervened in the region of Kaffrine, also 

helped consolidate the programme’s institutional credibility and future 

institutionalisation. The collaboration helped build a shared experience, 

creating a ‘bond’ and sense of joint progress that facilitated the 

construction and consolidation of a dynamic at the national level. 

DCF XFE, p. 35

During BRACED-X, LM formed a formal partnership with the Permanent 

Interstate Committee for Drought Control in the Sahel, which allowed it to 

reach a level that BRACED alone would never have achieved. This was very much 

a strategic partnership that provided a ‘way in’. The IP had been working with it 

informally for many years, including during BRACED, and used BRACED-X to do 

work together more formally. Reaching across institutional levels, there is strong 

evidence that taking care to do this the right way, once again building on existing 

relationships and capitalising on pre-existing contexts of trust, is an important 

mechanism in change pathways towards building resilience:

124	 MAr-XXFE,p.38.

125	 djohy(2019).

126	 dcFKII,14june2019.
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The proactiveness of local leaders and government officials in supporting 

the project in bridging relationships with (hard to reach) communities 

(M), was critical to the long-term institutional linkages that formed 

at multiple levels (O). This effectively exploits the existing relationships 

and trust between local leaders and community members when local 

leaders needed bridge connection with local communities and higher-

level stakeholders (C). At the same time, the increased involvement 

and participation of local leaders (M), enhanced local-level initiatives 

and actions and initiated dialogue between locals and both regional 

and national level actors (O). 

MAR-X XFE, p. 41

By recognising important contextual factors that make issues pastoralists 

face so complex, and which require action from across several government 

departments and county and national governments as well as pastoralists 

themselves, PROGRESS-X was able to explicitly address the need to identify 

the right stakeholders and structures (in this case community radio combined 

with targeting key influencers among political appointees within the county 

government) in order to gain traction and momentum with its activities. 

This meant ‘the project needed to tap into existing relationships and networks 

to spread the message of pro-pastoralism from the P&P training course to 

decision-makers at the national government, various county departments 

as well as rural communities’.127

To promote ownership of the change process by key actors at multiple 

institutional levels, CMESA-E worked closely with a ‘champion of change’ who 

was seconded to the IP team from NMA. This well-networked technical member 

of NMA staff with 20 years of experience was able to advance NFCS development 

through his relationships with key organisations. It was his commitment to see 

the change happen and the technical knowledge and connections he has made 

working across a number of departments within NMA that enabled action 

towards a shared objective (development of the NFCS) at multiple and primarily 

higher institutional levels. He was well accepted by his colleagues within the 

agency, including the director general and a senior staff member there:

[His] presence has made the life easier for us. Whenever we were 

stranded, e.g. dealing with the government which isn’t easy as the 

country has been unstable for the past two to three years… we could 

call the government from his mobile to get things done. The team 

would have been challenged by much bureaucracy otherwise. 

KII with CMESA-E

127	 ProGrESS-XrealistcaseStudy,p.50.
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In contexts where change required simultaneous action by multiple 

stakeholders, having a technically strong and experienced ‘champion of 

change’ with connections and trust of key actors helped bring down the 

silos, leading to NFCS development and transferring ownership of the 

policy from the IP to relevant agencies:

This collaborative approach to intervention design and implementation 

to co-produce the framework, was appreciated by stakeholders and 

increased their interest and cooperation and by doing so leveraged 

their knowledge and skills specific to their subject areas to inform the 

framework. Well-informed NFCS was a crucial pre-condition to its 

successful implementation once approved by the national government.

CMESA-E XFE, p. 2 

Process hypothesis: getting the right people on board

Working with credible and respected higher-level formal institutions (such as 

meteorological services, academic institutions) with recognised expertise and 

a ‘presence’, including secondments between projects and relevant institutions, 

can provide important political champions for the project, who recognise the 

complexity of problems faced by marginalised groups.

Building on pre-existing relationships, leveraging channels that people already 

have confidence in, working with and across multiple levels and institutions, 

increases the credibility and the reach of interventions, leading to better uptake 

and greater likelihood of sustainability (9/9 IPs; strong evidence).

5.4 Summary and reflections
The BRACED extension has seen further achievements by the projects in 

building resilience and valuable learning where things have not worked so well. 

The XFEs and synthesis contribute evidence to support theories about how 

change happens in resilience-building programmes and we are able to refine 

the findings (ICMOs) from the FE of the previous BRACED phase, adding to the 

existing evidence base about building and strengthening resilience. Specifically, 

BRACED-X provides more results: more people brought on board (beneficiaries), 

more time for activities to come to fruition and opportunities to build on 

BRACED experiences and successes. It also extends and deepens data on how 

change happens at higher institutional levels thanks to the greater focus on 

policy work through the BRACED-X policy window-funded projects. In expanding 

the ICMOs from the FE of the previous BRACED phase, we are able to see how 

the same mechanisms play out at different levels, notably demonstration effects, 

as well as getting the right people on board. BRACED-X’s XFE also finds that 

projects continue to work hard to influence or create contexts that foster change.
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The packages of activities approach continues to be relevant and effective; 

resilience should be understood as both process and outcome

BRACED-X projects were most effective where they implemented at the 

right time and in the right sequence, a range of interventions designed to 

promote individuals’ or households’ anticipatory, absorptive and adaptive 

capacities. Multiple projects focused on strengthening participants’ ability to 

meet basic needs through a combined focus on agricultural activities, increases 

in disposable income and improved water infrastructure. This occurred in tandem 

with support to diversifying people’s income sources and activities. Access to 

appropriate financial services remained a crucial factor across contexts. Shifts to 

more climate-adaptive agricultural and land management practices lent weight 

to the conclusion drawn from BRACED that resilience should be understood as 

both process and outcome. Successful adoption of climate-smart agricultural 

practices represents both a resilience outcome for producers – increasing their 

productivity and income – and a building block in the process of achieving 

more resilient management of land and resources.

Collaborative processes lead to an enabling policy-making environment; 

layering activities and linking across systems are key for institutional change

BRACED-X achieved outcomes at scale in Ethiopia (CMESA-E) through 

strategic engagement with government stakeholders and institutions, resulting 

in a national policy framework. Important progress was made towards successfully 

scaling up climate financing initiatives (PROGRESS-X, DCF). Policy work under 

BRACED-X was on the whole founded on projects investing in understanding 

political economy and power. The collaborative processes involved in reaching 

outcomes created a more enabling policy-making environment, with greater 

awareness of the need for ‘resilience thinking’. Projects demonstrated that 

layering and linking activities at systemic level, identified during BRACED as 

a successful mechanism, can be effective in transforming value chains and 

local markets. Outcomes at local institutional levels showed progress towards 

resilience, with climate-sensitive measures integrated into planning. Future 

work would need to consider more closely how this translates into actions and 

activities that enable communities to become more resilient to climate extremes.

Building capacities of women can improve their status, but we are not yet 

seeing transformational change
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Where projects increased women’s income, women also gained control 

over some elements of household decision-making, resulting in small shifts to 

gendered norms at household level. This implies that a focus on building women’s 

absorptive and adaptive capacities through a range of income-generating activities 

can also be an effective means to promote positive changes in women’s status 

within households and communities. A considerable investment of time would be 

needed to begin to see more transformative change in gendered power structures. 

Echoing the findings of the previous evaluation, success in gender and inclusion 

requires strategic approaches to shift power.

Developing and strengthening institutions for climate information has great 

potential to build resilience, but this takes time

Developing and strengthening regional and local networks, both formal 

and informal, led to better provision and access across a range of contexts. 

While clear achievements were made in establishing national structures for 

disseminating climate information, the impacts of this on resilience will emerge 

only over time. The mixed evidence on the uptake of and response to climate 

information, however, again highlights the need to see resilience as a process. 

Developing structures, awareness and knowledge represents fundamental and 

necessary progress towards anticipatory capacities. This rests on users trusting 

forecasts and using them consistently over time if information is to inform 

and influence decision-making in ways that lead to greater resilience. Access 

to information needs to be sustained beyond the life of the project both to 

engender trust and to ensure resilience in the longer term. This points to the 

importance of ensuring both ownership and capacity of both local and national 

actors so that services may be sustained without direct project support.

Changing beliefs and perceptions form a foundation for long-term-change

Changes to mindsets, views, perceptions and beliefs are perceived to be 

a pillar of transformational change.128 Therefore, projects that have changed 

stakeholders’ perceptions of pastoralism have potentially built a foundation for 

a long-term change. The processes by means of which established actors with 

relevant capacities and mandates acquire ownership of new tools and approaches 

that accommodate wider and sustained change at multiple levels are particularly 

important for achieving a transformational change.129

128	 Franciset al.(2003)andKotter(1995)inBahaduret al.(2015).

129	 Bahaduret al.(2015).
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This synthesis of BRACED project FEs used a realist lens to address the 

overarching evaluation question:

What difference did BRACED-X make, how, why, for whom 

and in what circumstances?

As with previous evaluations of the BRACED projects, our focus is on what 

can be learned from across the BRACED-X portfolio about future resilience-

strengthening programming, aiming to build community resilience at scale. 

This section sets out these key lessons emerging from the synthesis – about 

resilience itself and about projects to build resilience – before discussing 

what the BRACED extension period has contributed.

6.1 Learning about resilience
The BRACED XFEs offer a number of further insights into how and why resilience 

is built and strengthened. The synthesis provides evidence for conditions and 

mechanisms (and enablers and barriers to change) important in building and 

strengthening resilience and that should be taken into account when designing 

future resilience-strengthening programmes.

6.
WHAT DIFFERENCE 
HAS BRACED-X 
MADE?

Image:ctAAcP-Eu
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Reflecting on our resilience dimensions (Section 2.2), how do the processes, 

outcomes and underlying change pathways we observe during the XFE 

embody resilience?

Projects target marginalised people, but it is difficult to say who might have 

been excluded and why

Projects continued to successfully implement activities that were risk-

informed (they reduced risk and increased coping) and inclusive insofar as 

they targeted the most vulnerable people, including women (notwithstanding 

the acknowledgement that targeting alone is not enough – see Section 4.3). 

However, it is difficult to say who was excluded, how and why, as the data 

does not provide sufficient detail. The outcomes and activities have a high 

degree of interconnectedness, with changes embedded vertically and horizontally 

in systems, including connections between activities, actors and institutions, and 

there is strong evidence for this. A key resilience outcome is increased incomes 

(medium–weak evidence in the XFE), which is directly related to agricultural 

or livestock livelihoods activities. Important interventions implemented in 

combination helped achieve this, with strong evidence of BRACED-X project 

contribution: access to finance, market development/support/strengthening, 

business training. But what people do with these incomes matters.

Responding to need mobilises stakeholders, but it is not always clear whether 

‘needs’ match what is required to build resilience

Policy work shows strong evidence for filling gaps and responding to ‘pressing 

need’, demonstrating that there is already a policy space for BRACED-X processes 

and outcomes. Situational analyses and needs assessments were key tools for 

stakeholder mobilisation and project sustainability and timely mobilisation of key 

decision-makers promoted buy-in across scales. This bodes well for political will/

commitment, which is further strengthened by engaging key actors (national and 

local government stakeholders) in project design and implementation. But this 

raises questions about needs versus climate considerations. Is a ‘need’ actually 

what is required in terms of adapting to climate risk, extremes and disasters, 

bringing about transformational change and resilience in the long term? This relates 

to the resilience dimension of outcomes being ‘future-proofed’ – how are changes 

able to stand up to extreme events as well as future scenarios such as a global 

temperature change exceeding 1.5° C? No scenario analyses were carried out under 

BRACED-X to be able to ‘stress test’ outcomes. Overall, it remains unclear how 

many IPs used climate information in their own planning and implementation. This 

relates directly to questions of sustainability. Interventions at the community level 

largely work to shore up and improve strategies reliant on natural resources and 

therefore subject to the vagaries of the climate. It is not evident how sustainable 

outcomes would be in the face of longer-term, changing climate-related risks and 

opportunities. Sustainability cannot be fully assessed without follow-up evaluation 

several years after the end of BRACED implementation.
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Institutional change points to change significant enough to make 

a difference at scale

In the resilience considerations, we highlight five elements of transformative 

change (Annex 1). When it comes to the nature (depth) of the change, there is 

some evidence of fundamental differences to the way people are earning incomes, 

through diversified livelihood activities in sectors with much improved market 

connections, thanks to value chain support from some projects (e.g. essential 

oil in Nepal; camel milk in Kenya). Local and national institutional change 

sees greater inclusion of local-level knowledge and voices in policy processes 

in some instances (e.g. PROGRESS-X). BRACED-X project coverage also offers 

evidence of change at a scale significant enough to make a difference to whole 

communities and many thousands of people, especially in the case of institutional 

change, although in some cases the evidence base remains thin (magnitude – 

scale and scope – of the change). Most evidence of innovation is in the higher 

institutional and policy-related work carried out under BRACED-X, especially work 

by CMESA-E and DCF, while interventions at the community level are mainly 

tried-and-tested climate-smart agriculture interventions (improved seeds, etc.), 

conventional approaches to improve livestock livelihoods (water and pasture 

access; veterinary services), value chains and marketing, etc.

There is some evidence of inclusion in decision-making processes, and engagement 

with strategic planning processes, pointing to potentially transformative change 

in terms of leadership and empowerment, but not enough to say definitively 

that it IS transformative. The building blocks seem to be in place. We see in 

the various barriers and contextual factor that projects were unable to circumvent 

that there remain prominent systemic bottlenecks to resilient change (discussed in 

the next section). Examples are social norms that continue to exclude women from 

important decision-making and priority-setting processes and continued mistrust 

in formal institutions by marginalised people (and vice versa), preventing systemic 

change in marginalised people’s access to the financial sector.

Long-standing, trusted relationships will endure beyond the life of projects, 

but to capitalise on progress already made some activities need to continue

When considering sustainability, we tend to ask if changes will be sustained, 

independent of project actions or subsidies. If it is not sustainable – that is, it 

is unlikely to continue without direct project support – then it is not building 

resilience. For example, is income realised from the sale of a horticulture crop, 

introduced by the project, likely to continue after the project? Are improved 

practices likely to continue without direct support from project staff? Are 

(micro)-insurance products introduced by the project to be sustained beyond 

its timeframe? There is evidence of partnerships between IPs and other 

organisations that are rooted in long-standing relationships and high levels 

of trust, which are highly likely to endure beyond the life of BRACED and 
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BRACED-X. Projects approached implementation with sustainability in mind – 

for example in designing activities to strengthen private sector linkages/market 

access, grounded in thorough understanding of the market, its gaps and the 

potential for sustainability. Similarly, with policy change, situational analyses 

and needs assessments were key tools for stakeholder mobilisation and 

project sustainability. CMESA-E, Anukulan-X, DCF and PROGRESS-X all set 

out clear roadmaps and enabled stakeholders to assume the driver’s seat 

in the envisaged change processes. Evaluating outcomes and impacts further 

into the future would help understand how activities have fared without direct 

IP involvement as well as the degree to which knowledge has been transferred, 

as intended, from IPs to other stakeholders.

Resilience processes and outcomes need to be adaptive and ‘future-proofed’ 

to be transformative. Transformation is essential for sustainability and 

long-term resilience

Evidence from the BRACED FE suggested change needed to be adaptive for 

it to be transformative. There is some evidence of adaptive capacities being 

built, for example diversifying livelihoods and income sources. But, in light of 

future-proofing considerations, how adaptive is it? Are projects doing enough 

to bring about (or laying the foundations for) transformative change, which is 

necessary for change to be sustainable and resilient in the long term? What does 

sustainability mean in the face of uncertainty? What needs to be sustained and 

what does not? Is this the ‘right’ definition in the resilience context? What if 

the outcomes and practices being sustained are actually not the ‘right’ things? 

Resilience processes and outcomes need to be adaptive and ‘future-proofed’ 

to be transformative in order, in turn, to be resilient in the longer term.

6.2 Lessons about designing 
and implementing resilience-
building programmes
Timeframes during the previous BRACED FE proved to be important for 

aligning expectations and designing performance targets. We also found 

that, not surprisingly, project starting points and contexts determine project 

‘performance’, and, across the board, projects, through their activities, were 

changing contexts to lay foundations for adaptation. This was supported by the 

programmes adaptive and flexible management and implementation approach, 

to allow for ‘course correction’. This continued during BRACED-X.

The way projects do things (intervention factors) is still a prominent feature of 

change pathways and of the story of how resilience is built through the BRACED 

programme, often through responding to and creating contexts for participant 

involvement. Projects continue to strive to provide the right incentives to enable 

participation of a wide range of key stakeholders across multiple institutional 

levels, and there is strong evidence for this even if thinking and reasoning 
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are not explained. ‘Overarching’ process theories cut across all activities and 

outcomes, providing important learning for guiding design and implementation, 

and we have been able to refine these theories with BRACED-X evidence: 

‘layering, linking and sequencing’; ‘collaboration and credibility’; ‘getting 

the right people on board’.

More opportunity to appropriately sequence activities

Timeframes are still prominent in BRACED-X change pathways. For example, 

there is also some evidence that the additional time offered by BRACED-X 

allowed for absorptive capacities to be more securely built. For example, in 

Burkina Faso (BRES-X), improvements in household hunger measures for the 

most vulnerable did not appear until the end of the extension period.

A strong contribution of BRACED-X to learning about implementing resilience-

building projects is that we find that ‘timeframes’ are more about having the space 

and time to sequence effectively. Overall, projects were able to sequence activities 

to identify stakeholders’ needs, generate their buy-in and align their needs with 

the project’s objectives in one activity. Subsequently, they were able to build on 

the enabling environment it created (buy-in, motivation) and the findings about 

stakeholders’ needs to inform and deliver other project activities, which contributed 

to ownership of the project’s tools, processes and products. Linking between and 

sequencing activities was used by all five policy IPs, which capitalised on and 

added value to the outcomes of the first activities they implemented as an enabling 

environment for the consequent activities, providing strong evidence for this 

mechanism and how crucial it is at all levels of implementation.

Strong foundations provided by past successes

BRACED-X projects successfully contributed to resilience outcomes by building 

on work from the previous phase of BRACED and learning from experience – 

for example recognising how important it is to cater to/address basic needs, 

and especially time-saving, which are important factors in inclusion, in enabling 

participation in project activities and in continuing to support activities to 

achieve this. There is also evidence that access to financial services needs to 

go hand-in-hand with interventions directly supporting productive activities 

(e.g. Anukulan-X and MAR-X). This relates to the need to change the context 

within which projects are operating – creating an ‘enabling environment’ for 

change to happen. We also see this in the outcomes that act as mechanisms 

for further change. For example, a number of projects dealt with basic needs 

before moving on to more commercially oriented concerns; there were also 

many examples of effective sequencing. So, we can see resilience is about 

creating the key elements in the change pathways, as well as the links between 

them: the outputs, intermediate outcomes and processes that take us closer 

towards resilience outcomes.
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Where things did not work so well, this tended to be where projects were 

not able to fully overcome or circumvent contextual factors and these continued 

to act as barriers to project success. Examples include the persistent mistrust of 

formal banking institutions encountered in Ethiopia, where MAR-X was working 

with pastoralist communities; insufficient coverage of existing climate stations, 

especially in drought-prone areas (CMESA-E XFE); lack of mobile phone coverage 

coupled with low literacy in intervention areas preventing improvements in access 

to meteorological and agronomic information using mobile phones (WYL XFE); 

and the continued underlying lack of skills and low education levels preventing 

people from applying techniques successfully (BRES-X XFE). The transformation 

of underlying contextual factors that act as barriers to implementation requires 

systemic change and/or change in social norms and behaviour. This raises 

important questions: Are these within the sphere of influence or control of the 

projects? Is there a potential role (responsibility?) for the private sector to work 

to build trust? Is there enough incentive for private sector actors to do so?

Working with ‘champions’ and policy moments to get resilience on the agenda

With work at the higher institutional level to bring about policy change, 

we also see more emphasis on the importance of champions, to gain access 

and a ‘space at the table’. As discussed in Section 5.3, this is not peculiar to 

resilience-building programmes. Nevertheless, it is important to highlight here. 

Projects need to identify and work with the right change agents – those with the 

mandate and resources to deliver change. Influencing and advocacy play a strong 

role in creating action, especially at higher institutional levels, working to align 

climate concerns with existing policy needs and demands to generate/internalise 

the need for change among the key actors (e.g. the LAPA harmonisation work 

under Anukulan-X; water access work by PROGRESS-X).

An effective implementation factor and mechanism seen during BRACED-X was 

using demonstration (at various institutional levels) to generate buy-in to scale 

up project tools, mechanisms or processes (WYL plus four out of the five policy 

projects: Anukulan-X, DCF; CMESA-E; PROGRESS-X). This included exposing 

decision-makers to the climate realities of rural areas, improving understanding 

of issues faced by local communities because of climate extremes and disasters 

and creating interest in community experience and knowledge (BRACED-X-LM; 

PROGRESS-X), which makes marginalised groups more visible and their needs 

more likely to be included. Tapping into windows of opportunity or policy 

‘moments’ increased the likelihood of timely policy changes in favour of local 

community resilience. A synthesis of the experience of the five policy IPs shows 

the importance of making connections between the local and higher institutional 

levels in order to demonstrate the value of local knowledge for decision-making 

processes. BRACED-X offered the opportunity to invest more time in building 

relationships with key regional and national actors, as an important springboard 

for further change. The example of scaling-up of the decentralised climate finance 

model adopted in Wajir county (PROGRESS-X) demonstrates the need for time to 

capitalise on these relationships when the right window of opportunity appears, 

especially for policy-making.
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6.3 Summary: what difference has 
BRACED-X made?
Overall, BRACED-X projects took on board lessons from previous rounds 

of BRACED evaluation (MTR and FE) in their design and implementation. 

BRACED-X projects were able to build on the efforts made, relationships 

developed and knowledge gained from BRACED projects when working at 

the higher policy and institutional levels under BRACED-X. Projects were also 

able to add value to the work done under BRACED. For example, Anukulan-X 

adapted LAPAs, outcomes of its first phase, to new governance structures as 

part of the project’s extension and by doing so made them more useful for 

the newly created municipalities.

The extra time available for implementation meant that, crucially, projects 

were able to sequence effectively – not just in terms of doing things at the right 

time, like providing timely information, but also in following a ‘bottom-up’ 

process: from demonstrating results to get people on board, to engaging with 

policy. This very much built on groundwork laid in BRACED, especially on the 

policy side, forming important foundations for the work during the extension 

period. Relationships take time. Policy ‘moments’ happen when they happen. 

Projects need to be ready to act.

The shift in the balance of project orientation during the extension towards more 

policy-focused work meant there were more outcomes at this level, enriching our 

evidence base on how to build and strengthen resilience. This also owed partly 

to the maturation effect of institutional and policy change interventions begun in 

the previous phase of BRACED, which allowed important processes for systemic 

change to be put in place. There is still some way to go, but the foundations are 

there (e.g. CMESA-E, DCF, etc).

The extension period seemed particularly significant for projects working at 

national or transnational level, largely because it allowed for consolidation of 

interventions that were ambitious in scope. Establishing and securing livestock 

corridors in the Sahel (BRACED-X-LM) and the DCF funding mechanism in Mali 

and Senegal required time to navigate institutions, both formal and informal, 

and to build consensus among relevant groups of stakeholders. While all nine 

BRACED-X projects worked hard and achieved good outcomes, there are notable 

‘stand-out’ achievements. First is CMESA-E’s work in Ethiopia to co-create and 

push through the policy processes the NFCS, which is awaiting government 

approval. This vital framework for climate information services, coordinating 

the production, dissemination and uptake of accurate climate information, will 

benefit stakeholders across different levels, most of whom are beneficiaries 

of activities started under BRACED (e.g. community radio listening groups). 

Second, we see DCF’s achievements in establishing a climate fund mechanism, 

navigating complicated contexts and working to support and strengthen local 

capacities to run the fund, against a backdrop of decentralisation and a context 

of no national climate legislation in either Mali or Senegal. Given the scale and 

scope of the work by BRACED-X-LM, we should also note their achievements 

in securing livestock corridors in building national-level understanding 
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and support for pastoralist/transhumant communities across the region, in 

a context, of high insecurity, spreading violence and seriously deteriorating 

security situations. Finally, working with county government officials in Wajir, 

PROGRESS-X embedded effective channels for their collaboration with pastoralist 

communities and increased the likelihood that pastoralism would become 

enshrined in county-level policy. It is anticipated that the envisaged policy change 

will boost the momentum of the project’s non-policy activities implemented 

in Wajir and contribute to transformational change by improving engagement 

among actors at the local and higher institutional levels.

BRACED-X provides further evidence of raised awareness and shifting 

attitudes and tells us more about what it takes to influence key decision-makers 

to motivate them to make desirable, resilience-building changes to policy and 

implementation process, generating ownership in these policy processes. In 

the context of climate resilience, communities’ decisions need to be informed 

by future climate scenarios (not just ‘needs’) but the XFE lacks evidence 

of this happening in the projects.

Bringing about systemic and transformational change relies on resilience-

building actions instigated by the projects being embedded and internalised 

within local and national-level processes. Impressive progress has been made 

during BRACED-X to secure the foundations for this. These foundations lie 

with changes in mindset, political will and commitment to taking the actions 

necessary to build and support adaptation and resilience. It also needs 

sustained capabilities and resources to see things through.

Challenges remain. We see various barriers and contextual factors that 

projects have been unable to circumvent, and that there remain prominent 

systemic bottlenecks to resilient change. For example, social norms continue to 

exclude women from important decision-making and priority-setting processes; 

and there is continued mistrust in formal institutions by marginalised people 

(and vice versa) that prevent systemic change in marginalised people’s access 

and inclusion, which ultimately hinder resilience.
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Annex 1. Resilience in the BRACED projects
Within BRACED, resilience is understood as the ‘ability to anticipate, 

avoid, plan for, cope with, recover from and adapt to (climate-related) shocks 

and stresses’.130 As part of their M&E systems, the BRACED projects have followed 

a common approach to measure the ‘outcomes’ of resilience-building processes, 

conceptualised as a set of interlinked capacities to absorb, anticipate and adapt 

to shocks and stresses, as well as laying foundations for transformation and 

transformative change (‘the 3As and T’).131 The capacities making up the 3As are:

• Anticipatory: before a shock or stress – ability to undertake proactive actions 

to avoid upheaval, e.g. heeding early warnings, changing the way houses are 

built, reducing landslide risk, targeting by radio announcements.

• Absorptive: after a shock or stress – ability to buffer shocks in the short term, 

e.g. access to savings and finance, disaster preparedness, social protection.

• Adaptive: before, during and after a shock or stress – able to react to 

evolving/dynamic risk of disturbance to reduce likelihood of harmful 

outcomes, e.g. growing drought resistant crops, diversifying livelihoods, 

irrigating agricultural production.

These capacities, in turn, are seen to ensure that the wellbeing and human 

development of communities carry on in spite of shocks.132

In addition, BRACED projects are expected to demonstrate progress towards 

achieving transformative change, moving beyond supporting incremental 

changes in people’s resilience towards a more radical shift in human systems, 

‘to fundamentally and sustainably improve the resilience of vulnerable citizens 

to climate impacts’.133	What evidence is there that the interventions and the 

mechanisms that support them have the potential to deliver ‘amplified results’ 

and/or ‘transformational impact’?

Evaluating outcomes that demonstrate resilience requires us to differentiate 

between those outcomes that signify that resilience has been built or 

strengthened, and those that do not. Our starting point is acknowledging that 

the resilience objectives sought by BRACED projects are strongly linked to the 

development outcomes that the projects have achieved. Projects may also be 

building and strengthening resilience in different ways. Resilience is also about 

the processes involved in realising those outcomes, for example in bridging 

institutional ‘gaps’ or in changing underlying social norms and beliefs to make 

the intervention work. This evaluation recognises resilience as an intermediate 

outcome, not an end in itself but a step towards improving wellbeing.134

130	 dFId(2014)citedinThe 3As: tracking resilience across BRACED,p.11.

131	 Badahuret al.(2015).

132	 BrAcEdM&Eguidancenotes:note4onMeasuring resilience outcomes –  
the 3As approach;andalsonote7.

133	 SilvaVillanueva,P.et al.(2016),p.62.

134	 Beneet al.(2015).
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We also recognise that the BRACED programme plays a contributory role in 

what, for many people, will be an intergenerational process of building resilience. 

In other words, the changes (outcomes or results) of project activities should 

be intermediary steps in a longer-term, (strategic) process of transformation.

The importance of thinking about resilience as processes as well as outcomes 

is highlighted in Routes to Resilience: Insights from BRACED Year 2:

…Multi-faceted programmes may … still fall short of delivering 

resilience programming if focus remains on the ‘elements’ of 

resilience rather than also on the processes needed to facilitate 

and support change.

This points to the need for integrated resilience programmes that 

balance what is essential in resilience programming with what is 

feasible in practice and the most effective approaches and processes 

within each context to achieve meaningful change. 

Silva Villanueva, P. and V. Sword-Daniels (2017), p. 12

Resilience considerations

Absorptive, anticipatory and adaptive capacities largely refer to outcomes 

that contribute to resilience. In order to also consider whether the underlying 

processes in change pathways embody resilience, we expand on these so that 

we have resilience ‘considerations’. These include features of processes and 

outcomes (including 3As and T) clustered under the headings risk-informed, 

inclusive and interconnected, to provide a way of thinking about resilience as 

both the set of characteristics that make an outcome ‘resilient’ and how the 

outcomes themselves contribute to resilience.

The overarching components of our resilience dimensions are set out in 

Figure 1. In ‘assessing’ whether or not the reported results of BRACED projects 

are indeed ‘resilient’, we need to exercise a certain degree of professional 

judgment. These are not formal, quantifiable indicators, and an outcome or 

process may not ‘score’ well in one dimension but could still be considered to 

be resilient because it scores highly elsewhere. The dimensions of resilience are 

essentially a guide for examining the nature of the relationship between outcomes 

and resilience in a systematic and comprehensive way so that we can avoid 

inadvertently favouring some kinds of context or intervention over others, for 

example, projects focusing on easy-to-reach people starting from a higher base, 

compared to those implementing activities in fragile and/or crisis contexts.
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Figure 1: Resilience dimensions

Transformation

• Nature (depth) of the change – For example: Has the outcome 

made a fundamental difference to how income is earned? Or affected 

beneficiaries’ standing in the community? Has there been a policy 

change? Have embedded power structures been addressed?

• Magnitude (scale and scope) of the change – We need to differentiate 

significant changes from incremental changes. For example, a 50% increase 

in yield may significantly change a household’s financial and food situation 

whereas 5% may make little difference. Is it just happening in one 

household, one community, an entire district, or at national level?

• Sustainability – Will changes be sustained, independent of project 

actions or subsidies? For example, is income realised from the sale of 

a horticulture crop, introduced by the project, likely to continue after 

the project? Are improved practices likely to continue without direct 

support from project staff?

• Leadership and empowerment – Does the change shift the way that power 

is held in decision-making process, to make them more inclusive? Does it 

involve engagement with strategic-planning processes?

• Innovation and disruption – Is the project something that disrupts the 

status quo or brings about a likely technical innovation that will have 

broadscale impact?

Risk-informed

Inclusive‘Future-proofed’

InterconnectedTransformative

‘Resilient change’
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Risk-informed

Resilience-building is designed to address likely climate risks faced by project 

participants. This can be through activities that lead to:

• Reduced exposure – Do the changes help to meaningfully reduce exposure 

to a climate hazard? Examples might be creating commercial opportunity 

for someone who was previously dependent on farming (adaptive capacity) 

or the construction of water-management infrastructure that reduces 

likelihood of flooding.

• Increased coping – Does the change mean that an individual, household or 

community is better able to manage a period of crisis without incurring loss, 

such as through the purchase of an insurance product or by having savings 

in a bank (absorptive capacity)?

Interconnected

Resilience literature often emphasises the role of systems to drive opportunity or 

improve coping. It is the opposite of perceiving an individual or community as an 

island. We looked at how changes were embedded vertically or horizontally in 

systems, including connections between activities, actors, institutions, and their 

likelihood of contributing to resilience:

• Vertical linkages (operating at scale) – Vertical linkages relate to connections 

within a system, such as how a change or outcome is linked to different 

levels of a value chain, institution, government or health system.

• Horizontal linkages – Horizontal linkages refer to connections that the 

activity or change brought about by the project has established across 

geography, sectors, institutions, services providers.

Inclusiveness: whose resilience?

Once identified, resilient changes were then analysed to understand who 

may have benefitted and who did not. We looked at factors such as age, sex, 

rural/urban, wealth group to see who participated in a given package of activities 

and who had likely benefitted from changes made (and who did not). Were 

the outcomes socially differentiated? Why, for whom and in what ways? Are 

the opportunities and benefits presented by the project inclusive, accessible 

by the most vulnerable people?
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“Future proofing”

One important consideration is whether and how the changes seen may be 

able to stand up, not only to extreme events, but to scenarios such as a global 

temperature change exceeding 1.5 degrees Celsius. Will the outcome itself be 

able to continue? Will the outcome enable people to better manage these future 

conditions? Modelling of future climate impacts was beyond the scope of the 

evaluation. However, as a ‘sense-checking’ exercise we considered whether or 

not IPs had considered how sustainable outcomes would be in the face of longer-

term, changing climate-related risks and opportunities, for example through 

scenario analysis, in order to link the analysis of resilience outcomes to the 

climate change mandate of BRACED.
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Annex 2. Realist evaluation approach
The BRACED-X FE synthesis is grounded in the methodological approach 

of realist evaluation. This approach identifies theories about how a project 

or programme is expected to work. These are used to build explanations 

of why interventions may or may not work in practice (Box 1).

BRACED is implementing a range of activities at programme level, as well as 

the project-level interventions carried out by IPs. This synthesis is primarily 

concerned with what is happening at intervention level in BRACED projects.

We have supported IPs in using a realist ‘lens’ (described in more detail below) 

during their XFE data collection and analysis to help us to answer the EA2 

Synthesis question:

What difference did BRACED-X make, how, why, for whom 

and in what circumstances?

Box 1: Realist evaluation

Realist evaluation identifies theories about how a project or programme is 

expected to work. These are used to build explanations of why interventions 

may or may not work in practice. Both implicit or explicit theories may 

have informed the design of the programme interventions, as well as other 

relevant theories that offer alternative explanations. These are referred 

to as ‘programme theories’. 

Realist evaluation then focuses on understanding how contextual factors, 

such as changes to the climate, political structures, cultural norms, location 

and participants, shape and influence how the programme theories play out 

in practice. 

Context is understood as the most important influence on whether an 

intervention succeeds in activating a change process (often referred to as 

a ‘mechanism’) that will cause an outcome. Causation in realist evaluation 

therefore rests on understanding the influence of context on ‘mechanisms’ 

and outcomes.

Interventions interact with a series of mechanisms that might operate in 

different ways in different contexts. This is because people respond to the 

intervention according to their context.

Assumptions are embedded in the programme theory, as contextual factors 

or mechanisms that are thought to influence whether or not an outcome arises. 

These are explicitly tested through testing CMO configurations (Punton, 2016).

 Source: Evaluation Support and Synthesis Design Report, January 2016.
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What does it mean to take a realist lens?

The core idea behind realist evaluation is that different mechanisms 

(or change processes) can lead to a variety of outcomes in different contexts. 

Realist evaluation researches how this might work in practice by identifying 

context-mechanism-outcome configurations (CMOs).

CMOs are theories depicting how we expect the BRACED programme to work: 

the mechanisms we think will be operating, the contextual factors that will need 

to be in place to allow them to operate, and the outcomes that will be observed 

if they operate as expected. These are the fine-grained programme theories.

We separate out features inherent in (or under the control of) the programme as 

intervention factors or intervention mechanisms (I), from other contextual factors 

or mechanisms that are not, to give the formulation I+C+M=O (ICMOs).135 

Some examples of ICMOs are provided in Box 2.

Box 2: ICMO examples

‘By providing access to and training in the use of improved seeds 

(intervention), in a context where output markets are functioning and 

accessible (context) this results in reducing farmer risk and increasing their 

confidence in using improved seeds (mechanism), leading to improved 

yields and productivity (outcomes).’

‘By supporting access to savings and loans groups and providing financial 

training, e.g. budgeting (intervention) in a context where women have poor 

access to financial services and depend on high interest, informal loans 

during times of stress (context) women recognise the value of savings and 

loans (mechanism), are actively saving and providing loans to one another 

(output), and are able to accumulate assets, invest and reduce stress in 

times of crisis (outcomes).’

The realist approach therefore provides us with useful concepts and framework 

to guide the evaluation activity. The focus on contexts and the mechanisms 

that result, leading to particular outcomes helps us to ask the right questions to 

address the ‘why?’ and the ‘how?’. The idea of layering (or, in effect, sequencing) 

the theories and ICMO configurations means that we can more easily reflect 

the realities of project activities on the ground. This all contributes to a detailed 

analysis of the implementation of the BRACED programme through the projects, 

generating insights for further exploration and ‘testing’ at the final evaluation.

135	 BuildingonlearningfromtheBcurEevaluationexperiencewithrealistevaluation
(Itadisconductingathree-yearrealistimpactevaluationofdFId’sprogramme
BuildingcapacitytouseresearchEvidence(BcurE):www.itad.com/projects/
evaluation-of-approaches-to-build-capacity-for-use-of-research-evidence-bcure/

http://www.itad.com/projects/evaluation-of-approaches-to-build-capacity-for-use-of-research-evidence-bcure/
http://www.itad.com/projects/evaluation-of-approaches-to-build-capacity-for-use-of-research-evidence-bcure/
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Annex 3. BRACED-X FE Evaluation Framework
1 2 3 4 5

evaluation 
question (eq)

key sub-questions
what works, for whom, 
in what circumstances, 
and why? 

project sub-questions
(for each outcome)
examples include…

data source 
and collection 
approach

data analysis 
approach

What	are	the	main	
outcomes	arising	
from	your	activities	
during	BRACED	X?

c1Pleasedescribethe
mainoutcomesand
impactstheproject
seeks/soughttoachieve.

e.g.

•Project
theoryofchange
andlogframe

•Annualreporting
data–years1
and2ArSand
datareportedin
theFinalreport
Supplement

e.g.

•document
review

c2Howarethese
outcomesdescribed
withintheprojecttheory
ofchange?

•Whatchangesdo/didyouanticipate
delivering?Atmidpoint?Atendpoint?

•Whatarethepathwaysbetween
activities,outputsandoutcomes,
includinganymechanisms(‘how?’
and‘why?’)thatyoubelievewould
causechangetohappen.

e.g.

•Annualreporting
dataincluding
theFinalreport
Supplement

•Mtr/FE

e.g.

•document
review

•KIIwithkey
projectstaff

c3Whatis(are)the
context(s)ofthisproject
anditsoutcomes?

•Conditions that influence whether 
mechanisms operate,fordifferent
groupsofpeople,suchassocial,
economic,cultural,institutional
setting:Individuals–theirown
behaviour,biases;Interpersonal–
howdifferentpeoplerelatetoeach
other;Institutional–policiesof
annGo;Widerexternalfactors
(political,security)andweatherand
climatefactors(drought,Elnino).
Linkthesetohowandwhythings
havehappenedthewaytheyhave,
forwhomandinwhatcircumstances.

e.g.

•Baselinedata

EQ1	–	To	what	
extent	have	
packages	of	
interventions	
delivered	in	terms	
of	strengthened	
resilience?
(Reflect	on	the	
evidence	for	results	
delivered	against	
the	results/changes	
anticipated	in	the	
project	theory	
of	change)

1.1Whatarethemain
changesandresultsseen
fromprojectactivities?
(including outcomes and 
processes? This will be 
important for policy work)

•Areweseeingpeopleusingtheseeds,
advice,credit?

•Isthereachangeinyield?Inincome?

•Aretherethingsthatwillallowpeople
tomanage“crisis”inplace?

•Areyouseeingchangesinthesocial
standingofthewomeninvolved?

•Whathavebeenunexpected
changesandresultsofthispackage
ofactivities?

e.g.

•Keyinformant
interviewswith
programmestaff/
projectbeneficiaries

•Annualreporting
dataincludingFinal
reportSupplement

•Baseline-endline
comparison

e.g.

•Analysisof
interview
transcripts

•document
review

1.2towhatextenthave
projectactivitiesledto
theexpectedchanges
andresults?

•Summarynarrativedescription
ofemergingchangesorpathways,
expectedandunexpected,explanation
ofinterventioncontribution

•Whatsynergiesarethere
betweenactivitiesleadingto
theobservedoutcomes?
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1 2 3 4 5

evaluation 
question (eq)

key sub-questions
what works, for whom, 
in what circumstances, 
and why? 

project sub-questions
(for each outcome)
examples include…

data source 
and collection 
approach

data analysis 
approach

EQ2	–	Specifically	
focusing	on	
understanding	
‘mechanisms’,	
how	and	why	
have	particular	
intervention	
packages	led	to	
observed	results	
and	changes?

2.1Howandwhyhave
thechangesyou’veseen
comeabout?[foreach
outcome or process,
focusonthecausal
forcesorpowersthat
explainwhyachange
happensandthecontext
thatinfluencesthis,and
forwhomthischange
hashappened]

•Wasitwhatyouprovided?the
rightseeds?Agronomicadvice?
Accesstocredit?

•Wasithowyoudidit?theright
peoplewereselectedtoparticipate?
yourtrainerswereexcellent?your
organisationsrelationshiptoother
localinstitutions?Government?
othernGos?

•Wasitexternalfactors?Good
prices?Supportfromtraditional
leadership?Supportfromkeylocal
governmentpeople?

•timing?Peopleweresimplyready
forchange?

•Behaviouralorattitudechangeby
participants?changeinparticipant
belieforunderstanding?

e.g.

•Keyinformant
interviews

•Annualreporting
dataincludingFinal
reportSupplement

e.g.

•Analysisof
interview
transcripts

•document
review

2.2Whathasthe
projectlearnedabout
deliveringthesepackages
ofactivities?

•Whathaveyoulearnedfromthis
processaboutyourwork?About
resilience?Aboutyourtheoryof
change?(focusonhowandwhy
changehappens)?

2.3Whatevidence
istherethatthe
interventionsand
themechanismsthat
supportthemhavethe
potential,withinspecified
contexts,todeliver
‘amplifiedresults’and/or
‘transformationalimpact’?

•Whataretheactualpathways
betweeneachpackage
andactivityandresults
i.e.strengthenedresilience?

•doyouhaveeasilymeasured
benchmarksofprogresstowards
resiliencetomakeforabetter
qualityfinalevaluation?

2.4Whobenefitsmost
fromyouractivities?
HowandWhy?

•Men?Women?olderpeople?
youngerpeople?certainethnic
groups?certainlivelihoodor
occupationalgroups?certainpolitical
alliances?doesthischangeduring
periodsofcrisis?Howandwhy?

•Ifdifferentgroupsofpeopleare
representedinyouractivities,do
theyparticipateequally?Why/Why
not?Whataretheconsequences–
anticipatedorunanticipated?
Howandwhy?
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1 2 3 4 5

evaluation 
question (eq)

key sub-questions
what works, for whom, 
in what circumstances, 
and why? 

project sub-questions
(for each outcome)
examples include…

data source 
and collection 
approach

data analysis 
approach

EQ3	–	Based	on	
your	accumulated	
knowledge	and	
understanding,	
what	key	resilience	
strengthening	
lessons	can	be	
learned	and	
replicated	from	
your	project?

3.1Whatunanticipated,
positiveornegative,
enablersorconstraints
haveyouencountered?

•Whathashelpedthepackageof
activitiestoworkand/orbringabout
change;Whathasgotinthewayof
theactivitiesworkingand/orbringing
aboutchange?

e.g.

•Keyinformant
interviewsproject
staff

•KIIproject
beneficiaries

e.g.

•Analysisof
interview
transcripts

3.2Whatkeyrisksdo
youfaceinachieving
yourintendedoutcomes
andimpacts?

•didanythingneedtochangetomake
theimplementationoperatebetter?
tobetterdeliveritsoutcomes?Are
youclearonwhoseresilienceyouare
buildingandwhoseyouarenot?did
thatrequireanymodificationtothe
intendedoutcome?Howandwhy?

•FocusGroup
discussionproject
staffreflections

•Annualreporting
data

•Analysisof
interview
transcripts

•document
review

3.3reflectonthe
intervention-level
learningyouhave
accumulatedoverthelife
oftheprojectandduring
BrAcEdXanddistilthis
learningintoasetof
evidence-basedlessons,
definingwhich of these 
can potentially be 
replicated elsewhere?

What difference did 
BRACED-X make? How, 
why, for whom and in 
whatcircumstances?

•Whatshouldbescaledup/intesified/
droppedinthefuture?Why?

•Ifyoudidthisagain,woulditbedone
thesame?Why/Whynot?How?etc
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Annex 4. BRACED Programme Theories
A BRACED change proposition for the resilience-building projects (Components A 

and B) was derived by the Evaluation team from the BRACED ToC:

By investing in 15 projects directly targeting households and communities, 

working with a whole variety of stakeholders, BRACED will support changes 

along seven themes: Climate and weather information; basic services, including 

social protection; gender and social equality; technology and innovation; markets 

and local economic development; governance and natural resource management; 

resilience metrics and concepts. This, in turn, will enable change to happen in 

four areas: knowledge and attitude; capacities and skills; quality of partnerships 

and decision-making processes. It will lead, at different scales via a set of four 

outputs, to the BRACED outcome of poor people in developing countries having 

improved levels of resilience – measured along three dimensions: anticipatory, 

adaptive and absorptive capacity – to climate-related shocks and stresses.

An overarching programme theory reads as:

Investing in directly supporting poor people to become more resilient to 

climate extremes and disasters, improving the capacity of developing countries 

and regional organisations to plan for (un)expected frequency and severity of 

climate extremes and disasters, and generating learning and evidence from this 

support means that improved knowledge and capacity will lead to changes in 

practice and action. Targeted communities will be more resilient, and there will 

be a better understanding of what works and what does not work in building 

climate resilience. This will result in improved policies and institutions at the 

national, subnational and local levels and a better integration of disaster risk 

reduction, climate adaptation and development programmes. This will lead, 

in the long term, to improving the wellbeing of millions of people despite 

exposure to climate extremes and disasters.

Programme theories for BRACED projects’ main activity areas

For the different activity areas, the Evaluation team derived specific programme 

theories, drawing on BRACED project documents (project proposals, annual 

reports, MTR reports). We do not necessarily know what mechanisms will be in 

effect, but by intervening in response to local context our ToC anticipates that 

farmers’/project participants’ behaviour will be successfully changed.

Agriculture and livestock management (e.g. agro-pastoralist field schools; 

training in vegetable growing; poultry rearing; provision of improved seeds): 

By offering support to farmers in ways that respond to their context, they will 

change their behaviour to learn new approaches, develop their skills in a range 

of agricultural production activities including livestock and animal husbandry, 

leading to both diversify enterprises and increase productivity and production, 

which could lead to increased food consumption (volumes and varieties) and/or 

sales. Such improved livelihoods are expected to be more resilient to (climate) 

shocks and stresses and will minimise farmers’ vulnerability to the effects of 

climate change and climate extremes.
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Health and nutrition (e.g. traditional birth attendant training; support to 

health centres; support groups for mothers; training volunteer community 

health workers): By offering support to project participants in ways that respond 

to their context, they will change their behaviour to learn about, understand 

and carry out improved health and nutrition practices, contributing to improved 

health and nutrition outcomes. This is expected to improve overall wellbeing, 

reduce vulnerability to shocks and stresses, and contribute to people’s reduced 

vulnerability to the effects of climate change and climate extremes.

Water supply (e.g. watershed management; latrine construction; provision of 

boreholes): Providing technical and other support for the supply of water in ways 

that respond to their context will support farmers to change their behaviour 

to improve watershed management. This will ensure households have access 

to sufficient amounts of clean water. This, in turn, will contribute to improved 

health and nutrition as well as water for productive needs, improving welfare 

and resilience to climate shocks and stresses.

Natural resource management (e.g. run-off management; regeneration 

training; cookstove technology training): By supporting participant households 

and individuals in a range of aspects of natural resource management in ways 

that respond to their context, they will change their behaviour to manage 

natural resources more effectively. This will, in turn, support rural production, 

contributing to strengthened and diversified livelihoods activities, increased 

incomes and enhanced resilience to climate shocks and stresses through 

sustaining the resource base that provides ecosystem services.

Financial services (e.g. establishing and supporting savings and loans 

groups; training savings groups in bookkeeping and business planning): By 

helping poor, rural people, particularly women, to access loans and savings 

products in ways that respond to their context, it is expected that they will 

establish micro-businesses or have an increased ability to manage daily financial 

demands. Training is given to interested, poor individuals to form groups and/

or on basic financial or business skills. With this support, people are expected 

to form saving groups and the savings would be loaned to members. Anticipated 

behavioural change includes loans used to manage household expenses such 

as school fees or health fees or to finance micro-business start-up. Savings and 

loans are also used to manage shocks and unexpected events such as illness 

and bereavement. In the longer term, IPs hope to facilitate sustained access 

to financial services, business development as well as household stability or 

developmental growth through increased incomes, savings or expenditures 

on the education of children.

Entrepreneurship and small business development (e.g. women’s 

networking training; connecting clean energy suppliers with retailers): 

By providing participants with business skills or support to develop a new 

market or product in ways that respond to their context, it is anticipated that 

behaviour will change, with moves from farming or livestock activities to other 

businesses. As a result, small, sustainable business will develop. These businesses 

are assumed to help insulate incomes from climatic shocks by providing 

alternative sources that are not as susceptible to climate impacts.
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Planning and government capacity building and policy influence 

(e.g. establishing climate adaptation committees; training government officials 

on climate proofing; supporting township development planning): By supporting 

community organising, local planning processes, and building the knowledge and 

skills of local and subnational governments in ways that respond to the context, 

BRACED project support will influence national policy and practice related 

to managing the impacts of climate extremes and disasters. This will lead key 

government actors to: (i) change their behaviour to integrate climate and disaster 

risk, and community priorities into local planning and budgeting process; (ii) 

improve local capacity and stimulate action to plan and manage climate extremes 

and disasters; and (iii) change government behaviour, increasing responsiveness 

and accountability.

Disaster risk management and early warning (e.g. setting up early warning 

systems (EWS); strengthening quality and accessibility of climate forecasts): 

By working with women and men in communities, local and national institutions, 

to reduce losses (agricultural and property) from climate hazards in ways that 

respond to their context, the project will strengthen local and regional disaster 

risk management institutions, improving knowledge and provision of climate 

information. This will change behaviour towards the safeguarding of assets 

and livelihoods, leading to reduced loss from hazard events.

Gender and inclusion (e.g. gender equality training; gender-responsive 

budgeting processes; women’s empowerment training; community-level gender 

analysis): By strategically targeting activities to ensure that they address the 

practical needs of women and men, working with women and men and working 

with staff and partners to build organisational capacity for change in ways that 

respond to context, the BRACED programme seeks to effect behavioural change 

that will in turn change gender stereotypes and norms, strengthen women’s voice 

and decision-making power within households, communities and government 

institutions. By recognising that vulnerability and resilience are shaped by social 

norms and power relations, transforming inequality is an important part of the 

broader process of building resilience.
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Annex 5. ICMOs from the BRACED FE

Linking – between activities and across institutions

In contexts where there are weak or non-existent market and institutional linkages:

• Linking and bridging between existing local institutions (e.g. savings groups 

and farmer groups) and activities means that projects can build on existing 

processes and actions and create links between different parts of the system. 

Linking project activities to income generation acts as an incentive for people 

to participate.

• Sequencing activities appropriately and providing information in a timely 

manner, with people supported to apply new information, means that 

participants can make informed decisions about how they invest resources 

provided by the programme in ways that are more likely to lead to resilient 

outcomes (15 IPs).

Influencing context to create conditions for change

In contexts with high levels of food insecurity:

• by carrying out activities that provide resources to address people’s food 

security concerns, this changes the context so that participants are better 

placed to subsequently invest in technical change that contributes directly 

towards building their resilience (9 IPs).

Meeting basic needs as an underlying condition 
for further participation

In contexts where poverty levels are high and people struggle to meet their 

basic needs:

• addressing basic needs first (including access to food and water) means 

that, not only are people likely to buy in to an intervention because it is 

seen to be responding to their needs and priorities, but also that they are 

subsequently more confident that their needs are met and they are better 

able to take risks. Improved confidence in food availability means that the 

sale of surplus yield is more likely, potentially leading to increased income, 

and improved absorptive capacity (9 IPs).

Collaboration and credibility

Across a range of contexts:

• by working collaboratively, participating with communities ensures 

community buy-in. This means that interventions are more likely to address 

beneficiary needs and expectations, uptake is higher and people will actually 

carry out activities that will improve their absorptive and adaptive capacities. 

Interventions and results are more likely to be sustainable after direct project 

involvement ends.
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Given the time it takes to effect tangible change and build resilience, this means 

that projects are more likely in the medium-long term to successfully result in 

resilient outcomes, because the processes through which these are generated 

are also resilient.

Getting the right people on board at the community level can enhance the 

credibility of the activities in the eyes of participants and potentially mitigate 

the risk of further entrenching social and cultural norms that exclude certain 

groups (10 IPs).

• Working with credible and respected higher-level formal institutions (such 

as meteorological services, academic institutions) with recognised expertise 

and a ‘presence’ can provide important political champions for the project 

activities, increase the credibility and the reach of interventions, leading 

to better uptake and greater sustainability.

And:

• Engaging with the right leaders, at community or higher institutional 

levels, also increases the credibility and the reach of interventions, leading 

to better uptake and greater sustainability. In other cases, when working 

with relatively ‘closed’ marginalised communities, credibility and uptake 

are enhanced through the trust engendered by combining local knowledge 

with scientific information (5 IPs; medium evidence).

Regular involvement of project staff and partners 
in communities

In contexts where literacy levels are low and if the security situation allows it:

• ongoing involvement of project staff and follow-up with 

communities, emphasising practical demonstration, helps to build 

trust of communities in project staff. This creates the right conditions 

for the project to flourish: participants are more likely to take up project 

activities and apply new practices and techniques, and this is more likely 

to be sustained. This contributes to the likelihood of resilience being 

built and strengthened (5 IPs).

Providing incentives and subsidies to encourage participation

In contexts where the level of trust in the private sector is low:

• by targeting early adopters and influencers and offering incentives to 

people to sign other people up to an intervention means the project can 

piggyback on trust inherent in social networks to improve project reach 

and uptake (7 IPs).
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Where projects are implementing their activities in remote areas with 

low population densities so that the commercial viability of private sector 

operation is low:

• by (temporarily) subsidising and supporting private sector actors these 

are incentivised to provide services (e.g. financial services) to populations 

in these remote areas, thus linking usually marginalised people and 

communities into (financial) systems.

This means that people can benefit from access to financial institutions where 

previously there were none, building up a financial history that could eventually 

improve their access to credit and potentially increase productive investments.

This potentially contributes to building absorptive and adaptive capacities as 

incomes increase or people are able to invest in more climate-resilient livelihood 

activities (1 IP).

Systemic focus: strengthening institutions and linking 
across levels

• In contexts where national policies favour foreign private investment to 

the detriment of poor, marginalised people and there are gaps in knowledge 

among decisions makers and other key actors and social and environmental 

impacts, then strengthening and raising the capacity of key institutional 

actors with influence at the national level leads to raised awareness and 

an increased likelihood of socially responsible investment and policy, thus 

improving the wellbeing and absorptive capacity of marginalised people.

• In contexts where policies work against or are openly hostile to poor, 

marginalised groups/people and work on these groups is seen as donor 

imposed, a coordinated advocacy strategy, implemented with partners with 

capacity is critical to shifting attitudes among powerholders at national and 

regional levels in order to achieve effective and sustained change (4 IPs; 

weak evidence).

Systemic focus: Working with the private sector and 
public–private linkages

In contexts where participants have poor access to markets and information:

• Strengthening market linkages and working with the private sector to 

provide services in ways that are appropriate and sensitive to needs and 

the context, at the same time as implementing activities to enhance 

productivity and production, means that project participants will be 

confident to engage with private sector actors to amplify the benefits of 

productive activities, leading to improved absorptive capacity and more 

sustainable and systemic change (seven IPs; medium evidence).
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Annex 6. BRACED-X Policy Key Informant 
Interview Topic Guide

Projectandcountry

Intervieweenames

Positionandorganisation

Interviewername(s)

dateofinterview

consentgiven?(y/n)

Generalnotesandobservations

The aim of the key informant interviews with implementing partners is to 

dig deeper into the policy work you have been carrying out so that we can 

enhance our understanding of how and why change happens in resilience 

building programmes with respect to policy- related activities. Do you have 

any questions before we start?

During the interview, we’re hoping to learn more about the outcomes and test 

out some ideas of the contexts in which policy influencing happened and how. 

We’ll use your feedback to test and refine the theories.

We’re planning to record our conversation so that we can make sure we don’t 

miss anything. We may also include anonymised quotes in our report, is that 

OK with you?

1. First, can you please describe the policy work you have been doing?

2. What have been the main outcomes (probe for: unanticipated outcomes and 

impacts; things that have not worked so well)

To what extent have particular interventions led to anticipated changes and results?

What other actors have been involved?

3. We would now like to know a bit more about the change pathways. How 

and why the project led to the observed/ evidenced change.

Specifically focussing on understanding ‘mechanisms’ (the causal forces or powers 

that explain why a change happens), and the contexts or conditions that affect 

or create mechanisms, how and why have particular intervention packages led to 

observed results and changes? Eg:

• What has the project learned about delivering these packages of interventions?

• What evidence is there that the interventions and the mechanisms that support 

them have the potential to deliver ‘transformational outcomes’?

What are important contextual factors – conditions that cause the mechanisms to 

occur that lead to outcomes?
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NOTES for Interviewer: Use the policy CMOS for individual IPs and the 

following policy programme theories generated through the case study to probe 

the change pathways described by the implementing partner, selecting relevant 

theories to test based on their activities and intended/unintended outcomes:

Theory 1: Exposing national ministries to communities on the ground enables 

them to better understand the needs of communities. They may already have 

resources to do XYZ in communities, but didn’t know where the need was. 

This exposure enabled them to improve efficiency of resource allocation.

[I was told that the XX policy has now changed wording so it better reflects XX 

communities and their needs. Would you agree? How do you think the change 

happen and who do you think will be the main beneficiaries?]

Theory 2: Where communities have trust in the project, technical knowledge 

and exposure to the realities of XX Communities improve understanding of the 

needs of XX Groups and increased motivation to adjust policies and practices 

to better work for XX Groups.

From the document review we have done, we think that the technical 

knowledge and relevance of finding to local contexts and the actors they target 

themselves, and exposure to realities of XX Groups/communities has improved 

understanding of the needs of XX Groups/Communities and increased 

motivation to adjust policies and practices to better work for communities. 

Would you agree and/or add any nuances? Any practical examples?

Theory 3: Where existing relationships between the project and stakeholders 

exist, work across departments results in long-term policy change

Theory 6: Existing relationship and trust of key stakeholders enables the project 

to work with multiple actors simultaneously which creates shared understanding 

across the key players (individuals, organisational), trust and new relationships 

which combined are likely to contribute to transformational change.

[We think that inclusion of all relevant actors in the process of data 

collection and formulation of findings and recommendations promotes shared 

understanding and improves communication among key players which results 

in new collaborations and increased likelihood of the recommendations being 

adopted by all actors and sustained over long-term.]

Theory 4: In contexts where resources (financial budgets, decision-making 

power) are available, new tools and skills gained to inform policy (if considered 

useful), mobilize support of the new tools and/or approach and result in 

allocation of the government’s resources (like finance, time, commitment) 

to enable their wider/long-term rollout.

[We think that the training on participatory data collection and the process 

of collecting data has increased ownership of the finding of the study by the 

government officials and the Water Company that participated in the training. 

We think it’s likely that the training mobilized their support of the approach 

and resulted in re-allocation of the government’s resources towards measures that 

support pastoralism. Would you agree with this, are there any nuances you’d add?]
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CONTEXTS (probes):

Existing influence and connections and positive reputation 

Financial resources available 

(G’) … because they have a budget to work with. 

(I’) Any messages that the program wants to be taken up must be delivered 

through multiple channels many times over – public forums, radio dramas, 

policy changes, and group discussions.

Stable economic and political environment 

(J’) Regime type: More open participatory democracy regimes are more likely 

to provide opportunities for a wider range of actors to pursue a change. 

(K’) Social, political and economic stability.

Climate resilience (EG XXXX) already prioritised by national/county governments 

Local or national political priorities 

(II’) Local governance structures have the skills and capacity to represent 

communities, are linked to decision-makers, and have selected water 

governance as an issue to be addressed.

Positive attitude, capacity, motivation of county officials/local communities 

(V’) Better-informed community with a stake in the process are more likely 

to hold the county government accountable for the implementation of the 

resulting policies and legislation. 

(V.I’) Capacity and motivation of responsible government staff. 

(XII’) Will to learn: Organisational capacity/learning/culture which enables 

the individual/group to change in response to changing circumstances and 

new opportunities. 

(XI’) The presence or absence of champions who influence, persuade 

and build support for change.
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Annex 7. Synthesis approach

Coding

To analyse data reported by BRACED-X IPs, we used MaxQDA, a software 

programme for computer-assisted qualitative data analysis. The IP XFE reports, 

KII notes and PROGRESS-X policy case study report were loaded into MaxQDA 

where they were coded using the list of codes presented in Table A6. The 

foundation of the coding system was informed by programme-level and project-

level BRACED-X ToCs as well as ICMOs identified in BRACED FE synthesis report 

delivered in June 2018 and project-level BRACED-X inception reports submitted by 

IPs in December 2018. These were used to generate an initial list of codes. Further 

codes were added iteratively as part of the initial data analysis and coding process. 

The team used outcomes and mechanisms as the primary unit of analysis, where 

possible keeping data related to each ICMO configuration together.

To allow for further interrogation, the team also coded important intervention 

factors like beneficiaries (‘for whom’), barriers and evidence of sustainability. This 

meant that one text excerpt was often coded against multiple codes. This process 

also meant that the coded segments could be readily interrogated in more 

advanced stages of data analysis.

Documents logged, analysed and coded in MaxQDA were:

• 9 x project-level FE reports, each including a project-level evaluation matrix

• 1 x project-level policy case study

• 4 x supplementary project-level KII on policy window work

The documents were analysed and coded by a team of four researchers (the lead 

author and co-authors of this report), who identified, examined and recorded 

patterns (or ‘themes’) within the data, which guided the analysis of the pathways 

toward achieving strengthened resilience.

Results of the initial data analysis were summarised and shared by team members 

in a synthesis workshop that took place in Brighton on 30 May 2019. Discussing 

their initial findings, the team was able to identify similarities across evidence 

reported by IPs as well differences and patterns across cases that share common 

outcomes, focus and/or goals.

The patterns, synergies and differences identified in the workshop enabled 

the team to move onto further stages of data analysis to produce generalisable 

knowledge responding to the synthesis evaluation question of what difference 

BRACED-X has made, supported by evidence on how, why and for whom 

BRACED projects work (or not) in building and strengthening resilience 

in particular contexts.
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Initial codes generated in advance and as part of the initial data analysis phase 

are presented in Table A6. Based on their role in data analysis and synthesis, 

the head codes, and respective child codes where relevant, were organised into 

the following code groupings:

• Mechanism cluster codes were the primary unit of analysis. Where possible, 

we linked evidence nuggets with whole ICMOs to respective ICMO child 

codes and ICMO groupings (head codes). Those codes were also applied 

to evidence nuggets, which contained information on only parts of a given 

ICMO, e.g. intervention and mechanism, or mechanism and outcome. 

• Programme theory codes were used to identify new programme theories 

(PTs) as well as PTs identified by IPs. We used such evidence nuggets to 

refine BRACED-X PT, respective pathways and ICMOs that underpin them.

• Policy codes were used to collect evidence on policy theories 1–6, which 

were identified by a policy case study on PROGRESS-X delivered by the 

KM in May 2019. Policy codes were also used to identify evidence on 

new policy theories, specific policy-influencing outcomes and barriers 

to policy-influencing.

• Reflection codes were used to take stock of evidence on enablers and 

barriers as well as aspects and/or components of ICMOs that were specific 

to BRACED-X only. A specific ‘resilience’ code was also added to take note 

of any new insights on how resilience was built and/or strengthened. 

• The team also applied beneficiaries ‘for whom’ codes to collect 

data on the scale and characteristics of BRACED-X beneficiaries.

• Codes on resilience capacities were used to identify changes to 

resilience capacities as a result of resilience building activities delivered 

by BRACED-X projects. 

• Specific I, C, M, O codes were used to take stock of evidence on specific 

interventions, contexts, mechanisms and outcomes. This approach was later 

identified as duplication and resumed owing to substantial overlap between 

the results of coding by these codes and coding by mechanism cluster codes.

• Follow-up codes were used to take note of evidence that needed to be 

clarified and/or further explored with IPs.

• Applying strength of evidence codes the team took stock of information 

indicating quality of available evidence.
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Table A7: List of codes

code grouping head-code(s) child-codes(s)

IcMocodes Workingwiththeprivatesectortocreatepublic–privatelinks IcMo13

Strengtheninginstitutionsandlinkingacrosslevels IcMo11

IcMo12

collaborationandcredibility IcMo5

IcMo6

IcMo7

Providingincentivesandsubsidiestoencourageparticipation IcMo9

IcMo10

Layeringandlinking:betweenactivities,institutions,scales IcMo1

IcMo2

Meetingbasicneedsasanunderlyingconditionforfurtherpart IcMo4

Influencingcontexttocreateconditionsforchange IcMo3

Implementationrespondstocontext IcMo8

Programmetheorycodes •newtheories

•Pt

None

Policycodes–core Policy •theory1:capacity

•theory2:Analyticalrigour

•theory3:cross-departmental
working

•theory4:ownership

•theory5:Incentives

•theory6:collaboration

Policycodes–other •newpolicytheory

•Policy–barriers

•Policy–outcomes

None

reflectioncodes reflections •Enablers

•Barriers

•BrAcEdextension

Beneficiaries Forwhom? •Poorestpeople

•Ethnicgroups

•disabledpeople

•ruralpeople

•urbanpeople

•olderpeople

•youth

•children

•Women

•Men

•Marginalisedgroups
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Thematic analysis

The FE synthesis is based on a thematic analysis of patterns identified during 

the initial data analysis and coding phase. This involved identifying, examining 

and recording patterns (or ‘themes’) within the data, which informed the team’s 

understanding of pathways toward achieving strengthened resilience.

Guided by the realist approach, the identified themes focused on clusters of 

outcomes and specific mechanisms that helped achieve them. Other intervention 

factors, like contexts in which those mechanisms were able to contribute to the 

evidenced changes and specific aspects and/or characteristics of intervention 

components that initiated those change processes, were also taken note of.

Applying a comparative case study analysis approach (Goodrick, 2014), the team 

analysed and synthesised similarities in those patterns. Available evidence was 

used to refine the patterns and support them with details on specific contexts 

and relevant intervention characteristics.

These refined and evidenced patterns across cases that share common outcomes, 

focus and/or goals, as well as the differences among those patterns, guided 

the synthesis process to generate generalisable knowledge in response to the 

synthesis evaluation question. Organising those patterns by outcomes allowed 

the team to compare relevant pathways and thematically analyse them drawing 

on evidence collected on the underlying ICMOs.

This light content analysis identified emerging outcome-specific themes 

and underlying evidence on relevant mechanisms and contexts that helped 

achieve change.

As part of the thematic analysis, the team paid specific attention to 

lessons learnt. IPs’ reflections on what they learnt in terms of designing 

and implementing resilience-building activities was analysed separately using 

evidence excerpts from Evaluation Matrices, where IPs set out key resilience 

strengthening lessons learnt from their project. Evaluation Matrices were 

submitted by IPs as part of their FE reports.

code grouping head-code(s) child-codes(s)

resiliencecapacities capacities •transformation

•Adaptive

•Anticipatory

•Absorptive

IcMocomponents •Intervention

•context

•Mechanism

•outcome

None

Follow-upcodes •Follow-up

•unclear

None

Strengthof
evidencecodes

•Strengthofevidence

•Qualityofevidence

None
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Annex 8. Quality of data and strength 
of evidence in FE reports
Table A8a shows the scoring and Table A8b the narrative notes used to assess 

the quality of data/strength of underlying evidence given in the IP XFE reports, 

considering both evidence for outcomes and contribution by the project. 

The ‘rating’ for each project depends on the following:

• Implementation (and are the outcomes ‘resilience’?)

• Scale and scope of outcomes/findings (reaches high numbers of individuals, 

communities, etc. and/or effects widespread institutional change)

• Methodology

• Scale and scope of XFE – sample sizes, selection process. Does 

the scale and scope of the XFE data collection reflect/do justice 

to the scale and scope of the project?

• Draws on full range of up-to-date secondary data (M&E data; 

FE report, etc.)

• Mixed methods are used

• Data is valid (measures what it is supposed to measure)

• Data is sufficiently disaggregated

• Analysis

• Quality of report in evidencing outcomes (specific, stepping away 

from rhetoric; the right metrics; plausible and robust attribution 

or contribution story)

• Plausible and robust attribution or contribution story

• Triangulation of data sources

• Overall strength of report – richness, how reflective and critical

• Synthesis dataset supplemented by KII or case study to increase 

the quality and improve triangulation?

The IPs’ XFEs should draw on the M&E data they collected and reported in 

their annual report supplements. The overall M&E system is high in quality and 

impact-oriented, tying in closely with functioning and dynamic ToCs (in line 

with BRACED’s adaptive programming approach). This means that, in general, 

the quality of the underlying M&E data is high with respect to the following 

dimensions, which boosts the quality of project evaluations:

1. Validity: M&E measures what it is supposed to measure

2. Reliability of M&E data is high (collected in the same way over time)

3. Completeness

4. Timely/most up-to-date data is used

5. Data is precise and has depth – sufficient disaggregation, etc.

6. Integrity/lacks bias

7. M&E system links up to the ToC

8. Indicators are sufficient/appropriate for measuring the key dimensions 

of the ToC

9. M&E framework is impact-oriented, generating resilience-learning
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Table A8a: Quality of data scores and rating

Scoring Criteria: 0=Low/No; 0.5=Medium/Some; 1=High/Yes

* Scoring for PROGRESS-X encompasses the XFE report plus the case study which 

was designed to complement the XFE work and as such the two are considered 

as a package.

project implementation 
(are the 
outcomes 
‘resilience’?)

methodology

Sufficient	scale	and	
scope	of	outcomes/
findings	(reaches	
high	numbers	
of	individuals,	
communities	etc	
and/or	effects	
widespread	
institutional	
change)

Scale	and	
scope	of	xfe	–	
sample	sizes,	
selection	
process.	
Reflects	scale	
and	scope	of	
the	project

Fe	report	
draws	on	
full	range	of	
up-to-date	
secondary	
data	(m&e	
data;	fe	report	
etc)

Mixed	
methods	are	
used

Data	is	valid	
(measures	
what	it	is	
supposed	to	
measure)

Data	is	
sufficiently	
disaggregated

Anukulan-X 1 0.5 1 1 1 0.5

cMESA-E 1 1 1 1 1 0.5

dcF 1 0 0.5 0.5 1 1

MAr-X 1 1 1 1 1 1

BrAcEd-X-LM 1 0 1 1 1 0.5

ProGrESS-X* 1 0.5 1 0 1 1

WyL 1 0.5 1 1 1 1

Sur1M-X 1 1 1 1 1 1

BrES-X 1 0.5 1 1 1 1
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analysis supplemented 
by kii or 
case study

total 
(max=11)

rating

Quality	of	
report	in	
evidencing	
outcomes	
(specific,	
stepping	away	
from	rhetoric;	
the	right	
metrics)

Plausible	
and	robust	
attribution	or	
contribution	
story

Triangulation	
of	data	
sources

Overall	strength	
of	report	–	
richness,	how	
reflective	and	
critical

Low=0–5	
Med=6–8	
High=9+

0.5 0.5 0 0.5 0.5 7 M

1 1 1 1 1 10.5 H

1 0.5 1 1 1 8.5 M–H

1 1 1 1 0 10 H

1 0.5 1 1 1 9 H

1 0.5 0.5 1 1 8.5 M–H

0.5 0.5 1 0.5 0 8 M

1 1 1 1 0 10 H

0.5 1 1 0.5 0 8.5 M–H
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Table A8b: Quality of data narrative notes

project description xfe 
quality of 
data rating

BRACED-X-LM Implementation:Facilitatetrans-borderlivestockmobilitytoimproveresilienceto
climateshocksandstressesof1,154,800women,menandchildrenpastorsandagro-
pastoralistsinBurkinaFaso,Mali,Mauritania,nigerandSenegal.SametocasBrAcEd,
consolidateprocesses,allowmaturationperiod,improvesustainability.

Methodology:deskstudyofbackgrounddataandreports,monitoringdatabase
ofkeyindicators,updatedthroughoutLMandLM-X.Focusondepthratherthan
breadth.Quantitativefieldsurveyrelativelysmallsamplesize.InBurkinaFaso84menand
1womanrespondedtothesurveysin7communesin3regionsandon14sitesalongall
thetracksarrangedandsecuredbytheproject.InMali81menand2womenanswered
(allvalidated)in7townsofnioroaround13sitessurveyedalongalltracksarrangedand
securedbytheproject.Atotalof165responsescompleted(162menand3women).
Qualitative:FGdsandsemi-structuredinterviewswithlocalactors.33different
sessions(FGdsandworkingmeetings,interviews)encompassed143people(including
7women).InBurkinaFaso13FGdswith66menand2women(68people).InMali
17FGdswith68menand4women(72people).20telephoneinterviewswithwomen
(oflimitedvalue).13semi-structuredinterviews(including11menand2women)with
broadrangeofstakeholdersacrossmultiplelevels.totAL342peopleconsultedin
qualitativeinterviewsandFGds:309men,33women.

Analysis:Goodtriangulationofdatasources.thoughtfulanalysisofunderlying
changepathwaysandbarrierstochange.contributionstoryandalternativeplausible
explanationscouldbestrengthened.

Dataset supplemented by KII with evaluation team.

High

DCF Implementation:Extensionphasefocusedoni)consolidatingthemodeland
institutionalisingdevolvedclimatefinance;ii)intensifyingpoliticalandinstitutional
engagementtoscaleupthemechanisms.

Methodology:january2018toFebruary2019,andalsoconsiderstheyears2015–2017
todeepenunderstandingofthreeareas:theinstitutionalisationandlocalisationof
mechanismsforaccessingandallocatingclimatefunds(throughdecentralisationand
de-concentration,A.1.);theinclusionofdifferentgroupsthatuseinvestmentsand
naturalresources,consideringtheirneedsandinterestsininterventionsandtheir
politicalvoiceindecision-making;andtherelevanceofdcFprojectguidelineson
localdevelopment,resilienceandadaptionto(climate)shocksandtrends,itslong-
andshort-termguidelinesandthedistinctionsbetweenthem.

notrealist;doesnotusemostrecentunderlyingmonitoringdatasotheevaluation
findingshavenoassessmentofstrengthofevidenceandmayappearanecdotalor
speculativeinplaces.XFEbuiltonthepreviousphaserealistFE,butdidnotprovide
additionalIcMoanalysisalthoughitwasexpectedintheXFEtors.Allotheravailable
secondarysourcesconsulted;however,delaysindatacollectionowingtopayment
delaysfromdFIdmeantsomesourcesnotavailableatthetimeoftheXFE.Some
triangulation,althoughlimitedbytimeconstraints:1or2FGdsorresourcepersons
interviewedpersite,anddiscussionsfocusedonthepoliticalandinstitutionalaspects
ofthemechanismratherthanthetechnicalaspectsoftheintervention(s).

theteamvisitedtwocerclesordépartementsineachcountry,andchoseoneor
twovillagesfromoneortwoselectedcommunesineach.SomevillagesinSenegal
wereinremoteareas,butitwasnotpossibletovisitremoteareasofMaliowingto
thesecuritysituation.Inthevillages,theteamleddiscussionswiththecommunal
andvillageauthoritiesandgroupsthatusetheinvestments.Wherepossible,
theyinterviewedsecondaryrightsholderssuchaswomenandagro-pastoralists.
totAL11villages:Mali/Mopti6villages;Senegal/Kaffrine5villages.

Medium–high
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project description xfe 
quality of 
data rating

DCF		
continued

ExcellentrealistKIIwiththeprojectstaffyieldedvaluabledata.

consultedAnnualreportSupplement4M&Edatatosupplementthereport.

Analysis:toc.consultantquestionsthelinksbetweendcF’sactivitiesandBrAcEd
objectives.discussesdcFcontributionsbutdoesnotspecificallydetailcontribution
analysisorhowattribution/contributionhasbeenconsidered/addressed.

Dataset supplemented by KII with evaluation team.

Medium–high

WYL Implementation:Projectimplementedin10communesand30villagesintheregions
ofMopti,SegouandKoulikoro.Aimedtoreach26,000beneficiaries,including4,000
women,throughthecreationof100companiesandsavingsgroups.unlikeother
BrAcEdprojectsthatcontinuedtooperateinthesameareasasinthepreviousphase,
WyLwasinvolvedinnewvillagesin10ric4recimplementationcommunes.

Methodology:M&Edataconsulted,interviewsconductedwitharangeofstakeholders
acrossmultiple‘institutional’levels.realistapproach.combinedquantitativeand
qualitativemethods.representativesample(withtheexceptionofthelowersample
sizeinaregionwithhighsecurityconcerns).Pre-testingofdatacollectiontools.Sex-
disaggregateddata.Seemstobewelldesignedandwellconducted.4FGdswithan
average6personspergroupinKoulikororegionand12FGdswithanaverage8persons
pergroupinMoptiregion.KIIwithmembersofthefollowingorganisations:WyLstaff,
IcrISAtstaff,dGct,AMASSAAfriqueVerte,villagechiefindosorola(Koulikoro),
FarmerMpebougou,(Koulikoro).

Analysis:contribution/attribution–askedstakeholdersdirectlyaboutlinkbetween
techprovidedbyprojectandwellbeingoutcomes.difficulttoknowwhatwaseffective.

Medium

Anukulan-X Implementation:Implementedin6districts(Westernnepal):Kailali,Kanchanpur,
dadeldhura,anddotiofProvince7,BardiyaofProvince5andSurkhetofProvince
6.primarilyfocusingonvegetables,essentialoils,nutritionandcereals.theproject
i)hasformulatedandreformulated41drr-harmonisedLAPAs;ii)overthetotal
implementationperiod(january2015–April2019),reachedoutto122,570households
benefiting612,850vulnerablepoorpeopleinProvinces5,6and7.

Methodology:dataincludesimpactevaluationcarriedoutbyIdEtoobtain
rigorousestimatesofimpactandoutcome-levelindicatorresultsforongoinglogframe
reporting.Largeamountofprojectmonitoringdatacollectedthroughoutthecourse
ofimplementation.XFEprioritisesqualitativedatacollectionanddetaileddocument
reviewsastheprimarymethodstobeusedfortheXFE.Quantitative:600households
(300treatmenthouseholdsand300controlhouseholds)selectedfrom8municipalities
and13ruralmunicipalitiesspreadoverthe6projectdistricts.Samplesizebasedonthe
Anukulanbaselineandfinalevaluation.theFEoftheinterventionsonadditional20,000
householdsincludesselectionof1ruralmunicipalityandamunicipalityinall6districts.
thisgivesatotalof6ruralmunicipalitiesand6municipalitieswithatotalof12survey
units.thetotalsamplesizeof300households,equallydistributedamong6project
districts,25householdsperruralmunicipalitiesandmunicipalities,makingatotalof
50householdsperdistrict.

Qualitative:FGdsandKIIsinthesamesampledmunicipalitiesandruralmunicipalities
asquantitativedatacollection.Atleast2FGdsineachsamplemunicipalitiesandrural
municipalities.FGds:2typesoffarmergroups–vegetableandessentialoil–were
selected.FGdswithmembersofMarketingandPlanningcommittees,distillation
unit,nutritionGroup,MicrofinanceGroupandcropInsuranceGroups.Inclusionof
bothcorehouseholdgroupsandvaluechainhouseholdgroupsensuredintheFGd.
BothfemaleonlyandmixedFGds.KIIsconductedwithmunicipalityexecutiveofficers,
districtforestofficers,chairpersonsofvariouscommittees,privatesector,cBFs,MFEs,
challengefundimplementers,cropinsuranceinstitutionsandotherstakeholders.

Medium
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project description xfe 
quality of 
data rating

Anukulan-X	
continued

Analysis:Attributiondeterminedthroughtreatmentandcontrolanalysis;realistic
approachesmeant‘thecontextisnotextractedfromtheeffectoftheintervention’.
Insomecasesqualitativedatanotusedeffectivelyenoughtosubstantiatedstatements
offindings.noanalysisofcontribution.

Dataset supplemented by KII with evaluation team.

Medium

SUR1M-X Implementation:Sur1M-Xcoversthesame19targetcommunesduringtheBrAcEd
phase,including12innigerand7inMali.thefullpackageofinterventionswascarried
outonlyinthe10communesclassifiedas‘highimpact’bytheSur1Mproject(6inniger;
4inMali),allinthenigerriverBasin.theFEfocusesontheBrAcEd-Xphase:january
2018–june2019.Scaleofcookstovesrelativelysmall(pilot).

Methodology:Examinationofexistingprojectdata,dataforindicatorKP14,quarterly
andannualreports.Primarydatacollectionusedamixofqualitativeandquantitative
methods,withafocusonqualitative(FGds).theFEwasconductedin60villages
intheinterventionarea.thesevillages(36inniger;24inMali)wereselectedbythe
levelofactivitiesimplemented.Questionnaireswereadministeredinapproximately
300face-to-faceinterviewsinbeneficiaryandnon-beneficiarycommunities,with
communityleadersandwithprojectcoordinators.Quantitativedatawasfirstgathered
andanalysed,thenqualitativemethodswereusedtoexploreandunderstandpatterns
found.Keyresilienceindicators(KPI4)measuredinin60high-impactvillages,12from
eachof5zones,representingadifferentmeansofsubsistence(36fromniger;24from
Mali).HouseholdswithineachvillagewerethensampledusingtheHouseholdEconomic
Approach(participatoryincomeandvulnerabilityrankingbasedonlocallyrelevant
criteriadeterminedbythecommunity).8representatives(4M4F)werethenrandomly
selectedfromeachlevel;32respondentspervillage(1,152totalrespondentsinniger;
768totalrespondentsinMali).

Analysis:Attributionevaluatedthroughqualitativeinterviews,byaskingrespondents
precisequestionsabouttheextenttowhichobservedchangesowedtointerventions,
intheiropinion.realistapproachfollowed.Intermsofestablishingcounterfactuals,
respondentswereaskedwhatwouldhavehappenedwithoutanyinterventions,what
theirsituationwaspriortotheinterventionsandhowoutcomesforthemdifferfrom
othersnotinvolvedintheproject,orthosefromothervillages.Aqualitativeevaluation
wasconductedofeachIcMoidentified,toestablishtheextenttowhichtheoutcomes
areattributabletoprojectinterventions.themajorityofresultsfromIcMospresented
strongargumentsforattributingresultstoprojectactivities,butthisoweslargelytothe
factthattheinterventionsarefairlynewtotheregion.theresults(accesstofinancial
services,strengthenedinstitutionalresponsetoadaptation,improvementinclimate
informationaccess)werethereforeeasytolinktoSur1Minterventions.Long-term
impacts,suchasincreaseinincomeandagriculturalproductivity,arehardertoattribute
inthisway.Insomeplaces,itisunclearwhatisBrAcEdandwhatisBrAcEdX
outcomeandchangepathwaysimplicit

High

MAR-X Implementation:Evaluationfocusonthelowlandregions(AfarandSomali)where
pastoralismisthemainlivelihoodapproachandpeoplearethemostvulnerableto
climateextremesanddisasters.Workedacross20woredas.theextensionphaseofthe
project(MAr-X)beganinjanuary2018andendedinMarch2019.theextensionphase
workedonallinterventionpackagesexceptforthepartnership-buildingwork.

Methodology:Monitoringdataused.Qualitativeinterviewsusedtounderstand
howandwhychangesoccurredandforwhom.Focusonrural-basedpastoralistsand
agro-pastoralistsin6woredasin2ofthe4projectstudyregions(AfarandSomali).
17KIIsinAfarand20inSomaliofIPs(cooperativeleaders,fieldagentsandregistration
officers,communitydevelopmentfacilitatorsandprivatesectorpartners),staff,local
governmentofficialsandkebeleleaders.10FGdsconductedinAfarand11inSomaliof
VSLAs.theselectionofintervieweeswaspurposefulandaimedtomaximiselearning
onthetocpathways(cMos).

High
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project description xfe 
quality of 
data rating

MAR-X		
continued

Quantitative:A2-stagesamplingapproachwasused,firstatthekebele(village)level
andthenatbeneficiarylevel.21differentkebeleswereselectedamong6woredas
basedonthematurityoftheinterventions,combinationofinterviewsandcontextual
characteristicsincludinghistoricalexposuretoclimateshocks.Withineachkebele,at
least25beneficiarieswereselectedrepresentingMFIclients,VSLAmembers,weather
datausersandpeoplewhoreceivedvarioustraining(e.g.livestockandcropproduction
and/orbusinesstraining).Atotalof594beneficiariesweresurveyedacrossboth
regions.Annex3listsallsurveyedkebelesandworedasineachregion(AfarandSomali).

Analysis:Highlyskilledevaluationteam,realistexperts,robustdemonstrationof
contributionofactivitiestoobservedchangesinattitudeandbehaviour.drewon
extensiveevaluationliteraturetobothensuremethodsofimpactmeasurementand
causalattributionwererobustandidentifyproxyevidenceonhowsuchactivitiesdo/
donotaffectattitudesandbehaviour.Questionsfocusedonmechanismsandcontexts
inwhichtheseoutcomesholdtrue.3-phasedinterviewprocesstoeliminateerrorin
assumptionsandfindings.

High

BRES-X Implementation:Projectobjectivetostrengthenresilienceofmorethan620,000
women,childrenandmensotheyareabletominimisetheirvulnerabilitytotheeffects
ofclimatechangeandclimateextremes.Fromjanuary2018untilMay2019theproject
wasextendedasBrES-Xwithsomechangesinitsworkpackagesandanewcoverage
of24insteadof36communesinthe4provinces,withatotalof192supportedvillages.
thisBrESParticipatoryoutcomeMappingExercise(BPoME)reportcoverstheentire
periodfromjanuary2015(asthestarting/baselinepoint)untilMarch2019,withaspecial
focusontheextensionperiodofBrES-Xfromjanuary2018untilthedateofthereport
(April2019).

Methodology:Mixedmethodsacrossevaluationsub-activities.outcomemapping
(qualitative);individualhouseholdmethodend-linesurveyindifferentlocationsto
outcomemapping=FGdswithprojectbeneficiariesinthe5villages;quantitative
HHsurvey:toattainanintervalofconfidenceof95%andanon-samplingerrorof10%,
843householdsfromthe4provinceswereselected.838householdsofbeneficiaries
andnon-beneficiariesfromall4provincesinterviewed:well-balancedsampleacrossall
4provinces.outofthesehouseholds618belongedtothegroupofbeneficiariesand
220tonon-beneficiaryhouseholds.Stakeholderinterviewswerecarriedoutmainlywith
representativesandcollaboratorsofWHouSEHoLdS,thepartnerorganisationsandthe
provincialstructureoftheMinistryofAgricultureandWaterWorks,includingextension
workers,‘plantdoctors’.documentanalysis:evaluationofearly2018,theBPoMEof
2018andvariousreportsandtablesontheactivitiescarriedout.Somewhatlowon
realistanalysissocanlackdepthon‘how’and‘why’changehappensinsomeinstances.

Analysis:Attribution/contributionaddressed,especiallyinoutcomemapping.

Medium–high

CMESA-E Implementation:developmentofanationalFrameworkforclimateServices,based
onguidanceprovidedbyWMo’sGlobalFrameworkforclimateServices,buildingon
bothcIArEandtheFArM-AfricaBrAcEdinterventions(MAr),whichharmonisedtheir
practicalsupporttoincreasinguptakeofclimateserviceswiththenMA.Includesall
8regions,48woredasfromacrossEthiopia’s8rainfallclimatologies,so6perrainfallarea.

Methodology:About500KIIsgeneratedlargelyqualitativeresults.Eachworeda
carriedout4FGds(1withdrr/EWcommitteeatkebelelevel,onewithdrr/EW
committeeatdistrictleveland2withcommunitygroups(1M1F)).12commercial
farmsrespondedacrossdifferentregions.KIIsconductedinAddisAbabaandinvolved
collectingresponsesontheprocess,contentandimpactoftheproject.Feedback
forms:stakeholderconsultationworkshop(13–14March);samplesurveyofendusers
(listeninggroups/comparisongroup):FGdsatkebelelevelcarriedoutin47woredas
acrossallregionsofthecountryaspartofthenFcSconsultationprocess.Kobocollect
surveyof300listeninggroupmembersandnon-members(roughly150ofeach)in

High
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project description xfe 
quality of 
data rating

CMESA-E	
continued

Konso,BenatsemaiandHammerworedas.thesampleframeusedwasthecIArE
baselinesurvey,withnon-membersinterviewedtoprovideadegreeofcomparison
withmembers.the3woredasselectedprovideacross-sectionofpastoralistandsmall-
scalefarmerclimateserviceusers.

reviewofprojectM&Eandevaluationdocumentsproducedtodateandinterviewed
theprojectteaminvolvedinmanagingcMESA-E.

Analysis:realistapproach…outcomesareprocesses–directlyattributabletoactivities
(co-production).Wellwritten.Small-ninterventionsocontributionandattribution
areclear.

Dataset supplemented by KII with evaluation team.

High

PROGRESS-X Implementation:FEcoversactivitiesthatoriginatedunderthefirstphaseofProGrESS
andcontinuedintothecostextension,ProGrESS-X.underthis,packagesreducedfrom
theoriginal6to4,toreflecttheprioritisedinterventionareas

Methodology:PurelyqualitativeinterviewsandFGds,relativelysmallnumber.
FGds:inWajircounty,Kenya,8FGdscoveringWAPcs,VSLAgroup,camelmilk
tradersandcamelmilkvendors.Inall,32womenand7menparticipated.InKaramoja,
7FGdscoveringrAcs,agriculturegroups,juniorfarmerfieldschools,community
landassociationsandlivestockgroups.Intotal,36malesand28femalesparticipated.
BetweenWajirandKaramoja,atotalof60womenand43menparticipatedin
FGds.58%ofrespondentswerewomenand42%weremen.Atotalof8KIIswere
conductedwithstakeholders,and10withstaff.Acrossthe18KIIs,2wereconducted
withMercycorpsfemalestaff.thishighlightsaseriousunderrepresentationofwomen,
whichpointstofewerfemalesinleadershiprolesthataffecttheProGrESSXwork,
especiallyingovernment.

Analysis:Attribution:operatingundertheassumptionthat‘activitieswere
implementedthesameunderProGrESSandProGrESSX,andthereforeevaluating
ProGrESSactivitieswillprovideaninsightintotheimpactsofProGrESSXactivities
oneyearaftertheprogramcloses.theevaluation’spurposefulsamplingmethod
involvedgroupsthatwereengagedwithProGrESSandreceivedlimitedorno
supportunderProGrESSX.thissamplingmethodwasdeployedbecauseoftheshort
implementationperiodbetweentheendofProGrESSandProGrESSX(between
10and11months),wouldmakeattributionextremelydifficult.Inthecaseofgroups
engagedinnewactivitiesunderProGrESSX,thesegroupsweresampledfresh.’

Dataset supplemented by in-depth policy case study report.

Medium–high
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